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It's
here!

It's
big!important:

CBS -Columbia

Inc.
...

the
most

exciting
...

tbe
most

talked
about

f.151.1.name

in tele-

vision!
It bus

inspired
more

front
page

publicity

than
any

Gentleme:

It can
be big

and important

to yu,
too,

profit
-wise

and

prestige
-wise.

CBS-Columhia

is destined
to be America's

lead. -

other
name

in the
in

Kere's
why!

First,

a great
10 name!

$econd,
it will

be

supported

by a powerful
consumer

advertising

campaign
which

will.
break

early
in SeptembeT

and
continue

with
force

and

ing
line

in television.

frequency

hroughout

heyear
in DIFS,

SATUFDA1
EVEKING

'POST,

TKIS
\NV.

and
other

ladinge national
magazines,

supplemented

by strong
local_

television,

radio
and newspaper

advertising.

You
can

expect
to see

CBS-ColuMbia

chalkwealth"
healthy

sales

records
in .93-31:

territory

this
fall

and
winter!

Kever
before,

in the
history

of televiion,

has
there

been
such

a complete

Iie:
Think

of it!
Black

and
white

and
color

television

receivers

with
precision

built
chasss,

powerful
circuits,

beautiful

cabinets.

all
bearing

the
great

CBS-CoIuhia

name.

Distributors

and
dealers

from
all.

sections
of the

country
are

phoning
to ask

what
they

must
do to

get a CBS-Columhia

Inc.

franchise

for
their

territories

and
towns.

'Present
indications

are
that

the entire
country

will
be assigned

by October
1st.

If you
are

interested

in profits
and

prestige.

inquire
119'..t

about
CBS-CoIumhia

...
the

must
exciting

...
the

most
talked

about
Ilst

name
in television!

Very
truly

YourS,

CBS-COIOBIA

IKC.

Ce6-004.4.
( formerly AIR KING PRODUCTS CO., INC.
170 53rd STREET, BROOKLYN 32, N. Y.

K. Cogan
?resident

DKCIeg.

,e)6V ea Color Television
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As a shopper in your community, how do you
go about finding all the products and services
you need?

If you do what 9 out of 10 shoppers do-
you probably go right to the 'yellow pages'
of your local telephone directory.

That is a buying habit that has
been going on for over 60 years.
We know... because we've checked

with folks in communities throughout the
nation again and again.

That's why so many Radio and TV dealers
consider it smart advertising to have their
name and sales message in the 'yellow pages.'

Check the headings in your local
Classified .. . make sure your name
is under the products you sell and
services you render.

FOR OVER 60 YEARS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CALL YOUR LOCAL TELEPHONE BUSINESS OFFICE

4
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0,014, Aar A PH I LCO PO LI CY

TEMPERATURE 104° /N THE PHILCO

REFRIGERATION

HUMIDITY q8% LABORATORIES...

A NUMBER OF SPECIALLY CONSTRUCTED

ROOMS, INSULATED ON ALL SIDES, ENABLE

PHILCO ENGINEERS TO OBTAIN ACCURATE
PERFORMANCE DATA UNDER ANY DESIRED

CONDITIONS OF HEAT AND HUMIDITY. HERE ON

THE OUTSIDE WALLS OF ONE OF THESE"HOT BOXES':

INSTRUMENTS RECORDING THE VARIOUS TEST

DATA ARE BEING CHECKED BY ENGINEERS.

AgEk`4...

WHY IT WONT CORRODE
MANY EXACTING TESTS ARE CON-

DUCTED BY PHILCO ENGINEERS TO

ASSURE PROTECTION AGAINST CORR-

OSION IN SHELVES AND EXPOSED

METAL PARTS. IN THIS INSULATED

CABINET, METAL FINISHES ARE TESTED

FOR HUMIDITY SALT, FOOD ACIDS,

AND OTHER CONDITIONS OF
NORMAL HOME USE.

EXHAUSTIVE LABORATORY TESTS, UNDER

CONTROLLED CONDITIONS, ARE ONLY ONE

PHASE OF THE PHILCO REFRIGERATOR
QUALITY PROGRAM. REFRIGERATORS AND
COMPONENTS ARE CONTINUOUSLY TESTED

IN THE FIELD, IN KITCHEN -LABORATORIES,
LOCATED WHERE THE MOST DIFFICULT

CONDITIONS OF HEAT, HUMIDITY

AND ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

ARE FOUND.

)

PHILA.

- -
CONNERSVILLE,-

1K-16/DIANA '/1\ -

r

/ r

KEY WEST

\ /
/ /k // II / // I ,/ " \ // (/' X /

/ 4 X// / 7,
/ / I // / I /

/ ...,./
I // / r /

yr./
NEW ORLEANS`,

r /
I

/
/.../ /

HOUSTON*
ili

5000 MILE NETWORK *
OF TEST KITCHENS

AT KEY WEST, NEW ORLEANS AND HOUSTON, WHERE

HEAT AND HUMIDITY GIVE REFRIGERATORS A

SUPREME TEST- PHI LCO MAINTAINS PERMANENT
FIELD TEST KITCHENS AS PROVING GROUNDS FOR
NEW PHILCO DEVELOPMENTS. HERE,PHILCO

REFRIGERATOR FEATURES AND MATERIALS OF THE
FUTURE ARE BEING PROVED TODAY, UNDER THE MOST

DIFFICULT CONDITIONS OF ACTUAL USE.
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IF YOU BUY, SELL OR INSTALL TV ANTENNAS Letters to the Editors

YOU KNOW THE COST OF A DISSATISFIED

CUSTOMER. ONE CALLBACK TO REPAIR OR

REPLACE A FAULTY ANTENNA IMMEDIATELY

REDUCES OR ELIMINATES YOUR PROFIT.

MORE THAN 1 MILLION TROUBLE -FREE

WALSCO ANTENNAS ARE INSTALLED

THROUGHOUT THE NATION. JOBBERS,

DEALERS, SERVICEMEN TRUST THE QUALITY

OF WALSCO ANTENNAS TO GIVE CUSTOMERS

LASTING SERVICE AND OUTSTANDING PER-

FORMANCE AT A FAIR PRICE. USE ANY ONE

OF THE FAMOUS WALSCO MODELS...IT'S

THE PRODUCT OF THE LEADER. TO BE SURE,

SPECIFY WALSCO.

WALTER L. SCHOTT CO.  3225 Exposition Place, Los Angeles 18, Calif.

FM's Important Future
Editors Radio & Television Retailing:

The radio -television industry will be
making a big mistake if it becomes so
dazzled by the glamor of TV that it
sells FM short.

Now that television has been in wide-
spread use for a number of years and
TV -equipped homes have passed 50
per cent of the total in many of the
biggest metropolitan centers, it is pos-
sible to get an idea of what the ulti-
mate pattern of broadcasting in this
country will be like. All the evidence
'indicates that radio, and particularly
FM radio, will have an important and
permanent place in the pattern of the
future.

John S. Meck
President Scott Radio
Laboratories, Chicago

Performance of FM Receivers
Editors Radio & Television Retailing:

A most important factor in the pub-
lic's acceptance of FM is the availability
of well -performing receivers that have
adequate sensitivity and selectivity
but, most important of all, are practi-
cally free from drift. We find that these
are the vital performance factors and
that the matter of superior fidelity,
which FM is capable of providing, is
not of particular and fundamental in-
terest to the average purchaser. It is
true that certain listeners are interested
in fine fidelity but our twenty years
experience in radio has proven that
this is a very small segment of the buy-
ing public.

Ernest H. Vogel
Manager of Marketing
Electronics Dept., General
Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

FM Absolutely Essential
Editors Radio & Television Retailing:

I recently returned from Florida, hav-
ing driven to and from Miami. In my
car I have a special radio and two an-
tennas, which gives me good reception
on FM as well as AM.

Until I took this trip have not rea-
lized why FM has persistently shown
such lush vitality in markets some dis-
tance removed from high-powered AM
transmitters. Through hundreds of milesof the highway route between Chicagoand Miami, AM reception ranged
sporadically from excellent to zero.

Through most of this drive, and par-ticularly at times when AM receptionwas at its worst, I enjoyed excellent
FM reception. Sometimes there were
only two or. three stations available; on
other occasions I could hear fifteen ortwenty with little or no static interfer.ence. I heard many network programson FM at times when I could not getthem on AM; also local programs.There is no question at all but whatFM is absolutely essential to give an
acceptable radio service to large areasof the country. This is a fact which
should be brought home to radio adver-tisers who, living under the shadow ofAM transmitters in large metropolitan
areas, have no idea of how little cover-age many of their 'network programsreceive in rural areas and small cities.

E. F. McDonald, Jr.
President, Zenith Radio
Corporation, Chicago.
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CHICAGO, ILL.-Harold W.
Chambers, Chambers Radio
and Appliance Co., says: "We
had to lick call-backs before
they licked us. So we made
quality tubes a 'must' at Cham-
bers-principally G -E tubes,
the brand every serviceman
respects. Now TV service
shows a steady profit on our
books. Consequently, all
of us here are strong for
General Electric tubes-
boost them every
chance we get."

BROOKLYN, N. Y.-Joseph F. Lau.-
Inger, President, Conlan Electric
Company, says: "Call-backs can
wipe out profits. Quality tubes mean
fewer call-backs-protect income.
That's why, with 40,000 owners
on our contract list, we feature G -E
tubes. We know that when one of
our men installs a G -E picture tube
or receiving type, chances are that
customer will stay satisfied!"

IP 1

MM. I W
I" V ... V ILAlr./Mamati M-1111hoi

Jiff 0,1111
MEI - - 

vir

WASHINGTON, D. C.-Mike Filder-
man,Vice-president,Phillips Radio
Company, says: "Our call-back ex-
pense scared us, for customers' sets
kept giving trouble. That was be-
fore we standardized on quality
tubes-G-E tubes. They've done
away with our most common cause
of receiver trouble, tube failures.
Believe me, that saves plenty, when
you're servicing about 15,000 TV
sets on yearly contract!"

CINCINNATI, O. - COVINGTON,
KY.-Everett Caudill, Manager,
Tel-Rad Center,. says: "To cut
costs, we had to cut call-backs!
They tied up our repairmen-
wasted valuable working time.
The trouble was mostly tube
failures. We had to stop that in
its tracks-and we did, by go-
ing over 100 -percent to quality

tubes. When we say 'quality
tubes' at Tel-Rad Center, we
mean, first of all, G -E

tubes!"

Thousands of dealers, the country over,
echo what these leading servicemen say
about G -E tubes ... For quality tubes to
cut- down YOUR call-backs, see your
General Electric tube distributor today!

GENERAL
RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING August, 1951
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AwommebigAmerkale

For your customers who want the absolute finest, in cabinet beauty as well as inperformance-here is the magnificent new Arvin French Provincial Console! Genu-ine cherry with full doors, big 21 -inch Perma-Focus picture and all the famousfeatures of Arvin's mighty Dual Power Custom Chassis. Moves easily on oversizecasters. It's the finest in furniture, the finest in TV. Model 5212CFP $499.95

Outstanding cabinet beauty in blond or
Imahogany with two-thirds doors and 17 -
inch Perma-Focus picture. Lucite controls,
touch -o' -gold trim. Model 5172CB, limed
oak, $349.95. 5172CM, mahogany

. . $329.95

Absolute tops in table models, with Arvin's
21 -inch Perma-Focus picture; in blond ormahogany. Matching table (extra) with
"Lazy Susan" swivel top. Model 5211TB,
blond, $379.95; 5211TM, mahogany, $369.95

Aryln'TIT
Visible Mille`J You can SELZ the chOrence I

Arvin's greatest TV

There never has been a TV line to match the all -new -for -'52
Arvin Line-in powerful performance-in beautiful cabinetry-
in complete range of big -picture models and prices.

Arvin's big 17, 20, and 21 -inch pictures are exactly what to-
day's customers want. Shown above are 9 models in Arvin's
complete line of 15 beautiful sets.

Arvin's mighty Dual Power Custom Chassis is far and away
the finest ever to be offered in any complete TV line-with 26
tubes including rectifiers and picture tube. In fact, this chassis
is so powerful that a special control is provided to reduce signals
from nearby stations for maximum picture clarity!

Arvin's controls automatically hold brightness -contrast set-ting from station to station, check "airplane flutter" and othertypes of electronic interference.
Arvin's new cabinets are unmatched in beauty and fine crafts-

manship-in styles and finishes to meet every taste.

8
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Top TVLine..

There's no finer 17 -inch table model built at
any price! Available in either limed oak or
genuine mahogany veneer. Table to match
at moderate extra cost. Model 5171TB,
blond, $279.95; 5171TM, mahogany, $269.95

Open face console with 21 -inch Perma-
Focus picture, in either imported mahog-
any or wheat blond limed oak. Oversize
casters. Model 5210CB, blond, $419.95;
Model 5210CM, mahogany $399.95

Modern American styling in mahogany or
limed oak. 17 -inch Perma-Focus picture.
Moderately priced console with all Arvin's
Dual Power features. Model 5170CB, blond,
$319.95; 5170CM, mahogany $299.95

Full doors make this superb mahogany con-
sole look like a fine 18th century Highboy
when closed; 20 -inch Perma-Focus picture;
Dual Power Chassis; oversize casters for
easy moving. Model 5204CM $449.95

Don't wait! Get aboard now, and ride the Arvin Line to more
sales, more profits, more customer satisfaction! Phone, wire or
write for name of nearest distributor. Arvin Industries, Inc.,
Columbus, Indiana. (Formerly Noblitt-Sparks Industries, Inc.)

Arvin's greatest advertising campaign

Arvin's great new fall TV Advertising Campaign is going all-out
to reach every potential customer in your community. 24 ads
this Fall in 6 top magazines (Post, Life, Colliers, Better
Homes and Gardens, Sunset, Successful Farming) - most ads
in color, many of them full pages! And these TV ads are backed
up by 53 other ads on Arvin Radio and other Arvin products.
Seventy-seven ads in all-in just 16 weeks-the greatest con-
centration of Arvin advertising in the history of the company!

"Brings every station closer-makes every picture clearer"-
that's the theme of the Arvin TV campaign. That's what today's
ry viewers want-the people who own inferior sets-who are
tired of little, wavering, snow -filled pictures. They're ready to
advance to Arvin-now!

with the mighty
Dual Power

Custom Chassis!

, A 17 -inch table model for your customerk
who wants all the picture quality he can
get, in a cabinet of simple design and com-
pact dimensions. All Arvin features. Mahog-
any veneer only. Model 5 L73TM . . . $249.95

All the modern beauty of limed oak with
full doors! 20 -inch Perma-Focus picture;
mighty Dual Power Chassis. Rolls easily
on oversize casters. Packed with Arvin per-
formance features. Model 5206CB . $449.95

To get the most out of Arvin's national advertising, you'll
want to use your own newspapers and local TV and radio sta-
tions to tell people you're Arvin headquarters. To help you there,
too, Arvin has newspaper mats, radio spots, TV spots on film,
and strong point -of -sale displays ready for your use! Arvin
hasn't overlooked a bet to help you make this your biggest TV
year! Start planning now! Call your Arvin distributor!

EXTRA!
Arvin will have UHF built in! No strips,

no converter, no servicing needed!
All sets in the new Arvin line will soon be available with
UHF Tuner built in! Arvin is first to take this big for-
ward step! Every Arvin Dual Power TV will be avail-
able two ways-either with straight VHF or, at mod-
erate extra cost, complete with VHF -UHF tuners
included as an integral part of the chassis. Get the
complete story from your Arvin distributor NOW.

Prices listed are suggested retail prices in Zone I, including federal tax and
subject to change in accordance with OPS regulations.

RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING August, 1951 9



21/moyridigAmezimie Top

Static -free, tone -true FM and extra -powered AMreception make this superb Arvin a standout.Ivory, Willow Green, Sandalwood or Rosewoodplastic. 8 tubes including rectifier. Unmatched
value at the price. Model 580TFM $59.95

Pick of the Portables-Colorful and compact inMaroon, Sandalwood, or Red plastic; contrastingknobs and handle. Weighs only 4 lbs., includingbatteries. Amazing power and tone. A favoritegift. Model 446P, less batteries $18.95

Arvin Stradivara-the finest table radio ever
built. All -new straight AC circuit; such distance
and tone as you've never known before! Stun-
ningly styled in imported mahogany veneer with
lucite dial and pointer. Model 551T $49.95

Arvin Rainbow-the famous compact, shatter-
proof AC /DC superhet in 6 colors: Cherry, Flame,Citron, Avocado, Pebble, Ivory. Makes a won-derful leader and a traffic -stopping display. Theperfect personal radio. Model 540T $18.95

Smartest new styling in rosewood finish plastic
gives Arvin Serenade instant appeal to customers
who are looking for "something different." Velvet
Voice tone system, with Magna -Bass amplifier,
gives beautiful tone quality. Model 553T..$24.95

Arvin Hopalong Cassidy Radio - red or black
kid -proof cabinet with Hoppy and his horse -the ideal gift for young hero-worshippers! Theradio that made sales history! Ask about specialdisplays and sales helps. Model 441T $17.95

Arvin Radio
Velvet Voice _kit can SIZ/ the eleerence

Priced for every purse! Styled for every taste!

Arvin Radio sales are up, and still climbing! Take full advantage
of that fact! Give your customers what they want! Climb aboard
the great new Arvin 1952 Radio Line and ride to bigger sales,
bigger profits, happier customers!

Cash in on the brilliant new styling, the glamorous new
colors, the amazing new power of these record -breaking Arvin
Velvet Voice Radios! Even experienced radio authorities will
be surprised at the performance of Arvin's new straight AC
Model 551. We think you'll acknowledge that you have never
before heard such reception from any table -model radio!

Nine table -models and four radio -phonograph consoles

10
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lute deiavalios

Ivory, Willow Green, or Sandalwood finish plastic
provide outstanding beauty with long, alluring
lines, for customers who want nothing less than
6 tubes including rectifier. 3 -gang condenser; high
audio output. Model 460T $37.95

Mahogany console combination, FM /AM radio
(8 tubes including rectifier) and 3 -speed record
changer playing 10 and 12 -inch sizes intermixed;
Model 482CFM, $159.95*. Model 462CM, 6
tubes including rectifier, AM only $139.95*

Jewel-like beauty is provided by edge -lighted
lucite dial and lucite controls with finish -o' -gold
trim. Outstanding range and tone. Choice of colors
that delight gift shoppers! Ivory, Willow Green,
Sandalwood or Ebony. Model 451T $27.95

Mahogany or limed oak cabinet, AM radio (5
tubes including rectifier) and 3 -speed record player
-331,6, 45, or 78 rpm; plays 10 and 12 -inch sizes
intermixed; shuts itself off. Model 554CCB, blond,
$169.95*; 554CCM, mahogany. $159.95*

go to make up the sensational 30 -model Arvin line-with a
style, a color and a price to please every customer who comes
into your store! Phone, wire, or write for the name of your
Arvin distributor! Arvin Industries, Inc., Columbus, Indiana.

(Formerly Noblitt-Sparks Industries, Ine.)

Advertised to every prospect!

20 Arvin Radio Ads in 7 Magazines this Fall! Millions of

readers will see Arvin Radio's greatest advertising campaign

this Fall-in the Saturday Evening Post, Collier's, Better
Homes & Gardens, Pathfinder, Country Gentleman, Success-

ful Farming and Progressive Farmer! Arvin aims to reach
every good radio prospect in your community!

What's more, they'll be seeing the Arvin name in many

new styling!
new colors!
new power!

New sleek styling and Arvin's Velvet Voice tone
make the Arvin Stylist a fast seller in any market.
5 tubes including rectifier; Magna -Bass amplifier.
An outstanding value! Model. 450T, in ivory,
$24.95, in walnut finish plastic. $22.95

Arvin Symphonette-FM/AM radio with 8 tubes
including rectifier, plus 3 -speed record changer.
Stunning new styling. Plays all popular record
speeds; intermix 10 and 12 -inch. Model 582CFB,
blond, $179.95*; 582CFM, mahogany . $169.95*

more ads-in many more magazines
-77 ads on all Arvin products in
16 magazines in 16 weeks! And every

time they see the Arvin name, an
extra impression of Arvin quality is
registered for your benefit!

Make the most of that national
advertising impact! Use Arvin dis-
plays, mats, radio spots-a com-
plete selling program-to help you
get maximum sales and profits out
of this great selling season! There
isn't a day to lose. Contact us now
and be ready for the big demand
that's coming-for Arvin Radios!
'Slightly higher in Zone 2. Prices subject to
change in accordance with OPS regulations.
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Look to DUMOIlt
for greater line stability

It has always been Du Mont's policy to build only the finest
in television receivers. Earliest models are still giving good service.
And though many new developments have gradually been
incorporated into the line, no radical changes
have been needed to support the story
of Du Mont quality. No "fad" models are
ever introduced to become outdated
before they can be sold. The TV

retailer who features the Du Mont line
knows he is offering a product that will
not deteriorate in value or reputation.
He knows that his investment
in current inventory is sound.

S

THE MT. VERNON BY DU MONT,
with 19 -inch Life-size tube.

Point up these Du Mont sales advantages
True Focus Pictures. The focus of a television picture depends upon thespot size of the electron beam which scans the face of the picture tube.
If this spot is too large or poorly focused a blurred or diffused picture is
produced. Through better voltage control, extra tubes, more complete
circuitry, and the use of more expensive components, the spot that "paints"
the Du Mont picture is kept small and sharply focused. Picture details register
accurately, do not overlay each other. When properly explained to cus-tomers, this and many other features make the Du Mont line easier to sell.

MTELEVISION'S MOST COVETED FRANCHISE ou N

/4 //
Copyright, 1951, Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.  Television Receiver Division, East Paterson, N.J. and the Du Mont Television Network  515 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22, N.Y.
12
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with WEBSTER-CHICAGO "profit -products"
Carry the complete Webster -Chicago prof-
it -products line and have "hot" items, all
year 'round-even in normally slow sea-
sons. Why.? Because every Webster -
Chicago product is consumer merchan-
dised and promoted the year 'round.
Naturally, it's easier for you to capitalize
on the Webster -Chicago national promo -

The famed Webster -Chicago portable
automatic Fonograf-a natural gift
item. This profit -product knows no
seasons. (Model 621)

EVERY

In June or January Diskchangers
mean profit -products to alert dealers.
(Model 106)

tions when you use the industry's most
powerful cooperative advertising pro-
gram-the one campaign designed to
bring customers in and move merchan-
dise out. Call your \Webster -Chicago dis-
tributor today and start year 'round profits
with the complete line of Websier-
Chicago profit -products.

The new portable Manual Fonograf-
a traffic item. A profit -product with
consumer acceptance. (Model 130)

A wonderful profit -product for tie-in
sales, this Fonograf plays through
TV or radio set. (Model 551)

The Webcor Tape Recorder-one of the
hottest items in the profit -product
line. (Model 210)

An all-time great profit-product-the
Electronic Memory Wire recorder.
Profits 'unlimited with this versatile
unit. (Model 288)

WEBSTE RN CHICAGO
5610 West Bloomingdale Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois

Distributed in Canada by Canadian Marconi Co.
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Says Joe Berman of Berman
Appliances, Chicago, Ill.

From month to month, Joe Berman has seen a tenfold
increase over the $40,000 he grossed in 1949. In place
of the 13 TV lines he used to carry, he now sells 5,
and of those five, Admiral accounts for more than 50%
of his total volume. "I'll tell you why Admiral is my
most profitable line," says Joe. "It's because Admiral
has consistently kept up with market conditions to
give dealers the kind of backing they need. Admiral
backs me up with outstanding TV performance . . . a
terrific "wide choice" line that includes cabinetry for
every taste and budget . . . prices that are consistently
lower than the five leading, nationally advertised
brands . . . established Admiral brand preference,
thanks to powerful national advertising

. . . and above
all, dealer promotions so spectacular they often "scoop"
the industry in sheer sensationalism."

TOP T
0

How Joe Berman profits from Admiral's
better backing in his home demonstration program
As Joe Berman will tell you. "Today's television buyer knows exactlywhat he wants . . . he has "shopped" enough to recognize a bargain,and he's definitely brand conscious. That's why when I send out adirect mailing with a "pitch" on Admiral TV value, I know it makesan impression. Once in the home, I can demonstrate Admiral superi-ority in performance and I can offer cabinets for any taste and budget.Certainly, home demonstrations sell, if the product is Admiral."

For More Action! Sales! Profits! Look to Admiral
14
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Commercial Credit Offers Two -Way Insurance Protection-Property Insurance
protects your customers against damage to, or loss of, the merchandise
they buy under the plan, as defined in the policy. Life Insurance
Protection cancels the unpaid balance in case of purchaser's death.

Fast Credit Approval Through Nationwide Facilities-COMMERCIAL CREDIT
maintains offices .throughout the United States and Canada to speed
credit checks; to aid in completing payments when customers "move;
to offer prompt service on wholesale financing and other features.

Commercial Credit's customer benefits

help dealers close more sales

Commercial Credit Creates Good Will-Dealers everywhere are cash-
ing in on the repeat business they get through :COMMERCIAL
CREDIT financing. That's why more delers finance more home
appliances through COMMERCIAL CREDIT than through any
other national financing plan!

COMMERCIAL ,CREDIT
CORPORATION

A subsidiary of Commercial Credit Company, Baltimore
...Capital and Surplus over $100,000,900 ...offices
in principal cities of the United States and Canada.

THE broad customer protection and benefits featured
by the COMMERCIAL CREDIT financing plan provide

an additional incentive to customers to buy . . . bring
them back to the same dealer again and again to get the
same benefits in financing future purchases.
COMMERCIAL CREDIT offers dealers many direct benefits,
too . . . furnishing them with a complete financing package
that follows through from wholesale and floor stock plans
to customer financing, property insurance, credit investi-
gation, collection, adjustment and prospect follow-up.
Getting full details on how COMMERCIAL CREDIT canserve your financing needs better is as easy as picking up
your phone. Just call the COMMERCIAL CREDIT office
nearest you and one of our representatives will be gladto call at your convenience.

1. Wholesale Financing

2. Fast Credit Approval

3. Life Insurance Protection

4. Property Insurance Protection

5. Automatic Sales Follow-up

6. Tested Collection Service

7. Builds Customer Good Will

8. Nationwide Facilities
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* Unlike many big -screen receivers with "souped -
up" versions of low -powered chassis-this G -E has
a new chassis engineered to drive sets 20 -inches and
larger! It has more tubes, more power-an advantage
every customer can understand. It gives the crystal
clear, big -screen performance your customers want!
AND-here's something that will ring a bell with
you. ALL SERVICE ADJUSTMENTS ARE IN
FRONT BEHIND THE TUNING KNOB ES-
CUTCHEON! In a luxurious mahogany veneered
cabinet...with half -doors. Concealed swivel casters.
Call your G -E TV distributor, today! $575.00*

General Electric Co., Receiver Division, Syracuse, N. Y.

',Includes Federal excise tax. Installation and Picture
tube protection plan extra. Price subject to change

without notice. Slightly higher West and South.

ELECTRIC
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READY AND ROLLING. To keep pace with the con
scantly increasing demand for STEWART-WARNER

television and radio we have added a big new plant to our

manufacturing operations. Incorporating the very latest

techniques in quality control and time and material sav-

ings methods-this new plant will enable STEWART-

WARNER to greatly accelerate its long established policy

New Kintner Avenue Plant

of.... top quality merchandise-competitively priced.. Be
ready for the fall upswing-SEE the handsome new
STEWART-WARNER television line ... ADAPTABLE
TO COLOR TV... READY FOR U.H,F. SEE the spar-
kling new STEWART-WARNER radio line of table
models ...portables and console combinations. Call, your
STEWART-WARNER Distributor TODAY.

STELUARMUAROIR
STEWART-WARNER ELECTRIC  Division of Stewart -Warner Corporation  1300 North Kostner Avenue  Chicago 51, Illinois



To Servicemen...
Who want to protect their future

in Television Servicing
MEN who are interested in continuing their careers as
TV service technicians and desire to increase their earn-
ings, will find the information in this page calls for serious
thought-and for action.

Your future, the future of your business in television
servicing depends on what you do about it.

LICENSING OF SERVICEMEN IS A
GOOD REASON WHY YOU SHOULD ACQUIRE

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE NOW

In New York City, it is proposed that licenses and per-
mits be required of TV contractors, subcontractors, serv-
ice shops, technicians and apprentices. Once licensing
becomes law in New York City this requirement is sure
to spread to other municipalities. Licensing and permits
mean passing a technical examination. Stiff penalties are
cited in the licensing bill upon conviction of a violation.
The required technical knowledge can easily and quickly
be learned through study of the RCA Institutes Course in
Television Servicing. One of the advantages of the RCA
Institutes Course, to you as a working serviceman, is that
you can study this course at home, in your spare time, and
still keep working on your regular job. Now is the time to
prepare for license examinations and protect your future
in TV servicing.

TELEVISION SERVICING IS SPREADING
TO NON -TV AREAS

The Federal Communications Commission recently an-
nounced plans for setting up 1,807 new TV broadcasting
stations, most of them in the new UHF channels. This
will open up areas that have never been touched by tele-
vision. Radio servicemen in those locales should take a

*
RCA Institutes conducts a resident school in New
York City offering day and evening courses in
Radio and TV Servicing, Radio Code and Radio
Operating, Radio Broadcasting, Advanced Tech-
nology. Write for free catalog on resident courses.

lesson from servicemen in areas now served by television.
In these areas, TV servicing has substantially replaced
radio servicing as a means of income. Practical experience
in radio servicing is not the important qualification for a
successful and profitable career in TV servicing. Practical
radio experience plus the technical training of the RCA
Institutes Home Study Course in Television Servicing,
will put you on the right track to be successful in TV
servicing.

PRACTICAL, PRE -TESTED DATA
MAKES TV SERVICING EASY

The RCA Institutes Home Study Course in Television
Servicing is a "down-to-earth" course in :he underlying
principles of television. It is printed anc illustrated in
easy -to -understand, non -mathematical language. You learn
pre -tested "How -to -do -it" techniques interwoven with
"How -it -works" information. The course is based on the
actual experience of the RCA Service Company in servic-
ing thousands of home television receivers. You learn the
"short-cuts" in TV trouble -shooting that enable you to do
a good job in less time, saving you many hours of on-the-
job labor. This up-to-the-minute course contains material on
the latest developments in color TV and UHF.

APPROVED BY
LEADING SERVICEMEN'S ASSOCIATIONS

Such well-known associations as-National Appliance &
Radio Dealers Association; Television Contractors As-
sociation; National Alliance of Television & Electronic
Service Associations-are already using the RCA Insti-
tutes course for upgrading the standing of their members.
Tell the Secretary of your local or State association to write us
for low rates for group enrollment.

Send for FREE SOOKLET
Mail the coupon-today. Get complete information on the RCA
INSTITUTES Home Study Course in Television Servicing. Booklet ,0104,11g;'e".
gives you a general outline of the course by units. See how
this practical home study course trains you quickly, easily. Mail .:V /4,

44,coupon in envelope or paste on postal card. to

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
Home Study Department, RT-851
350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N.Y.

Without obligation on my part, please send me copy of booklet "RCA
INSTITUTES Home Study Course in TELEVISION SERVICING." (No sales-
man will call.)

Name
(Please Print)

Address

RCA INSTITUTES, INC. City

A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORAVON of AMERICA
350 WEST FOURTH STREET, NEW YORK14, N.

Zone State
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FullcoZorpies
month after month in

TWegreat affav2 /WS
to convince your customers

"Thereft nothiv
filer thana

Sfromheq-Carkon7
HERE'S THE KICK-OFF-first of a series of full -color pages in
Life, Post, Time, Newsweek, and New Yorker,
starting in September.

SUPPORTED BY A FULL SCHEDULE of black and white ads in
National Geographic, House & Garden, Better Homes,
House Beautiful and American Home.

FEATURING THE FAMOUS ADVANTAGES OP STROMBERG-CARLSON:

Outstanding performance plus outstanding cabinetry.
EVERY AD REACHING YOUR BEST customers, because these'
magazines are read by the people in your city
and your neighborhood.

THIS IS POWERFUL SUPPORT for every Stromberg-Carlson
franchised dealer. Make the most of it. Ask your
distributor for suggestions about window displays,
floor displays and complete merchandising aids.

Stromberg-Carlson Company, Rochester 3, N. Y.-In Canada, Stromberg-Carlson Co., Ltd., Toronto

20
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Including "RADIO & TELEVISION.°'
"RADIO & TELEVISION TODAY.'"
and "ELECTRICAL RETAILING"

0. H. CALDWELL, Editorial Director M. CLEMENTS, Publisher

Help to Make Sales RISE in the FALL!

Smart merchants, while presently worried over financial matters, and
saddled with top-heavy inventories, believe that a brisk sales period is
almost at hand.

But they are not sitting around waiting for miracles to happen. They
are working now, and looking ahead.

Smart merchants know that so long as employment keeps at a high
level, and people have plenty of ready cash on hand, business can be had
by the man who has gumption enough to go after it. And that's just what
they are doing! They are not waiting for good times. They are speeding
them on.

And in spite of the gloomy things we hear about business these days,
numbers of merchants are enjoying profitable, and healthy sales volumes.

The Success Formula Is Fundamental

Let's look at some of the things progressive merchants are doing in
order to corral those hard -to -get -sales now-to get set for the easier ones
on the way.

First, they are weeding out all unnecessary expense. Second, they are
selling actively, promoting sales through consistent advertising, attractive
displays, and solicitation. They are asking people to buy-in the store, on
outside calls, over the telephone, and through use of direct -mail pieces..

They are promoting sales of service, too, and supervising their service
departments carefully. They do not consider this end of their business to
be a sort of necessary nuisance. On the contrary, they aim to make it a
profitable operation.

Let's Forget the Past as. We Face the Future

In spite of the muddled situation existing at the retail level, far-
sighted dealers are planning to stay in business.

They believe that business will come back, and they are not attempting
to analyze the puzzling picture of the past months wherein an early Spring
slump spilled over into the usual Summer one. Instead, they are looking
ahead with faith in themselves and in the industry . . . and working like
beavers in the meantime!
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What's Ahead! in Radio,
SOME REASONS WHY BUSINESS SHOULD PICKUP this Fall. Korean armistice, rather than slowing upretail sales, could have just the opposite effect, since

consumers will feel more "settled" in their minds. . . .Widespread wage increases will give hundreds of thou-sands of consumers some "extra" money to buy the
consumer durables they've wanted. . . . Returning vaca-tioners will be giving more serious thought to home
improvements for in -home living. . . . If high employ-
ment and good wages continue, many will adjust theirbudgets to the high cost of living (chiefly food), and
will buy the utility and entertainment products theyneed.

SHORTAGES OF SOME PRODUCTS in ourfield likely to crop up before the year's end, particularlyso if a brisk buying wave digs a big enough hole in the
existing inventories, which are not being replenished
by merchants who have just about stopped buying.With civilian manufacturing output severely cut back,
watch for a wild scramble to increase production whenthe market commences to firm up.

OUT OF THE HAND-TO-HAND BATTLE OVER
CONTROLS, some experts predict that a relaxed Regu-
lation W will finally emerge. Retailers, especially those
in the time -payment belts, say that more liberal termswould have an immediate effect in hypoing sales.

"WE DO NOT FEEL THAT THE PUBLIC, withwhom the final decision rests, will be completely satis-
fied with anything short of high -definition, compatible,
electronic color."-W. J. Halligan, president, The Hal-licrafters Company.

SO THEY CAN SEE OVER TV!

Here's Red Barber at Ebbets Field, Brooklyn, for WOR-TV,and this picture should remind dealers to capitalize on theinterest in baseball, growing by leaps and bounds every day.Merchants should keep the baseball angle out front in adver-tising, displays, and in direct-mail campaigns. Incidentally,the control panel, seen in photo, permits Barber to askcamera director to pick up action at any place on the field.The panel is laid out as a miniature diamond, permitting thecommentator to follow plays and to know just where cameracoverage is being maintained. The control board was de-signed by WOR engineers. A TV screen, not shown, is atright of panel.

SHORTAGES BEFORE CHRISTMAS looked for by
many makers of electric housewares. Talks with manu-
facturing executives at the Housewares Show in Atlan-
tic City revealed that a number of firms are selling di-
rectly from production lines, with no inventories on
hand. Manufacturers also expect a very tight labor market
between now and the end of the year.

RCA LOOKING INTO THE MAJOR APPLI-
ANCE field. A spokesman for the company said that
future developments depend on availability of materials.

INTERSTATION TV INTERFERENCE has been
observed this summer more than ever before. Horizontal
bars and shimmers appear across the picture, run up,
stand still or scamper down. At the same time TV
sound is spoiled as the interfering signal tries to take
control of the FM signal. These effects were seen in
New York, 10 to 20 miles from stations, with interfer-
ing signals identified from Miami, Norfolk, and Okla-
homa City, among others. Engineers say it will not last
long, being worst at twilight. Trouble is expected to
cease at the end of the hot weather.

LONG DISTANCE TV RECEPTION has been
observed coincident with long distance co -channel in-
terference. The cause is technically described as tropo-
spheric propagation, and has brought Havana, Cuba to
Middle Atlantic and Middle West areas, with mid -US
stations being picked up down in Cuba!

TO SEE CBS COLOR-Many TV old-timers will re-
call that the prewar TV sets, because of their wide range
of -controls, could bring in CBS color broadcasts as four
"quarter -screen" black -white pictures. Many of the post-
war sets of one principal maker can still accomplish this,
by recourse to the back -chassis adjustments. So if you
want to see, in black -white, what's going on during CBS
color programs, try twiddling the front and back con-trols of your receiver. You'll get at least some amazing
futuristic design motifs, and you may be able to stretch
your adjustments to bring in some cute miniatures!

SALES OF "NEW" APPLIANCES for 1951, esti-
mated by C. W. Theleen, sales head of GE's major ap-
pliance department: Dryers-250,000 units; disposers
-250,000; dishwashers-200,000; automatic washers
-1,250,000; ironers-300,000, and freezers -700,000.

UNUSUAL INCREASE IN THE SALE of room airconditioners for home use is attributed by Hal Wheeler,
president of Temperature Equipment Corporation, tothe desire of TV -viewers for greater comfort while
watching programs. Wheeler's company is Chicago
area wholesaler for Carrier Corporation.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM NARDA's cost -of -doingbusiness survey: Dealer inventories up 45% at the endof 1950 over those at the start of the year and salesvolume of dealers in this field increased 23% over1949's. 19% of the dealers responding failed to showany dollar increase. Net operating profit was reportedby 92% of the dealers as compared to only 87% in '49.The net profit ratio to net sales amounted to 6%in 195o as compared with a ratio of 5.2% in 1949.Operating cost ratio declined to a five-year low. Thiswas 24.8% of net sales, compared to 27.6% in 1949.
22
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Appliances, Records and Television
BUSINESS COMMENCING TO PERK UP. Dealers

in many parts of the country are noticing increased ac-
tivity on sales floors. The heavily -inventoried TV mer-
chants are slowly but surely whittling down their stocks.
. . . The hot weather has boosted sales of refrigerators.
. . . Many retailers are moving washing machines, mostly
automatics in urban and suburban areas; mostly wringer
types in farm and rural communities. . . . Small radios
have been in good demand, as have portables. . . .

Many room air conditioners being sold by aggressive
dealers.

ALL-OUT PRICE WARS PETERING OUT, as
predicted in last month's issue of this magazine, though
price -cutting continues. Many New York consumers
who brought home "bargains" found that they'd paid
list, or got but very small discounts on the merchandise.
Some appliances, bought "as is" were defective, and had
to be returned to the store, or put in operation by the
handy man of the house.

MANY DEPARTMENT STORE EXECUTIVES see
price wars threatening security of the small retailer. Said
Louis Broido, executive VP of Gimbel's : "If we don't
protect middle class business, the country will wind up
with a couple of big monopolies and 150,000,000 pro-
letarian workers." Said Major Benjamin F. Namm, of
Namm's, Brooklyn, N. Y.: "If the New York City price
war continues for long, the result will spell bankruptcy
for many small merchants . . ." Fred Lazarus, Jr., presi-
dent, Federated Dept. Stores, Inc., sees loss -leader sell-
ing as a "destructive kind of merchandising, hitting tens
of thousands of small retailers who perform a real
service to their communities . . ."

NEW LOW-COST "SELF -TRAINER" KIT for
salesmen, part of an over-all merchandising program to
revitalize dealer selling practices, being introduced to
retailers by Hotpoint. Package consists of 5- long-
playing records, and 5 illustrated booklets covering all
selling points of Hotpoint products for complete
kitchens and home laundries. Kit sells for $5.95.

WHILE INVENTORIES OF FURNITURE RE-
TAILERS are higher than they were a year earlier,
points out F. S. Whiting, American Furniture Mart
vice-president, "most of the over supply is in merchan-
dise of 'War shortage' class, metal beds, coil spring,
chrome dinettes, refrigerators and television sets."

"AS RETAILERS, WE ARE TRADITIONALLY the
"middle man" between the consumer of goods and the
supplier of goods. We daily face the public in the mar-
ket place, and there are brought to account to explain
why prices are higher, why supply is short, why quality
is above or below standard. Many of these factors, if
not most of them, we have no control over, yet we must
equip ourselves with the proper answers to satisfy an
inquiring public."-Ray S. Erlandson, National Associa-
tion of Music Merchants.

DISTRIBUTORS FROM ALL OVER THE
COUNTRY planning to attend the big NEDA show
and convention at the Cleveland Auditorium, Septem-
ber 11-13.

BECAUSE OF MATERIAL RESTRICTIONS, Thor
Corporation, large appliance manufacturer of Chicago,
has stopped making dishwashers.

J. ANDREW WHITE, contributing editor to Radio
Retailing back in 1925 and 1926, and laer organizer of
the original Columbia Broadcasting S:vstem, has come
out of a 20 -year retirement to be one of radio's new
and scintillating personalities. He is heard Tuesday
nights at midnight on comedian Hawthorne's "Encore
Night" on KNX, Los Angeles.

A TINY LAMP THAT DISSOLVES ODORS with a
triple dash of ozone, replacing unpleasant smells with
clean, mountaintop air, announced by Westinghouse.
Rated at 31/2 watts, the lamp is the size of a walnut.
Bulb alone sells at $1.30, lasts 6 months at 24 hours a
day. It requires special fixtures, ranging in price from
$6.95 to $18.95, including lamp or lamps.

DEALERS WHO REJECT NEW PICTURE
TUBES because they have necks which show resealing
are doing so needlessly. It has been standard practice
since the beginning of TV to reuse the "bottle" when
it was not scratched or chipped. The fluorescent coat-
ing and electron gun assembly must be new else a re-
sealed tube would not give normal brightness, so deal-
ers who observe what they believe are sealing marks
at the neck of tubes are entirely safe in treating these
tubes just like any other new tubes. There is absolutely
no difference. It's like using a Coke bottle over again,
and just as much standard procedure.

FUTURE EVENTS OF INTEREST TO READERS

Aug. 19-22: 3rd Western Housewares Show,
Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles, Cal.

Aug. 20-24: New York Gift Show, Hotels
Statler and New Yorker, N. Y.

Aug. 22-24: Pacific Electronic Exhibit,

Civic Auditorium, San Francisco,

Calif.

Aug. 26-31: Rural Electrification Week.

Sept. 3-7: Boston Gift Show, Hotel Statler,
Boston, Mass.

Sept. 11-13: Radio Parts Distributors' Con-
vention (NEDA), Cleveland Audi-
torium, Cleveland, Ohio.

Sept. 16-20: Philadelphia Gift Show, Hotel
Benjamin Franklin, Philadelphia, Pa.

Sept. 23-27: Washington Gift Show, Hotel
Willard, Wash., D. C.

Oct. 8-12: National Hardware Show.

Grand Central Palace, N. Y.

Oct. 3I -Nov. I: Fifth National Home

Laundry Conference, Commodore
Hotel, N. Y.

Nov. 5-8: 7th All -Industry Refrigeration
and Air Conditioning Exposition,

Navy Pier, Chicago, Ill.
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Your Customers

And They Bill Buy These Interference-Tree

. Wh-ere does FM stand today?
That's what a lot of retailers,

distributors, manufacturers and
broadcast stations want to know.

They watched FM's early vig-
orous growth, despite AM dispar-
agement and FCC waveband
changes. In 1950 they saw FM
"level off," as the new charmer,
TV, came into prominence on the
merchandising horizon. And since
then, some FM licensees, it is true,
have surrendered their operating
papers and taken their stations off
the air.

But FM receiver sales still
mount higher and higher. Already,
in 1951, FM production and sales
have passed all previous records
and give promise of comprising a
constantly larger share of future
radio -set purchases by the public.

Tops for Quality
And, of course, FM is "tops"

for reception quality and listening
pleasure. Its freedom from electri-
cal noise and natural static make
it the ideal listening medium for
summer. And FM's wider fre-
quency range of music reproduc-
tion insures that the full tones of
orchestra and voice will be trans-
mitted-transmitted with that per-
fection which only FM can achieve!

People want FM and its advan-
tages. But they need to have these
advantages clearly explained tothem. And they want to have the
miracle of interferenceless radio
demonstrated to them.

As fast as customers get ac-
quainted with FM and learn to en-joy its superiority, they become
discriminating and will willinglylisten to no other type of radio.In individual homes this meansthat the next radio set bought in
that household is also an FM-a
process which goes on until all the
regular listening posts of the home
circle have become FM -equipped.So FM merely needs to be ex-
perienced and enjoyed, and a new
prospect is soon turned into a pur-
24

chaser, a delighted user, and an
FM booster who'll "sell" his friends.

This all means that right now
when TV sales are limping a bit

dealers and distributors can profit-
ably turn their selling efforts into
FM, and use every merchandising
aid to inform customers about FM
merits and to clinch FM sales.

The whole radio industry is now
getting behind this FM effort, so
that the dealer today has behind
him a united industry -front of
manufacturers and broadcasters all
working for FM development.

As this issue went to press, at
Washington, D. C., plans for co-
operation between broadcasters and
manufacturers in channeling the
distribution of FM -equipped radio
receivers into shortage areas, and
for promotion of the benefits of
frequency - modulation reception.
were being evolved from a tri-
partite meeting held at the head-
quarters of the National Associa-
tion of Radio and Television Broad-
casters. (FM stations authorized
now number 670, with 11 new FM -
station applications pending.)

Real FM Means
Perfect Listening-

 Silencing of all
natural static

 Elimination of electrical
interference

 Complete absence of
background noise

 Greater fidelity of tones
and music

 Uniform reception
day and night

 Absence of fading
and distortion

 Ability to get clear
distinct reception by
"reaching up" with
adequate antenna
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Want FM
High Fidelity Sets If You Hake Clear the Unique Advantages

The broadcasters were repre-
sented by Harold E. Fellows,
NARTB president; members of the
NARTB FM committee, headed by
Chairman Ben Strouse, WWDC-
FM, Washington, D. C.; and the
FM Industry Committee, headed
by M. S. Novik, chairman.

Glen McDaniel and Robert C.
Sprague, president and board
chairman of the Radio -Television
Manufacturers Association, and
the RTMA FM Policy Committee,
led by chairman John W. Craig,
vice president, Crosley Division,
AVCO Manufacturing Co., spoke
for the manufacturers.

Will Avoid Shortages
To insure that FM receivers will

be plentifully available for dealers,
it was unanimously agreed that
broadcasters will report future
shortages of FM sets in their re-
spective areas to the manufactur-
ers. When shortages exist, the
broadcasters will forward this in-
formation to NARTB; it will then
be given to RTMA which, in turn,
will transmit it to the manufac-
turers weekly.

The representatives present were
in unanimity in agreeing to attack
the FM shortage problem on a
market -by -market basis as the
shortages occur.

It was also decided that the pres-
idents of the two trade associations
will immediately form a joint com-
mittee to explore the feasibility of
cooperative effort in publicizing
and promoting the advantages of
FM listening. Tentative plans call
for the issuance of transcriptions
on which "name" personalities in
the fields of entertainment, music
and sports pay tribute to FM re-
ception; the broadcasters, both FM
and AM, are to include these pro-
motional transcriptions in their
programming. This plan is in ac-
cordance with a resolution passed
by the NARTB FM members in the
Association's national convention
in Chicago earlier in this year.

Leaders in this great cooperative
effort to boost FM are Ben Strouse,
WWDS-FM, Washington, D. C.;
Josh L. Horne, WFMA, Rocky
Mount, N. C.; Everett L. Dillard,
WASH, Washington, D. C.; FM
Industry Committeemen: Morris
Novik, New York radio consultant;
Raymond S. Green, WFLN, Phila-
delphia, Pa.; Leonard Marks, at-
torney; RTMA FM Policy Com-
mitteemen: John W. Craig, Crosley
division, AVCO; L. M. Clement,
Crosley Division, AVCO; Ernest

Sell FM to
Your Customers

By window displays,
store demonstrations,

Mail circulars,
newspaper ads,

Home visits,
demonstrations,

Making every employe
an FM booster

H. Vogel, General Electric; A. B.
Mills, RCA; Leonard Cramer, Du
Mont Laboratories.

Representing RTMA : Glen Mc-
Daniel, president; Robert C.
Sprague, Board chairman; James
D. Secrest, general manager.

Frequency modulation's high fi-
delity, tonal range, brilliance and
freedom from interference, all
agree, make FM "radio at its best."

FM's substantial and growing
market is reflected in RTMA's
monthly production figures. Dur-
ing 1950, FM sets were produced
at a monthly average rate in ex-
cess of 100,000 units, plus an addi-
tional 55,000 TV -FM combination
sets each month. For the first
months of 1951 the figures were
substantially higher. Dollar -wise
the showing is even more impres-
sive, since more than half of the
non -TV units with FM were radio -
phonograph combinations.

To reach its present position, FM
has had to overcome obstacles that
would have destroyed a less vital
medium. Economic opposition from
established AM broadcasters, pro-
gramming difficulties, the FCC -en-
forced shift to higher frequencies,

(Continued on page 54)

Average number of thunderstorm days per year. U. S. Weather Bureau)
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 The satisfied user is the best
source of leads for any dealer. And
the very best way to start such
leads rolling in is to make imme-
diate after -sale calls. The mer-
chant who sends a salesman to the
home of a recent purchaser accom-
plishes three very important things
at once. First, he fulfills an obliga-
tion he owes the customer; sec-
ond, he can often obtain immediate
leads, and can certainly set himself
up for future leads. Third, calls
on users build up the salesman's
morale.

Some short-sighted dealers woo
a customer with every wile at their
command only to divorce the pur-
chaser immediately after the sale
has been made. Such practice leads
many a customer to believe that the
only thing the dealer wanted was
the customer's money. "One-shot
selling" is a sure way to lose good-
will, and to cut off an important
source of repeat business.

In addition to incurring the dan-

Live Leads From
How to "Use the Riser" in a Friendly Way How to Enlist

ger of losing the customer's future
business, the dealer who takes the
customer's money and kisses the
later goodbye, puts himself out of
the running when it comes to ob-
taining leads (friends and rela-
tives) every satisfied user is will-
ing to give him if he will make
after -sale calls.

Thousands of pepole have bought
TV sets and other products that
have proven to be unsatisfactory
simply because they do not know
how to operate them properly. Such
folk will not only be unwilling to
recommend the store, but they may
forthrightly condemn it in talking
with others.

Since one -of the most discourag-
ing things the outside salesman can
run into is the disgruntled cus-
tomer, and since a great deal of
such grief may be traced directly
to failure to make after -sale calls,
the smart merchant will make a
visit soon after the product has
been delivered. And, in cases where

TIPS ON USING USERS

Use tact in asking for leads

Remember the "volunteer" lead -furnisher with some

small gift

Pay commissions promptly to those you have made

agreements with

Make immediate after -sale calls, as well as revisit-
ing those who purchased some time ago

Strive to build up a following of genuine friends
among your customers

the customer isn't entirely satisfied,
he will make every effort to clear
up any unpleasant situation.

Cold canvassing is expensive,
since it's a more or less long-range
proposition, and, in addition, this
technique isn't relished by too
many men today. Hence, most deal-
ers feel that the furnishing of live -
leads produces the quickest results
for the outside salesman. A cor-
dial welcome by a prospect or a
user is a great morale builder for
the man in the outside field, and
this is why every effort should be
made to furnish the sort of leads
that are fairly well "pre -condi-
tioned," and certainly, the cus-
tomer -recommended ones are high
up on the list.

A great many salesmen take it
for granted that the satisfied user
will supply leads "automatically" to
the store as they come to his atten-
tion. This is not the case. The ma-
jority of users will not even think
of getting in touch with the sales-
man when some friend or relative
expresses interest in the product.
Because of this fact, the salesman
calling on a user should make it a
point to stress the fact that he will
welcome any leads the customer
runs across.

They Remain as Prospects
Earlier, we emphasized the im-

portance of making immediate
after -sale calls as a means of get-
ting leads. Calls made at any time,
even years after the sale, can be
just as productive as the more re-
cent ones, however. The chief rea-
son for making the initial call
promptly is to let the customer
realize that the dealer appreciates
his business, and to make sure that
everything is working out satisfac-
torily.

There are a great many reasons
why calls on users who purchased
some time ago can be of benefit to
both salesman and customer. In
the first place, almost every satis-
fied user is flattered and pleased to
think that a firm continues to take
an interest so long after the salehas been made. In the second
place, the customer may well have
some leads for the salesman, andthird, in the case of equipment
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After -Sale Calls
"User -Salespeople," and How to Reward Them for Their Services

purchased many years ago, the
salesman may get an order for a
replacement unit.

"Using the user" is an old-time
merchandising phrase pertaining
to an old-time selling method, still
effective today, as all merchants
will agree. The phrase, however,
has a sort of harsh connotation to
it. Some time ago RADIO & TELEVI-
SION RETAILING ran an article in
which it urged the dealer to "use

1 the user," but not for 'a good
thing.'" We repeat this advice
here. Salesmen must use a lot of
tact in asking users for leads.

The Friendship Way Is Best
The very best way to get custom-

ers to provide names of prospective
purchasers, and even to recommend
that such prospects purchase from
a certain firm, is for the salesman
to become a genuine friend of the
user. He can do this by seeing that
all of the products he sells are per-
forming efficiently. He can do this
by going out of his way to help
settle amicably any disputes be-
tween firm and customer. He can
do this by taking an interest in the
customer's hobbies, and in the
members of the customer's family,
etc.

A "hungry" approach by a sales-
man seeking leads from a user puts
the affair in the light of being
solely mercenary, and will never ob-
tain sincere cooperation from the
customer.

Some dealers compensate users
for leads resulting in sales, and
swear by this technique. Numbers
of very active "user -salespeople"
have been enlisted throughout the
country. The cooperative selling
effort between a smart housewife
and an alert salesman can result in
plenty of sales.

Mrs. X permits the salesman to
bring a prospect into her living
room to see the TV set perform,
and what Mrs. X has to say about
that receiver usually rings a bell
with the prospective purchaser.

Or, as the case may be, the sales-
man drops around with a prospect
at Mrs. M's home on washday to
see that new automatic run through
a batch of clothes, and often closes
a sale without even having to meet

Some salesmen make compensation arrangements with customers who provide live leads.

the purchaser in the store.
One of the musts in compensat-

ing users for leads is the necessity
for paying promptly where sales
are closed, and in paying the agreed
amount without question. All deal-
ers should be familiar with com-
pensation plans offered by their
salesmen, and should see that such
agreements are lived up to.

For those customers who refuse
to accept money for leads-and
most of them fall into this category
-the considerate salesman drops in
with some small gift, such as an
electric clock, thus showing his ap-
preciation for the lead which re-
sulted in a sale.

Great care needs to be exercised
in asking folk whether they would

be willing to accept compensation
for furnishing leads. Unless skil-
fully approached, the user may be
offended at the suggestion. One
TV salesman we know who uses the
before -described compensation tech-
nique tells each new customer how
another user furnishes him leads
and earns commissions. If the new
customer is interested in such plan
she will usually volunteer to act as
a "user -salesperson."

The dealer who makes a specialty
of getting leads from his customers
by making after -sale calls will set
up a pipeline for the feeding in of
more and more sales into his store,
and will build up a large following
of loyal, friendly and cooperative
users in his community.
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Good TV Service, Good -Will,
Dealer Read Brings Fine Pictures to His Customers in

Illinois Valley TV Co. crew all set to give a free home demonstration.

 Although there are quite a num-
ber of television outlets in Peoria,
Ill., the development of TV in that
city has been comparatively slow.
This is due more than anything else
to the fact that the city is some-
what handicapped in that it has no
TV stations nearer than Rock
Island and Davenport at 90 miles,
and Chicago at 160 miles.

However, the situation hasn't dis-
couraged the Illinois Valley Televi-
sion Co., 2300 Prospect Road, of
which Herbert Read is proprietor.
This firm entered the dealer field
last Jan. 1. Since that time, it has
installed hundreds of television sets.

For some years Mr. Read was a
salesman with a local furniture
store. This store was one of the
first TV dealer outlets in the city.

After much study, he decided to
start in an exclusive television
business for himself and opened a
store at 3311 Farmington Road. By
March his business had outgrown
the space available there, and he
moved to his present location.

In a Choice Location

His present store is in one of the
best locations in the city, with
plenty of parking space and in close
proximity to a lot of better homes
-homes whose occupants are able
to buy TV sets. The store has a
large picture window from which
the entire floor display can be seen
from the street. On the same prem-
ises is another building used for

;shop and storage facilities.

How Illinois Valley TV Company

Keeps Sales Rolling in-
Follows up prospects immediately

Specializes in deluxe sets

Uses radio time and newspaper advertising

Stresses good service in advertising copy

Stays open every evening until 10 PM

Good installations build chain of sales

At present, Read stocks Fada,
Hallicrafters, GE, Admiral, Mo-
torola, Zenith, RCA Victor, Jack-
son and National. In addition to
TV sets, he also stocks Fada and
Jackson radios.

Leads for sales are secured
through a program of newspaper
ads and radio. Many of his ads
stress good reception in words simi-
lar to these : "Clear, Sharp, Glare -
proof reception depends upon a fac-
tory engineered installation, in-
stalled by experts. Illinois Valley's
trained force meets these require-
ments and we guarantee reception
with our complete installation."

The ads also stress convenient

ILLINOIS
WALLEY

relEVMON CO.

Poster ads on these waste paper receptaclesare placed at busy street corners.

local bank financing with complete
installation of TV set, tower,
booster, and antenna on terms of25% down and balance in 15months. They also emphasize a
complete service department with
all calls answered within 24 hours
by factory -trained men. (See ac-
companying illustrations.)

The newspaper ads appear in thetwo city newspapers practicallyevery week-four or five times a
month. In addition to the city pa-
pers, they also appear in two village
papers in Peoria county, the Glas-ford Gazette and the Chillicothe
Bulletin. These ads produce a lot ofprospects.
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Ads Pay Off in Peoria
Fringe Area-Gets Plenty of Leads Front Satisfied Users

At right: a typical home installation made by
Dealer Read's crew.

Radio also furnishes many leads
for sales. Spot announcements are
made daily five days a week over
stations WIRL and WWXL. In ad-
dition to the spot announcements,
the store sponsors the Raymond
Swing news program at 5:30 PM
on WWXL five days a week. On
Saturday at the same hour a local
news program is sponsored over the
same station. One special item is
usually featured in each announce-
ment.

Uses Satisfied Customers
"Although both newspaper ads

and radio produce many leads," says
Mr. Read, "We sell more sets from
the recommendations of satisfied
customers than from any other one
source, as these people are able to
see for themselves the sets in actual
operation in their friends' homes."

All leads, no matter what the
source, are immediately followed up
by salesmen. These salesmen work
on the floor when not out in the

field contacting prospective
tomers. They bring in the prospects
and show them the various makes
and models on the floor and what
they will do. In order to accommo-
date prospects who work during the
day, the store is open until 10 PM
each day.

cus-

Much of the service work is done
in the home but if it is found neces-
sary to take the set to the shop, an-
other is installed for use while the
owner's receiver is out of service.

Before a receiver is delivered to
the customer, it is set up in the
store and operated for at least an
hour before going out. After this
test, the receiver is installed imme-
diately from the ground up, includ-
ing a portable tower which can be
raised 100 feet.

Installation Is the Secret
"After all," says Mr. Read,

"proper installation is the secret of
good television. Our corps of in-
stallers is expert in this regard and
no pains are spared to do every-
thing right the first time. The type
of set also has much to do with good
television performance. De luxe
sets give better pictures than the
cheaper types. In television, the
same as in any other line of mer-
chandise, one gets what he
pays for."

Dealer Read
makes it
easy to buy
at his store.

FREE
HOME

DEMONSTRATION
'Right le

Your Homo.Plenty of Portable
Antennae!

LL

If you think
raid like b ry row twquick order.

-CA US-4-1210.
*eV mai.

TV AN ADIO HOUIrigar

--USE OUR REPAIR SERVICE--
HOUR24Ru.48m -AL MAKES

*PS,04C:et

))00400614eTdie4, tts*

Plenty of salesmen and
plenty of parking space
are advertised to assure
the customer that he
won't have to wait to
be waited on. Free home
demonstrations are also
featured.

Heavy emphasis on
service builds busi-
ness.

Down PoYment r.e.h21. 744

Finance chg. 122

0.21 Paymenh ' 24.70

YOU PA y  334542

$532
PER mow"

Here's a smart way to
advertise. Prospective
purchasers know the
price, and know the
terms.
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 During the height of the seasonalslump in TV sales, with its at-tendant wave of price cutting, some
pessimists said that television hadshot its bolt; was not longer in its
infancy, but instead, had reachedthe senile stage of its life. Theypointed to the acute drop in de-mand, customer-resistance to sales,
and to the old bogey, "saturation,"
to back up their claims.

Nothing can be farther from thetruth than the thinking of a few
crepe -hangers regarding television.For television hasn't even started
to roll yet.

There exists today-right now-a greater potential for televisionthan can be foreseen for any indus-
try in the world! Great things areon the way for TV. Great new
heights will be achieved in manu-
facturing, sales and programming.At the manufacturing level, therewill be a continual improvement in
receivers which will result in lower
prices, better pictures and sound,and decreased servicing require-
ments.

Color television, the excitingly
new companion of black-and -white
broadcasting, will be here one day
full-scale, too. And it will open anentirely new market, bringing ad-
ditional profits to the industry, new
enjoyment to the consumer.

Ahead also is UHF, which will
bring millions of new viewers into
the TV fold.

Today, a great many homes have
more than one TV set, and in a few
years, multi -ownership will be the
order of the day, just as it became
with radio. (There were 24,000,000
secondary radio sets in American
homes at the start of this year.)

TV Just Starting
The replacement market for TV

will always be brisk, just as it is
and was with radio. Those who
point to the "high" TV saturation
figure should realize that for a
great many years dealers have con-
tinued to sell products to "satu-
rated" homes.

High saturation figures have pre-
vailed for years on such products
as radio sets, electric irons and re-
frigerators. Yet, year by year,
sales gains have been made.

Smart manufacturers, distribu-
tors and dealers like to view "satu-
ration" as a replacement sales po-tential. So far as television is
concerned, there should be a huge
market for sets even when the satu-
ration has reached 95% !

Trade -Ins and Second Sets
Right now there are a great

many small -screen receivers in use.
(See accompanying panel.) In ad-dition to trading -in these smallunits to obtain larger -screen sets,
many people turn in receiversthey've had trouble with, while
still others trade to obtain different
cabinet styles, phono-combinations
and improved models. And an in-
creasingly large number will, aspointed out previously, buy a sec-ond set.

Looking ahead, let's be willingto predict that when there are
60,000,000 television receivers inuse, annual sales can reach 15,000,-
000 units! So let's not permit this
"saturation" proposition to get usdown! All of the products in ourfield today which are high up inthe sales brackets are also high upin the saturation averages!

Advances in programming will

What's Ahead in Television - -
Color -TV. Watch for the industry to be "standardized"like the phono record business finally was.
UHF. Will open great new markets for dealers; bring TVto millions of new listeners.

Multi -Set Ownership. Increasing number of homes willhave more than one TV set.

Projection TV. Don't count this out for home sets. Projec-tion TV may come in strong when TV pix tubes havereached this size!

go along with increased television
receiver ownership. Tremendous
strides have already been made in
bringing top-flight entertainment
and educational features to the TV
viewers. But here again, we haven't
even scratched the surface in pro-
gramming.

Tomorrow's broadcasting will be
something no man, woman or child
in the country will be willing to do
without !

To begin with, TV hours on the
air will be greatly increased. Sec-
ond, a greater variety of better
shows will be brought to the public.
And this intensified broadcasting
will help, rather than hinder, such
industries as the 'movies, because
TV will call upon the movie people
for a great many more programs on

Some TV Crystal Gazing
One day, there will be a great

many sets in cars . . . on
boats . . on RR trains . .

in planes.

And in offices, plants and fac-
tories, where employes will
be given time off to "see."

And battery -operated portable
television receivers.

film, made especially for TV broad-
casting. The phonograph record in-
dustry will benefit from this in-
creased television broadcasting, asit is even now, where we see platter
sales better in TV areas than in
non -TV localities.

With the steady increase of sets
in use, television servicing will con-
tinue to expand, and the television
technician will gain new prestige
and importance in his community.
With the coming of color and UHF,
for instance, the technician willhave added responsibilities. The
service department's investment inparts, test instruments and equip-ment, already large, will have tobe upped year by year. In order tokeep abreast of new technical de-velopments, servicers will be calledupon to devote a great deal of theirtime to study.

But the increase -in demand forservice will bring greater profitsto the well-run, well-equipped de-partment, staffed by men with theknow-how. And, fortunately, agreat many gyps and screw -driver
RADIO & TELEVISION
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to Roll!

mechanics, unable to stand the
pace, will fall by the wayside, leav-
ing the bulk of the service business
to the stores which TV set owners
know are set up to take care of
them efficiently and economically.

Right now, the best thing all of
those in the TV industry can do is
to sell television, believe in televi-
sion now, and in television's tre-
mendous future possibilities.

A great deal of money has been
i and will be made in TV by manu-

facturers, wholesalers and retailers.
And for those with business acu-
men, imagination, and determina-
tion to stick with TV, the best is
yet to come.

We haven't seen anything yet !
In 1946, there were 10,000 sets

in use, and the average price of a
television receiver was $708.80. In
December, 1946, only six cities had
TV stations in operation !

December, 1950, wound up with
more than 11,000,000 sets in use;

with 107 TV stations on the air !
No industry in the world ever set
up a record like that, and remem-
ber this: Television will continue
to set records from here on.

TV, like radio, has its ups and
downs. Something good or bad is
always happening. There's never a
dull moment; never a moment in
which to relax. But for those who can
stand the gaff of a business like this,
there are always profits to be made
-always new worlds to conquer !

TV SETS SOLD BY TUBE SIZES, BY YEARS

Year 7-8" 10" 12-14" 15-17" 19-20" Total Made

1946 6,000 4,000 10,000

1947 50,000 175,000 24,000 1,000 250,000

1948 150,000 597,000 250,000 2,000 1,000 1,000,000

1949 48,000 1,000,000 1,340,000 610,000 2,000 3,000,000

1950 10,000 100,000 1,190,000 5,500,000 700,000 7,500,000

Totals 264,000 1,876,000 2,804,000 6,113,000 703,000 11,760,000

195 I (est) 350,000 3,650,000 1,000,000 5,000,000

Figures show sale of receivers by tube sizes in last 5 years, with an estimate for 1951. The figures
do not take into consideration the fact that a certain percentage of the total (estimated to be 5%)
may have been removed from use due to being damaged beyond repair, or due to having been
traded in by the customer and not resold by the dealer.

The two million families who purchased 7 and 10" sets, and a considerable portion of the almost
3 million who bought 12" receivers may be considered as prospects for trade-in on a larger size or as
prospects for a second (larger screen) set, if they have not already made the transaction.
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New Radio and TV Sets
This and following pages describing manufacturers' new merchandise are compiled by our editors. This infor-
mation is presented as a news service to our readers entirely without any advertising consideration whatsoever.

RCA FM -AM RADIO

New model FM -AM table radio is the
model 1R81, the Livingston. Includes
the RCA Victor "Golden Throat" tone
system, and an eight -inch speaker. Cir-
cular grille escutcheon is clear plastic,

cabinet is maroon plastic. Has two -built -in antennas, one for FM and one
for AM. Includes phono jack. RCA Vic-
tor Div., Radio Corp. of America, Front& Cooper Sts., Camden, N. J.-RADIO
& TELEVISION RETAILING.

Stromberg CLOCK -RADIO
A brand new addition to the line is

the "MusiClock," a clock -radio in black
plastic cabinet with ivory and red trim.This model featuring a Telechron clock,
built-in antenna, AM radio, appliance
plug outlet, buzzer alarm, slumber and
music switches will retail for $38.95 inZone 1. Stromberg-Carlson Co., Roches-ter 3, N. Y.-RADIO & TELEVISION
RETAILING.

Emerson FM RADIO
In the new 1952 Emerson line is the

model 659, FM -AM table radio. Useseight tubes and a selenium rectifier.
Mottled walnut or ivory plastic cabinet.

Built-in FM and AM, antennas. List pricein walnut cabinet is $59.95, in ivory
cabinet, $64.95. Emerson Radio & Pho-
nograph Corp., 111 8th Ave., New York11, N. Y.-RADIO & TELEVISION RE-
TAILING.

Additional New Models
and New Lines

on Page 86

32

GE FM -AM RADIO

The new model 409, 7 -tube FM -AM
table radio, has been announced. Con-
tains two built-in antennas, and also
has terminals for an external FM dipole
antenna, for use in remote locations.
Controls include on -off switch and vol-
ume, tuning control, band selector, and

tone control. List price on this set is
$54.95. General Electric Co., Electronics
Park, Syracuse, N. Y.-RADIO & TELE-
VISION RETAILING.

Scoff 1952 TV ,LINE

The new Scott line includes the "Lin -field," a new FM -AM radio-phono
combo listing at $495 (mahogany cabi-net); the "Wellington," new 24 -inch
television console in mahogany cabinet
with doors, listing at $645; and a new
version of the "Chippendale," televi-
sion-radio-phono combination. Also inthe new line, for custom installations,are' the "Silver Anniversary," chassis:
model 720A, with 17 -inch rectangulartube, lists at $279 and model 920A, with20 -inch rectangular tube, lists at $375.Scott Radio Labs., Inc., 4541 Ravens-
wood, Chicago, Ill.-RADIO & TELE-
VISION RETAILING,

Arvin RADIO LINE
Thirty models comprise the new Ar-vin radio line. They include the model580, FM set in a choice of four colors;

six other models in a wide choice of
colors; (the set shown here is the 553T,

in walnut); four new FM/AM sets; andfour new radio-phono combinations.Prices on the radio line range from$17.95 to $179.95. Arvin Industries, Inc.,
Columbus, Ind.-RADIO & TELEVISION
RETAILING.

Bendix FM -AM COMBO
The model 951, an FM -AM radio

phonograph, is offered in the Bendix
line. This console model, shown here,

uses seven tubes. Bendix Radio, Div.
of Bendix Aviation Corp., Baltimore 4,
Md.-RADIO & TELEVISION RETAIL-
ING.

Raytheon "STARLIGHT"
Leading the twelve television models

recently exhibited by Raytheon was the
"Starlight" model shown here. Called
model RC -1720, this set has a 17 -inch

tube, three -speed phonograph and AMradio. Cabinet is mahogany. RaytheonMfg. Co., 55 Chapel St., Newton, Mass.
-RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING.

Meck TV SET
A new television receiver, the model

MM -614 -TL, is a 14 -inch rectangulartube table model in leatherette cabinet.List price on the new set is $139.95.John Meck Industries, Inc., Liberty St.,Plymouth, Ind.-RADIO & TELEVISIONRETAILING.
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:AUTOMATIC SELF -TUNING

NO
TE BOOSTER

TUNING-automatically

bo

SEPARA
boosts signal on any chonnel

UNIFORMLY
HIGH USA lowest noise factorBLE GAIN-across

entire band width-vvth

OW, BETTER
PICTURES

--extremely

LESS "SN
low internal noise

increases
visibility

EXCLUSIVE
BROADBAND

CIRCUIT -4 -stage

amplification
-2 on high bands, 2 on low

ALL-ELECTRONIC
OPERATION-no

moving parts

to wear out and cause trouble

EASILY
CONCEALED-in

or behind TV set,

or in any other unobtrusive
place

HIGHLY ST ABLE-DRIF1-FREE-EASY

TO INSTALL

First and only all -channel, low -noise, antenna -mounted,
self -tuning TV Booster! Easily mounts right at the antenna
top, ahead of the lead-in. Automatically boosts the signal,
not any local noise interference picked up by the lead-in.
Increases signal-to-noise ratio, clearly brings in telecasts
you could never get before. Ideal for tough fringe areas or
noisy locations in primary areas.
Model 3010 Tenna-Top Booster. List Price $89.50

04111-kiMe
TV BOOSTER

Connect it . .. and forget it! Anyone ... even a
child ... can get his favorite programs with
a clarity of picture and sound like never before

. on any channel ... automatically ... without
any booster tuning! Exclusive E -V all -electronic
circuit gives superb low -noise performance ...
provides higher effective gain on all channels
... works where others have failed, even in
tough fringe areas. Furthermore, the booster
can be easily concealed. Installation is quick and
easy. Plugs into 60 cycle a.c. outlet. Thousands
of installations have proved it completely
trouble -free. For more TV pleasure in fringe and
primary areas, there is nothing like the E -V
Booster! Users prefer it! Dealers say
it wins customers!
Model 3000 Tune-o-Matic Booster. List Price ... $59.50

SEND FOR FULL DETAILS!

422 CARROLL
STREET

Export:
13 E. 40th St., New

IV BOOSTERS MICROPF1ONES

ACC
BUCHANAN,

MICHIGAN
Arlab

York 16, U.S.A. Cables:

Ft141
SPEAKERS PHONO-PICKUPS

Patent Pending
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Plan Now for More
Map Out a Complete Activity Schedule for the Coming Peak Season.

 With the Fall season rapidly
drawing near, the time is ripe for
some down to earth plans for the
disc department. The dealer who is
on his toes won't just say, "Yes, I
really should do some planning,"
and let it go at that; he'll actually
map out a whole series of Fall ac-
tivities. He'll review his entire op-
eration, recalling whatever was not
up to par in the past and arranging
a remedy for it.

This article mentions some ofthe general subjects to be consid-
ered in such a planning session. In
each individual case there will
probably be special problems, spe-
cial objectives, etc. You can adapt
this general plan easily to suit your
particular circumstances.

Let's start with the store itself.Does the floor plan permit good
aisle space for store traffic? Do cus-
tomers have difficulty finding cer-
tain counters and racks? The store
layout should be inviting and easily
navigated. If it's properly done,
it will not only save time and in-
convenience in directing customers,but will help with those timid cus-
tomers who will walk out rather
than ask, if they can't find what
they're looking for.

Consider the Possibilities
Try redesigning your store (on

paper). Move the counters, listen-
ing booths, and record racks. Isthere more floor space? Are the
racks shown off to better advan-
tage? Can you add another listen-
ing booth? If you actually sit down
and try this idea, you'll be sur-
prised at the possible improve-
ments you'll uncover.

This stage of the planning would
also be a good time to consider the
new demonstrators and racks whichmany of the manufacturers are
bringing out for the Fall.

Now how about your stock?From the consumer's point of view
the popularity of a dealer fre-
quently depends on how often he'sable to come up with the disc
they're looking for. Have you lost
any sales because you didn't have
the records in stock? Of course
there's a limit to how much stock
each dealer can finance, but no

Ask Yourself These Questions

In Preparing for Autumn Business

Can my floor lay -out be improved?

Do I need some new display racks?

Is my stock in keeping with customer requests?
Are my show window displays pulling as they should?
Have my sales meetings been frequent and effective?
Are my mailing lists and promotion plans sufficient?

dealer can afford not to carry a
disc, or album, or line for which
he has repeated requests. There's
no future in reducing stock by not
buying; the only profitable stock
reduction is that caused by an in-
crease of sales.

List Customer Requests
From your past selling experi-

ence, make a list of all the types
of requests you've had from your
customers. Does it compare favor-
ably with what you're now carry-
ing in stock? By making up such
a checklist you'll also recognize thetrends in your area. Are you sell-
ing more classical records now than
you were a year or two ago? Has
the demand for show albums been
steadily increasing? You'll learn a
lot about your stock by making up
such a list.

A revamping of your stock and
customer wants will also give you
some information for planning aseries of promotions. Consider
some promotions based on record
content, such as show albums, light
classics, operas, blues, etc. Varythese with campaigns aimed at
specific groups of customers. You
can appeal to various civic and
social groups, movie tie-ins, schools,
parent -teacher groups (for kiddie
records), etc. Make up complete
campaigns for each promotion youplan. List all -the approaches youwill use (newspapers, direct mail,
contests, meetings, etc.) and figure
just how and when you will use
each.

Setting your objectives and plan-

ning your entire campaigns now
will also give you better distribu-
tion of your advertising and pro-
motion budget.

Also in line with promotion plan-
ning is the planning of your win-
dow displays. How often have you
changed your window display in the
past? Has this been often enough? If
you've watched the people who walk
past your store you know whether
your window has attracted their
attention or not. Has it received
just a casual look, or has it made
people stop to take a longer look?
If your windows haven't been "pull-
ing" as they should, it means either
that your display wasn't very good
to start with or that you've kept it
there too long. The majority of the
people who pass most stores walk
by those same stores again and
again. They'll look at your window
each time they pass, but they won't
bother to stop for a better look if
it's something they've already seen.
You know best how often people
pass your store. If you don't know,
a few subtle questions of your cus-
tomers will help you to find out.
Figure out the habits of the street
traffic in front of your store and
you'll know whether you're chang-
ing your window often enough ornot. Try an increased number of
window displays for this Fall. Don't
be afraid of changing it too often.

If you're using an assortment of
merchandise in your window, you
can get the effect of more frequent
display changes by simply moving
the items around in the window.
Just rearrange the products, and it34
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Disc Sales this Fall
Right Now Is the Time to Start Getting Your Store Ready

will strike the passerby's eye as
being different from the last time
he saw it.

Keep in mind that your show
window presents to the passerby a
sample of what's inside your store.
Keep it clean, neat and attractive.
It's your calling card to the public
outside. Beware that dusty, sun -
bleached, melted -disc look which
suggests that inside is an ill -kept
store with a very old stock.

Make up a schedule of show win-
dow changes now. You probably
won't know just yet what the mer-
chandise in those windows will be,
but resolve to change the display
at definite intervals. And jot down
a few of the display ideas you've
been mulling over in your mind.
You may be glad to have those
ideas when the time comes to

f4 change your window.
it

Ready Your Sales Staff
Back inside the store again, let's

take a look at your sales staff. How
often have you been having sales
meetings to discuss problems, ob-
jectives and progress? Based on
the volume of business and the size
of your sales staff, plan now on
having organized sales meetings at
regular intervals. Unless you set
aside a definite time for it, you'll
find that you just don't seem to get
around to it. Past experience has
probably taught you that this is
true.

Jot down the proceedings of
these meetings, especially the prob-

,_ lems discussed, -solutions proposed,
and objectives which are set. 'At
each meeting, look back at the
events of the previous meeting and
you'll get a good idea whether
you're progressing, standing still,
or slipping. It's surprising how
many of your problems can be
eliminated by this systematic at-
tack.

And last, but very important,
look over your customers and pros-
pect files. Is your mailing list up-
to-date? It's foolhardy to waste
good money on mailing pieces and
then send them to an out -dated
mailing list. Keep a log book handy
for collecting names and addresses
of customers. They'll gladly sign

RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING August, 1951

up if you tell them you want to
send them information and an-
nouncements on new records. This
will assure you of keeping an up-
to-date list of actual "buying" pros-
pects. If you haven't been making
such a collection in the past, start
doing it now. It will be paying off
for you long before you start your
Christmas promotion.

A look at the customers them-
selves will also tell you whether
or not they're the group you've
been making your appeal to. Have
your past promotions been success-
ful in building up new groups of

ox.t'eM111

ill
ff

111141.11

customers ? Perhaps they weren't
strong enough. Or perhaps you
failed to follow them up and keep
these new customers interested. If
the latter is true, then you've rec-
ognized your problem, and now is
the time to decide on what you're
going to do about it.

The coming Fall season promises
to be a very good one for disc sales.
A higher than usual amount of pro-
motion helped to save what might
otherwise have been another "Sum-
mer slump." Possible shortages this
Fall and Winter in some lines of

(Continued on page 60)

Showing faith in the future of the disc industry, Haynes -Griffin, one of New York's pioneer
radio -TV -record stores, has moved to new and larger quarters. The record department, managed
by capable Alma Kay and her staff (above), is divided into three sections, according to record
speed. The radio and television department, managed by John Zitis (below), has ample display
room and demonstration areas. Record listening booths are large, well lighted, nd comfortable.
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LOOK WHAT'S HAPPENING TO COLUMBIA'S SALES
. . . and your profits!

Last spring we made you a great
big promise!

Here's what we promise you for fall:
 The GREATEST list of merchandise everWe said Columbia was going to turn out the best records in the released!business, back 'em up with hard hitting promotions, and boostsales right across the board!

The GREATEST Ad and Promotion everDid we keep that promise? Just look at the figures! (They corn- scheduled!pare Columbia's 1951 second quarter sales against the samequarter of 1950.)
The GREATEST Dealer Aid Program everIn fact, Columbia's total sales for the second quarter were offered!up 40%!

No two ways about it, Columbia is the hottest label in thebusiness today. AND-

36

Your Columbia salesman will call on you with complete details-Watch for him:

COLUMBIA RECORDSTrade Marks "Columbia,"
"Masterworks," Of 8 Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. Marcas Registradas
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How the Profit -Minded Dealer Can

Sell More Clock Radios
 Clock radios can bring extra prof-
its to any dealer. This product is
not seasonal, and it can be readily
sold to people in all income brackets
since it is reasonably priced. Clock
radios perform a combination of
services in one unit, hence they
have plenty of sales appeal.

The dealer who wants to do a
big job with clock radios has an
efficient demonstration set-up in
his store. He displays clock radios
in his show -windows, and adver-
tises them consistently all the year
round.

Demonstrate the Sets

To many a store visitor, the
clock radio looks just like any other
table model set, so it's a good idea
to require salespeople to demon-
strate them, explaining the fea-
tures. As with other products, the
salesperson needs to be thoroughly
familiar with the operation of the
set. If the unit .is equipped with
an outlet for appliances, this fea-
ture should be stressed as well.

The low price of the clock radio

should be emphasized, and it should
be pointed out, for instance, that
for a sum below $40, the customer
gets a fine radio, an alarm clock,
an accurate timekeeper, and an
"automatic" outlet. Unless the
salesman tells the prospective cus-
tomer these things, he will not be
getting across the genuinely effec-
tive sales message. It is certainly
not enough to say that this is a
"clock radio" and let it go at that.

Set Up, a Special Display

It will pay any dealer to set up
a special "corner" in his store for
the demonstration of clock radios,
and to invite each and every cus-
tomer to sit down and listen to this
remarkable unit which not only
entertains but acts as a day -and -
night servant at a cost to operate
that's figured in pennies.

It will pay any dealer to keep
clock radios in his show -windows
at all times, and to use the easels,
cards, etc., provided by the manu-
facturer in order to furnish the
passerby with means for rapid

identification of the clock radio.
It' will pay the dealer to devote

some newspaper advertising space
to clock radios exclusively. Ads
should describe the product, stress
the reasonable price, and should
contain an invitation to drop in at
the store for a demonstration. Al-
though the unit price is small,
some dealers will feel that an offer
of a free home demonstration may
be justified, since other products
can be sold as a result of such home
trial, or because new customers
may be added to the store's list.

A Direct Mail Campaign
There seems to be nc, reason why

a well -planned direct -mail cam-
paign on clock radios shouldn't pull
results, since this free trial tech-
nique capitalizes on a practice
widely accepted by the public.
Clock radios are "natural" demon-
stration units, and a large percent-
age of home trials should "stick."
For the well -established retailer,

tomers, a return postal card mailing
(Continued on page 56)

Sell These Features to Your Customers

A Fine, Accurate,
Self-starting
Electric Clock

N
An Automatically
Operated Alarm

An Automatic Outlet
for Appliances

An Attractive Cabinet
for Any. Room

z

A Fine Radio Set

Low Price,
Starting Below

$309-2
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start Your ay with a song!

enjoy a clock radio...timed b
Drift asleep to music!

38

A TELECHRON TIMER on your clock
radio automatically wakes you up to
music, sings you to sleep at night.
Three simple knobs control radio,
alarm, and "Sleep Switch."

CLOCK RADIO TIMER

ADMIRAL
 CROSLEY

DUMONT.
 EMERSON

FIRESTONE
 JEWEL  MAJESTIC

MITCHELL
 MOTOROLA

I

PH/ICO
 SILVERTONF

ROMBERCCARLSON

 ZENITH

THESE FAMOUS TRADE NAMES appearon It ndsoine clock radios that useTelechron timers. Look for them be-fore you buy. They're quality brands...at leading storex everywhere.
GRAND BACK.TO-SCHOOL GIFT

. and inexpensive, too! Ideal for her room... or his. Aclk rmlio tinted by a Telechron tinier is fun to own. It even turns on favorite radio pro- Radioronmlp%anuytorit,itc2nizi Telechron is a trademark of Telechron Department,
General Electric

01NO. TO 1.0. T.TOCNOON

TeLec..o. 19,1, L[CroiC ClOCK
YOU GET THE FAMOUS ACCURACY
of Telechron electric clocks in yourTelechron tinter. Synchro-Sealed
Motor is synchronized with electric
power plants. It can't run wrong!

FIRST OF A SERIES of 4 -color advertisements on clock radios, timed by Telechron timers,to appear in national magazines beginning Monday, August 20th.
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Clock Radios Given Big Push

in Power -Packed Campaign

Reaching More Than

SG Million Readers
Striking 4 -color, full -page ads scheduled for

It's terrific!
It's colossal!
It's very, very good!

Beginning with the August 20th issue, a dra-
natio campaign on clock radios, timed by
Felechron timers, will be launched in LIFE Mag-
Wine . . . followed by insertions in THE SAT-
URDAY EVENING POST, BETTER HOMES
?iND GARDENS. Swiftly paced and alive with
uman interest, the campaign features famous

brands of clock radios, urges more than 86 mil -
ion readers to look for the Telechron trade -mark
efore they buy.

You get the benefit of increased public interest
jn clock radios, increased sales, increased profits.
People will be asking about these marvelous
utomatic servants that wake them to music,

!till them to sleep.

Plan now to tie in with this sales -promoting
campaign. Feature clock radios timed by

LIFE posrr ester lcues,,
Telechron timers in your newspaper advertising.
Build window displays around them, using copies
of the advertisements as window cards. Give
clock radios good display within the store.

Remember -
You back a famous name when you back

Telechron timers. 4 -color, full -page or 2 -page
spread advertising on either Telechron timers or

Telechron electric clocks appears every single week
in national magazines from now through the pre -
Christmas selling peak ... a tremendous impact
on the national mass market.

Steer the local part of this mass market your
way! Telechron is a trade -mark of Telechron
Department, General Electric Company, Ash-
land, Massachusetts.

TIME RS
7te Low-Cost Plus that Clinches the Sale
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New Electrical Appliances
This and following pages describing manufacturers' new merchandise are compiled by our editors. This infor-

mation is presented as a news service to our readers entirely without any advertising consideration whatsoever.

Telechron CLOCKS

New clocks announced include the
Personality, which can be changed to
suit the personality of the owner.
Border of .the clock face is designed as
a picture frame. Clock has an alarm,
and is suitable for any room in the
house. Approximate list price is under
$10. Another new model is the Tiara,
selling between 7 and 8 dollars. This

luminous alarm clock has a clear dial
framed by jewel-like beads. Model with
high gift -appeal is the Swarthmore,
with mahogany finished case on jet
black base and gold colored grill. Re-
tails for over $20. Telechron Dept., Gen-
eral Electric Co., Ashland, Mass.-
RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING.

Westinghouse SHEETS

A completely new electric sheet,
available in white and decorator shades
of maize, blue and pink with single or
dual controls, has been announced.
Made of lustrous mercerized broad-
cloth, the sheet is 70 inches wide and
84 inches long, and has a warmed area
54 by 70 inches. Can be used equally
as well on double or single beds.
Single control model is ES -511, dual
control model is ES -512. Control box is
in the form of a powder box. Neon
signal light glows when switch is
turned on and the control dial is index
marked for a wide range of warmth
selection. Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Appliance Division, Mansfield, Ohio-
RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING.

Dominion POPPER CHEF

The model 1703 is called the Jumbo
Popper Chef. In addition to popping
corn, it may be used to heat canned
soups, etc., making frostings, candies,
boiling potatoes, recrisping, heating
baby bottles, etc. Made of heavy pol-
ished aluminum. Retails at $9.95. Also
included is a set of 4 15 -oz. glasses and
4 bowls. Dominion Electric Corp., Mans-
field, Ohio-RADIO & TELEVISION RE-
TAILING.

40

Gibson FREEZER

Average family sized unit in the new
freezer line is the model HF-1391. This
model provides 13 cu. ft. of storage
space. Has a separate quick-freeze com-
partment. Stores up to 354 pounds of
food. In addition to the five-year war-
ranty, owners are protected by the

Gibson five-year $150 food protection
plan. Gibson Refrigerator Co., Green-
ville, Mich.-RADIO.& TELEVISION RE-
TAILING.

Rife -Life TV Lamps

A line of television lamps has been
announced. Made of high -fired ceram-
ics, the lamps feature sculptured forms:
Native King or Queen, Persian Prince
or Princess, Elephant (shown here), and

Panther. All feature a concealed light
socket and 6 -foot cord. Give a diffused,
indirect light. Weigh approximately

31/4pounds each. Rite-Lite Mfg. Co., 3858W. Roosevelt Rd., Chicago 24, Ill.-
RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING.

Eskimo HAIR DRYER

A new hair dryer is offered. Model780, professional type of dryer, hangs
on wall, has its own stand, or may beused in the hand. Heating element issupported by porcelain blocks. Cen-trifugal blower in the center drives airpast the element. Retails for about$14.00. Bersted Mfg. Co., Div. of Mc-Graw Electric Co., Fostoria, Ohio.-RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING.

Seth Thomas CLOCKS
New model in the line is the

Belwyn, adaptable, easy to read,
bell alarm. One piece case is
available in maple, blond or ma-
hogany finish. Dial face is avail-
able in plain or luminous style.
Decorated to fit traditional or
modern settings. With order of
one each of the six available
styles a permanent type display
is included free of extra charge.
Clocks retail for $8.95 in the plain
faced model and $9.95 in the
luminous dial model. Seth Thomas
Clocks, Div. of General Time
Corp., Main & Trott, Thomaston,
Conn.-RADIO & TELEVISION
RETAILING.

Nutone HEAT-A-LITE 
New fixture incorporates a heat-

er and lighting unit in a com-
bination ceiling fixture. Lighting
section uses a prismatic lens
over 100 watt bulb, giving over-
all diffused light. Utilizes all heat,
from element, bulb, motor and
room heat. Guaranteed for one
year. Fan driven heat distributed
by fluted louvres. Model 900,
white enamel finish, $49.95. Model
901, chrome finish, $54.95. Nu -
tone, Inc., Madison and Red Bank
Roads, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.-
RADIO & TELEVISION RETAIL-
ING.

Rival STEAM IRON

The stainless steel Steam-O-
Matic, fully automatic steam and
dry iron, is offered. Iron alone
retails for $19.95. Luggage type
carrying case is included for
$22.95. Prices include Federal
tax. Fiberglas insert protects case
when iron is still warm. Iron
weighs only 3 pounds. Case
measures 111/4 x 61/2 x 7 inches.
Rival Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
-RADIO & TELEVISION RETAIL-
ING.

Arfra ROOM COOLER
A new window exhaust fan,

designed to fit any window 24
to 32 inches wide, has been an-
nounced. Fan is 16 -inch size, has
four blades. Has 8 ft. cord.
Comes in silver gray Hammer -
tone and ivory finish. Features
two speed operation. List price
is $45. Also available is a simi-
lar model with 20 -inch fan blade.
This model lists for $59.95. Artra
Aluminum Foundry & Mfg. Co.,
16 E. Madison St., St. Charles,
Mo.-RADIO & TELEVISION RE-
TAILING.
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11H Fmeggsmore TV STATIONS

mote TV PROGRAMS

 monoTV SALES &rota /

With the Federal Communications Commission's recent proposal for
1,807 new TV stations-the majority in the Ultra High Frequency band-
comes a revolution in television that affects every single member of the
television industry. There'll be new stations on the way! Instead of the
present 107 now operating in 64 cities, 1,807 new stations will spring up
in 1,250 cities and towns throughout the United States.

There'll be new programs on the way! Instead of being limited to the
new channels now available, new shows will blossom forth with a maze
of new entertainment and educational features undreamed of now. Shows
of local interest which have been crowded out by network schedules will
start appearing. Colleges and churches will present their activities in tele-
casts which can be enjoyed by audiences numbering millions instead of
hundreds.

Remember, the goodwill of your customers
is at stake   the sets you sell today

they'll expect to use tomorrow!
New sales on the way! This tremendous television expansion in stations
and programs opens up a new, untapped market of television prospects
for you. But it also materially effects the sets you sell today and the cus-
tomers to whom you sell them. They must be capable of receiving these
new UHF stations and programs without a costly converter or you'll
destroy in a short time the reputation you have been building for years.



this is the famous ti

every

television set

built and sold to

the public has

built-in provision

for tuner strips

to receive the

proposed new ultra

high frequency

channels without

a converter

change to UHF mean
New Ultra High Frequency television will not on
advantages of hundreds of new stations, but in a,
tests in comparison with present -type telecasts of corn
show that it has far greater freedom from electric
such as that caused by sewing machine motors, va,
power tools, diathermy and other electrical equipm(

In one specific experiment under normal operati
excellent pictures were received from a new type
miles distant from the set, while pictures received f.
type Very High Frequency transmitter only 3 miles a
in quality because of electrical interference.

most other television sets wet
with UHF in mind...they requi

Because most television sets on the market today do t
vision for the new Ultra High Frequency channels as d
require a converter to receive these coming new -type

A converter is an unsightly device. It not only detrat
the set with its complicated wires and tuning attachm
inconvenience will make installation undesirable.

Actually, a converter is a complete tuning device with
and parts. It requires its own power supply separate fr
And, because of its extra switches and tuning knobs, one-
a practical impossibility. Most converters require frequt
"drift" causes picture and sound to fade out. But one c

problems caused by many present
of poorer quality as a result of el

It is vital to you as a television
that you remember the true facts on
sell Zenith-the set with built-in pn
does not require a converter or adai



ret tuner built into every Zenith television set

Every Zenith ever built has this amazing Turret Tuner. Nothing
extra to buy-it's built right in where it belongs! And it was
designed and built with UHF in mind.

To receive the new UHF stations, UHF tuner strips similar to
the one shown can be added in a matter of minutes and the Zenith
Turret Tuner adjusted for one -knob tuning of both VHF and UHF
stations.

- .
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In one test, an ordinary electric drill creating the
type of electrical interference found in many
locations, was operated at equal distances from
two sets ... one tuned to a new -type Ultra High
Frequency transmitter, the other to a present -
type station. The interference had no apparent
effect on the new -type, but the picture on the
other set was made unsatisfactory for normal
viewing.

iii

New -Type

Television

Present Type

Television

not built
a converter!

ave built-in pro -
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Dm the beauty of
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e -tuning because
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Zenith's ability to receive new type UHF
stations is being proved every day

In January, 1950, an Ultra High Frequency experimental station was set-up in
Bridgeport, Connecticut to test transmission and reception of UHF telecasts. In
this experiment, tuner strips to receive the UHF stations were placed in the turret
tuners of Zenith receivers owned by the people of Bridgeport. And persons own-
ing television sets not having a turret tuner were furnished with converters of
virtually every type available. These people were then able to receive telecasts
from the Bridgeport UHF station.

At the conclusion of the test, persons owning Zenith receivers were the envy of
their neighbors, for this experiment proved beyond a shadow of a doubt the
performance superiority of Zenith's Miracle Turret Tuner.

1

These important features have been dramatically
proven in the Bridgeport tests

Zenith Television sets gave excellent reception
of the new -type Ultra High Frequency station.

One -knob automatic tuning of both present
2 and new -type stations was provided by the

Zenith turret tuner.

Zenith's built-in provision for Ultra High Fre-
3 quencies eliminated all unsightly converters,

additional dials, wires, knobs.

No extra "warm-up" period was necessary to
4 receive the new -type stations with Zenith tele-

vision receivers.

The Zenith turret tuner "locked in" either the
present or new -type stations. There was no
fading due to drift, and no need for repeated
re -tuning.

Zenith television sets with built-in provision for
6 Ultra High Frequency ''tuner strips" in the turret

tuner are ready now for these new -type stations.

5



The KEATS featuring complete FM -AM radio
coverage, the famous Cobra-Matic Record
Player and 17 -inch "Black" Tube television.
Model H2868R

The ADDISON with big 20 -inch rectangular
"Black" Tube television in a Mahogany -
veneered cabinet. Model H2242R

with UHF on the way
REMEMBER all Zenith
Television Receivers

Are Built with UHF

in Min
Ultra -High Frequency television is nothing new. From the very
beginning it was recognized as a positive necessity once television
won the recognition of the American public. Zenith knew it . . .

and every other television manufacturer knew it. Only Zenith did
something about it! And that "something"-the now famous
Turret Tuner-is yours to sell in Zenith-the manufacturer that
offers you and your customers a written guarantee to receive the
new Ultra -High Frequency channels without a converter.

ENITH
*LNG DISTAMCF. RADIO

and TELEVISION

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
6001 WEST DICKENS AVENUE

CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS

S.24MaaW,OZATa
,-,NZLAliaellia". 

The GOLDSMITH in a beautiful Gold Coast
Afaro cabinet with 146 sq. in. rectangular
picture. Model H2053E

The ALDRICH with Zenith's 165 sq. in. 2 -in -1
"Selecto-Screen", Reflection -Proof pictures.
Model I -12438R

The BURKE in genuine Striped Mahogany
veneers with 146 sq. in. rectangular "Black"
tube. Model H2052R

The MARLOWE in its Modern cabinet of
cli,rable Mahogany Pyroxylin with 17 -inch
rectangular tube. Model H2029R



attend Raytheon Dinner
Over 200 Chicago TV sales and

ervice men attended a Raytheon
 onded Dealer dinner recently at the

otel Stevens, Chicago. This meet-
ng, sponsored by the dealer division
f Allied Radio Corporation, Chicago,

tistributor of Raytheon tubes in the
'hicago area, was the first in a cur-
ent series of meetings to promote

the Raytheon Bonded Electronic Tech-
ician Program.

alsco Builds New Plant
Walsco opened the doors to its new

,os Angeles Plant, 3225 Exposition
)lace, Los Angeles, while hundreds of
ocal jobbers and dealers accepted the
irvitation to enjoy "open house" fes-
tivities and witness the expanded
facilities of the new company's mod -

n headquarters.

otpoint Survey Results
A slight decline in refrigerator

rade-ins during the last half of 1950,
Lccompanied by an increase in the
lumber of consumers keeping old

noxes, may indicate a new trend to
two refrigerator" families, Edward
1. Taylor, vice-president, Hotpoint,
nc. said in reviewing results of a
onsumer refrigerator survey con-
ucted by the company during 1950.

such a new trend materializes, a
astly expanded market will open up

(Oar this high saturation home appli-
nce, he said.

Jerrold Names Two
The appointment of Sydney J. Mass

Is sales manager and Edmund D.
,iucas, Jr. as manager of advertising

;Ind public relations was announced
y Milton J. Shapp, president of Jer-
old Electronics Corporation.

lake Aerovox Plans

Is

lor over a quarter century, Charley Golenpaul
',ho heads up Aerovox capacitor jobber sales,
nd Austin C. Lescarboura who heads up his own
Avertising agency, have worked together in
,romoting the radio -parts distributing trade.
hey are responsible for that Aerovox "mer-
)andising-mindedness" so well known in job-
ing circles. More recently they have been
fined by Fred P. Donati, advertising manager

;f Aerovox. So here they are: Dr. Lescarboura
O. Litt.), Fred Donati and Charley Golenpaul,
liscussing current advertising and merchan-
iising plans.

I.D.E.A. Names Morris
I.D.E.A. of Indianapolis, manufac-

turers of the Regency Booster, has
announced that its new chief engineer
is Ray A. Morris, who has been with
the organization as assistant sales
manager since December, 1950.

Turner Sales Manager
Hobert M. Murdock has been ap-

pointed sales manager of The Tur-
ner Company, 910 17th St., N.E.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, manufacturers
of microphones, television boosters
and electronic equipment. Mr. Mur-
dock, popularly known as Hoby,
comes to the Turner Company with
an extensive sales and administration
background.

Centralab Sales Office
Earl T. Champion, jobber sales rep-

resentative in the Chicago metropoli-
tan area for Centralab division of
Globe -Union, Inc., announces that he
has established an office in Chicago
at 6459 N. Sheridan Road, Chicago
26, Ill.

GE District Manager
Robert E. Noth has been appointed

district manager of the St. Louis office
of the General Electric Company's
Receiver Division, it was announced
by A. A. Brandt, general sales man-
ager for the division, at Electronics
Park.

Nash-Kelvinator TV Show

J. C. Bonning (right), advertising and sales
promotion manager of the Kelvinator Division
of the Nash-Kelvinator Corporation, visits Paul
Whiteman and Junie Keegan, 13 year -old sing-
ing star, on stage before start of the com-
pany's new television show.

Haydn Names Finkelstein
George K. Haydu, president of

Haydu Bros., manufacturers of cath-
ode ray tubes, receiving tubes, and
precision parts, announced that they
had appointed Harry Finkelstein,
owner of the Hy -Art Company, as
their national sales representative.
His offices are located at 136 Liberty
Street, New York City.

Rider Chicago Rep
William J. Slawson, general sales

manager of John F. Rider Publisher,
Inc., 480 Canal St., New York 13,
N.Y., has announced the appointment
of Wesley L. Wilson, 2750 W. North
Avenue, Chicago 47, as the metropoli-
tan Chicago and northern Illinois rep-
resentative for the sale of Rider
manuals and textbooks.

JFD Appoints Zimmerman
The JFD Manufacturing Co.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., has announced the
appointment of Solomon Zimmerman
to the development engineering staff.
Zimmerman will work on the develop-
ment of new JFD electronic equip-
ment, under the direction of Israel
Pollack, chief electronics engineer.

Printed Circuit Guide
Printed Electronic Circuit Guide

No. 1, has been published by Cen-
tralab, Division of Globe -Union Inc.,
900 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis.
It lists 269 printed circuit plates as
used by 69 manufacturers,

Precision Expansion
Precision Electronics, Inc. 641 N.

Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, has an-
nounced that it is increasing its fac-
tory facilities by 50%. The company
is now able to ervice customers with
little or no delay, although a good
portion of its business at the present
time is in defense work.

Mallory Production Plans
In a six day series of sales meet-

ings between division managers and
branch managers, P. R. Mallory &
Company, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind., has
further integrated plans for produc-
tion in both the military and civilian
fields. The key of the planning lies
in flexibility of operation to anticipate
mobilization needs as they develop
and, at the same time, provide the re-
quirements of the civilian economy.

TV Set In Trailer

Interior of Five Star DeLuxe General trailer
built by General Coach Works, Inc., complete-
ly equipped, even to the installation of an
Emerson 17 -inch rectangular television table
model.
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Alprodco Sales ManagerYou may wonder why
I'm sending you this . . .

11%010 - TELEVISION

Aleai44
owl "ate

pebruary 13, 1951

Workshop
Associates,

Iv).

5 Crescent
Ron

achusetts
711-gledham 94, Vass

Byer
sinoe Yo

first
advertised

your D001-Vee
antenna.,

I've

been installing
nothing

else
after I

saw the
results.

In

Gentlemen:

quite a
fay( fringe

areas the
reception

I received
was a

little
short of

perfect.
As you know,

channel 9
6nd 13 are

generally
the toughest

stations
to receive

in the Yetropolitan

area.
Reever,

after
installing

this antenna
I had no

difficulty.
The clarity

and definition

received on
9 and 13

was as
good as any

channel on
the air.

I doubt
whether

there is
an antenna

on the market
today

which cam
compare

with your
Dubl-Yee.

You may
wonder

wby I'm
sending

you this
complimentary

letter.

'Fell after
using

the antenna
so often

end you
the 50100

excellent
results,

I can't
help but

tell you
the engineering

genius
I see

in this
antenna.

Sireercly
yours,

We might
add that

the
the Work-

nal

shop DUBL-VEE
is origiBLAIEE

antenna.

patented
DU

For outstanding
IV reception

be sure to specify it.

The WORKSHOP ASSOCIATES
DIVISION OF THE GABRIEL COMPANY

Specialists in High - Frequency Antennas
135 Crescent Road, Needham Heights 94, Massachusetts
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Fred Gossard, above, has been named to theposition of sales manager of Alprodco, Ind.,of Kempton, Indiana. Before joining Alprodco,
Gossard was credit manager of General Electric
Credit Corp. in Denver.

Pentron TAPE PLAYER
A new portable tape player has been

introduced. Plays back tape recorded
on any standard tape recorder. Model
PB-1, with pre -amplifier, plugs into any
existing amplifier. Weight 41/2 lbs. List

price $69.50. Model PB-Al, complete
with self-contained 5 watt amplifier and
51/4 inch speaker, weighs 7 lbs. Listprice is $89.50. Pentron Corp., 221 E.Cullerton St., Chicago 16, Ill.-RADIO
& TELEVISION RETAILING.

Electron PORTABLE
Called the Mellotone Duo, this newset incorporates a portable radio andovernight case. Measuring 16x12x7inches, the case is covered in DuPontFa bricoid alligator -grained leatherette,

in a choice of green tan or red. 7x10inch mirror is mounted inside the lid.Set is a 4 -tube receiver with 4 -inch
speaker. List price less batteries: $39.95.Electron Enterprises, 6917 W. StanleyAve., Berwyn, Ill.-RADIO & TELEVI-SION RETAILING.
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Over my
dead body so.

Brad didn't like my suggestion at all. He
the doorway long enough to roar ...

. . Over my dead body." And then he
stomped out of our store.

I guess I just stood there with my mouth
wide open. Brad Stevens was a television
holdout all right, but I hadn't expected him
to blow his top.

Later that same day Mary Stevens, Brad's
wife, dropped in to buy a few records. She
looked as pert and pretty as could be.

Mary stood there admiring a new RCA
Victor television set. "Could we try this set
in our home for a few days?"

"I can arrange it right
away, but Brad ..."

Mary gave a confident
laugh. "You leave him to
me."

Well, we sent out an RCA
Victor Hillsdale on a two-
day trial and I sat back
waiting for Brad to raise
the roof.

paused in

Yesterday the two days were up, so I
dropped by the Stevens' house. I wondered
how Brad had taken it.

Mary and the kids answered the door
together.

"Well, I've come to take the television
set back."

"Over my dead body!" Mary smiled.
"Why, we never dreamed that watching tel-
evision would be so much fun or that we'd
learn so much. This family is sold on
RCA Victor . . . and that includes Brad!"

Brad dropped by that afternoon to make the
down payment. When he said that he didn't
like television-except for the baseball games
-I knew he, too, was 100% sold.

RCA Victor home demonstrations cer-
tainly pay off in big profits. Once folks see
RCA Victor television in their homes-
they're sold; RCA Victor sells itself . . .

plenty of features and exclusives . . . it's
America's most wanted television.

This is one of a series of advertisements published in the interest
of television merchandisers by RCA Victor-World Leader in
Radio ... First in Television ... First in Recorded Music,
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WEBSTER ELECTRIC one of the original
manufacturers of crystal cartridges

FOR OVER 20 YEARS

a complete line of cartridges
Engineered to meet your requirements

Webster Electric has been making cartridges for years and
years ... starting way back when cartridges were nearly as
big as baseballs. The line of cartridges has constantly changed
and improved to meet current requirements. Each year has
brought improvements until cartridges are now available in
thumb -nail size and versatile enough to meet the requirements
.of 78, 33V3 and 45 RPM.

Webster Electric has the experienced engineers, manufacturing
know-how and long-range experience to make cartridges to
meet all of the industry's requirements.

When you need a new cartridge submit your problem to
Webster Electric. When your record players or changers areequipped with Webster Electric cartridges, you can be assured
of the best in dependable performance.

Webster Electric Company, Racine, Wis., Established 1909

WEBSTER
R ACINE

WEBSTER

ELECTRIC ELECTRIC WISCONSIN
"Where Quality is a Responsibility and Fair Dealing an Obligation"

Jensen Needle Guide
With phonograph and record player

manufacturers using about 100 type!
of needles-most of them the so.
called permanent types-trying to de
termine the right replacement needle
for any given piece of reproducing
equipment without knowing the exact
specifications in each case was almost
an impossible job.

Karl Jensen and his Jensen Indus-
tries, Inc., have a new answer to this
problem. It's called the "Jenselector,"
and resembles a graphic calculator
type of slide rule. Designed to fit
either pocket or service kit, as well as
for counter use, the guide quickly
prescribes the proper replacement forevery make of phonograph and car-
tridge. It embodies all the necessary
variables and characteristics that a
serviceman or clerk needs to know in
the absence of the exact model or re-
placement numbers. One side of the
"Jenselector" lists all the phono car-
tridges of each manufacturer. Withthe aid of the sliding element, the
user of the guide can determine thecorrect Jensen replacement needle
from the cartridge number, needle
silhouette, or original equipment
needle number. And he can tell
whether the needle is alloy or jewel
and whether it is standard or micro-
groove, all-purpose, or transcription.

The other side of the "Jenselector"
features all of the recognized phono-graph or record player manufactur-ers alphabetically. Each is fullycharted as to whether the record
player is one, two or three speed. Cor-
rect needle replacement numbers are
given in each case, properly keyed to
a simplified code that graphically de-
scribes methods of switching needles
(six methods in all) and methods ofmounting these needles (also sixmethods).

Information on the "Jenselector"and the Jensen line of replacement
needles may be obtained by writing
Jensen Industries, Inc., 329 S. Wood
St., Chicago 12, Ill.

New Fretco Reps
Fretco Television Co., Inc., 1041Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa., has an-

nounced the following reps: Barry
Smith, 3317 W. 81st St., Kansas City5, Mo.; Media Inc., 4224 Normandy,
Dallas, Texas; M. K. Widdikend, 9004W. Shorewood Dr., Mercer Island,
Washington; and Holliday -HathawayCo., 238 Main St., Cambridge 42,Mass.

CBS -Columbia TV SETS
CBS -Columbia Inc., formerly Air KingProducts Co., Inc., has announced twonew television receiver models. One,a mahogany table model, model 20T1,lists for $299.95. The other, a FrenchProvincial console in maple, model20C3, lists for $469.95. Both are twentyinch receivers. CBS -Columbia Inc., 17053rd St., Brooklyn 32, N. Y.-RADIO &

TELEVISION RETAILING.
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17" Rectangular Tube.
Graceful Chippendale
design. Exquisitely
finished in handsome
mahogany, oak or
maple.

No matter how beautiful a television set
may be . . . its performance sells it! Hallicrafters PRECISION

performance . . . even far out in the unscratched "fringe markets" . . . gives
your customers the proof you need to clinch that sale!
Hallicrafters world-famous precision electronic equipment has been

sold in 89 different countries, used by 33 governments. Remembered by
veterans . . . prized by experts . . . preferred by radio men the world over!

hallicrafters
FIRST in Precision TV!

WORLD'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF PRECISION RADIO & TELEVISION  CHICAGO 24, ILL.
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BURGESS

EYE-CATCHING
WINDOW BANNER MAKES

CUSTOMERS OUT OF. PASSERS-BY!
This attractive new Burgess window
streamer gets immediate customer atten-tion-ties in with Burgess advertising inbig national magazines and newspaper
supplements with national circulation
reminds customers to buy fresh Burgess
portable radio batteries for summer fun.
Colorfulred, black, yellow on durable stock.

ATTENTION -GETTING COUNTER
CARD REMINDS TO BUY!

Folks just browsing through your store,
and customers for other purchases, are
reminded to buy Burgess when they spotthis colorful red, black, yellow counter
card. Printed on heavy cardboard stockwith sturdy easel.

COUNTER MERCHANDISER SELLS
THE PRODUCT!

This handsome little counter display takes up little
space and displays portable radio battery XX45.This model is most used in the popular smaller port-able radios. Consumer benefit printed at top promptssales. Red, yellow and black.

Contact your jobber now for this material.

BURGESS 13ATTERI E
BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY FREEPORT  ILLINOIS

Your Customers
Want FM

(Continued from page 35)

the war -time production hiatus, an
finally the impact of televisio
have all combined to delay a
restrict its development. But P
has survived and grown. And i
future as a medium and as a sour
of profitable volume for manufa
turers, distributors and retaile
is bright indeed.

FM is not only the finest for
of radio transmission; under so
weather and interference cond
tions and in some areas it offe
the only medium to which the pub-
lic can turn. And in many locali-
ties FM today is catering to the
musical, educational and other spe-
cialized local needs and tastes as
can no other medium. It needs
only the energetic and persistent
sales efforts of smart retailers to
make a profitable opportunity for
all.

Three New CBS Divisions
The creation by the Columbia

Broadcasting System- of three new
divisions was announced by Frank
Stanton, CBS president. Howard S.
Meighan has been named president of
the CBS Radio Division, and J. L.
Van Volkenburg has been named
president of the CBS Television Divi-
sion. Each Division will have its own
departments. Adrian Murphy has
been named president of the CBS
Laboratories Division, which will co-
ordinate the company's electronic de-
velopment work, including color tele-
vision in its various applications.

Pacific Electronic Exhibit
Over 9000 persons connected with

electronics and nucleonics are ex-
pected to register as visitors-mostly
from 11 western states-at the 7th
Annual Pacific Electronic Exhibit and
1951 Western IRE Convention to be
held in the Civic Auditorium, San
Francisco, August 22-23-24, according
to Al W. Fry, chairman of the exhibit
committee.

Reps Membership Roster
"The Representatives" of Rad'

Parts Manufacturers, Inc. announce
publication of its new 1951 Nation
Membership Roster. Copies are avail
able without charge to any manufa
turer, distributor or other indus
person by request, on his busine
letterhead, from "The Represen
tives" at 600 S. Michigan Ave., Cli
cago 5, Ill.
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MORT FARR

It DWI BMIA\N

tY-STERTS

TI4E 114ECIIIET CO.

Grinnell's

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
SHOP

They're all PROUD

to advertise

Sentinel
Many of America's finest retail organi-

zations, large and small, are proud to
feature the name Sentinel-because they

know these radio and television sets
snub service calls and insure their stores'

prestige. And profits! To help your own

store's prestige-and profits-contact
your Sentinel distributor or Sentinel
direct. Quickly!

°Sentinel
RADIO AND TELEVISION

Evanston, Illinois
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Faye Emerson Visits GE

Faye Emerson, honored by many as the "firstlady of television," and W. H. Sahloff, mana-ger of the GE Receiving Division, photographedat Electronics Park.

Named General Manager
John B. Langley has been named

general manager of Motorola -Detroit
Company. E. A. Holstein, whom
Langley succeeds, is leaving to be-
come special merchandising manager
of Motorola Inc., at its Chicago head-
quarters.

Cogan Names Fisher
M. H. Cogan, president of Sym-

phonic Radio and Electronic Corpo-
ration of Boston, announces the ap-
pointment of Dave Fisher as national
sales manager. Fisher was associated
with General Electric Supply Corpo-
ration for the past six years.

TOPS

. .

IN DEPENDABILITY
IN QUIETNESS
IN FIDELITY
IN LONG LIFE

*5-,9eed

GENERAL INDUSTRIES MODELTR
Compact . . . foolproof . . . dependable . . .
by every standard of comparison, the leader
among all popularly -priced turntable units.It's General Industries' turret -type 3 -speed
phonomotor, available in manual type, asillustrated, and also to record -changer
manufacturers.
Write today for complete information aboutthis and General Industries' complete lineof three -speed, dual-speed and single speedphonomotors, and the popular new GITape -Disc Recorder Assembly. Quantityprice quotations furnished promptly uponrequest.

The GENERAL INDUSTRIES Co.
DEPARTMENT I ELYRIA, OHIO

Clock -Radios
(Continued from page 37)

should pay. Suggested copy fol-
lows:

Dear Customer:
We want to send you, for free home -trial

A Remarkable
SERVANT and ENTERTAINER

Our Clock-Radiol
It automatically wakes you up to music;

puts you to sleep with music, shutting itself
off ... Is a fine radio 24 hours a day ...
an accurate electric clock, and this isn't
all, because it will turn your coffee on
in the morning, or operate other appli-
ances)

Think of it! You can get all of the
services and entertainment the
Clock -Radio offers for only $39.95.

Because of the low price of this fine
Clock -Radio we can't afford to send them
out on free trial to just about everyone,
so we have carefully selected a list of
our best customers, and you are one of
them, of course. Just tear off the at-
tached postage -paid card, fill in your
name and address, and send to us, and
we'll deliver the Clock -Radio promptly.
If you prefer, call us at Main 3456.

(Store signature)

The foregoing copy is, of course,
just one example of the sort of
message the dealer can send to his
list of good customers. A first-class
mailing should always include a
circular.

A few days after the mailing has
been made, the dealer should make
a telephone follow-up drive, pro-
vided he has the facilities to do so.
The large organization can assign
a certain number of names to each
salesman, and the latter can call,
asking whether the card bearing
the offer was received, and suggest-
ing that the customer try out oneof the clock radios. Smaller organ-
izations can often assign the tele-
phone follow-up to clerical help..

Smart promotion of clock radios
starts with making sure that all of
one's customers know the featuresof this product, and continues with
store demonstration, and advertis-ing. The clock radio is one of thefew products that isn't seasonal,
that seldom involves a trade-in.

Sylvania Names Pritchard
P. M. Pritchard, formerly directorof sales for Victor Electric Products,Inc., has been appointed general salesmanager for the parts division, Syl-vania Electric Products Inc. accord-ing to an announcement by R. J.Hartung, division manager.56
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"fin glad I Sell LIVESTED Frierson
says Mr. Jack M. Winer,

STYLE SETTER,
Value Leader.

New 20" ensemble.
Model 697

with swivel table

EMERSON LIFE -TESTED TELEVISION
MEANS LONGER LIFE,

BETTER PERFORMANCE!

DEADLY "DEAD -SPOT" TEST
In every area where television re-
ception is toughest Emerson's
"laboratory -on -wheels" field-tests
new models to ensure that Emer-
son performs where others fail.

TAKEN FOR A RIDE across coun-
try with ride -recording "Impact°,
graph" attached, Emerson test
models must perform perfectly no
matter how many brutal jolts and
jars are recorded on the tape.

President, Dynamic Stores, Inc.,
Prominent New York Appliance Chain

"For many years we've featured Emerson radio
and TV values. Emerson has the touch for produc-
ing the right models at the right prices and at the
right times. We're making more
satisfied customers than
ever, and building sales
volume-with the hot
new 1952 Emerson
Life -Tested line."

Model 693
20 -Inch Console

Clock Radio
Model 695

merson Ego=
3 -Speed

Phonoradio
Model 703

Television
and Radio

EMERSON RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION, NEW YORK 11, N. Y. Prices slightly higher in South and West.

RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING August, 1951

17 -Inch Model 696

17 -Inch TV-
Phono Console

Model 699

11
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Emerson Names Abrams
The appointment of Fred Abrams

to head the national parts sales -serv-
ice division has been announced by
Benjamin Abrams, president of Em-
erson Radio and Phonograph Corpo-
ration.

Washer Prices Reduced
The Appliance Manufacturing Co.,

Alliance, Ohio, has reduced prices on
all models of Duchess Washers, it was
announced by F. W. McGrath, vice-
president in charge of sales. The re-
ductions are five dollars from the pre-
vailing list, but discounts are im-
proved.

To Universal Post
Landers, Frary & Clark, New

Britain, Conn., has announced the
appointment of E. J. Eckert as dis-
trict manager for the home laundry
equipment division, with headquarters
in Pittsburgh.

Packard -Bell Contest
A total of $4,400 in U.S. Savings

Bonds will be given away by Pack-
ard -Bell this fall at the conclusion
of the company's Silver Anniversary
Appreciation Awards Contest now in
effect in the eleven Western states,
according to executive vice-president
Robert S. Bell.

Music jterchties! Dealers!
Here is your new source of revenue ... an item with
volume sales appeal that brings repeat orders . . .

dihrsic... Pre -Recorded OH jtagmetic rape
It's A -V TAPE LIBRARIES .. . music on magnetic tape, the modern recording
method that brings you the most lifelike reproduction of sound with none of the
disturbing needle -scratch and crackling noises of disc recordings. It's the record-
ing technique that has excited the lovers of high fidelity sound and that will makethem your customers.

A -V TAPE LIBRARIES introduced
and demonstrated its initial catalog at
the NAMM Show this July. It consists
of a selection of 14 program -reels, each
reel containing a half-hour of one of
the various music classifications.

THESE 14 REELS include approxi-
mately 150 separate music titles, from
the classics through cathedfal organ,
light dansante; and western -square
dance . . . good music in good taste.

BEGINNING WITH THIS DIVERSIFIED GROUP of selections, the catalogwill grow at the rate of about 2 new reels a month. In this way your customers
can begin to build their own tape library now, and keep up with the new releases.

THE INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM -
REELS are available on reels which fit
all home model tape recorders and most
professional tape recorders. The pro-
gram -reels are recorded in two different
speeds: 3.75" and 7.5" per second;
single track and double track. All
home model tape recorders operate at
one or both of these speeds.

Rusk!
THERE'S STILL TIME TO BE THE FIRST
in your area with the A -V TAPE LIBRARY
. . . still time to establish yourself in thisnew market. Fill in the coupon or write
the words "A -V Tape Libraries" on your
letterhead and address it to us. You'll get
complete details and a sample of our three -color printed catalog which is being sup-
plied to appointed dealers.

A -V TAPE LIBRARIES, INC., is in
production and making deliveries now !
Distribution is nation-wide through
music and record shops, as well as deal-
ers handling tape machines. Dealer
discounts are quite attractive.

PLEASE TELL ME HOW I CAN BECOME
AN A -V TAPE LIBRARIES DEALER:-

My name is

My address

City State

My business is

Under the name of

Tape Libraries, Inca
730 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.

PLaza 7-3091

58

Permo Issues
"Facts" Charts

Permo, Incorporated, manufacturer
of Fidelitone conventional and special
type phonograph needles, has issued
"Fidelitone Phonograph and Needle
Facts" covering sets made by Philco,
Columbia and Admiral. The "Facts"
list each set by model number and
give the proper needle replacement
type. The sections list five models by
Columbia, 320 sets by Admiral and
another 131 Admiral models listed in
a supplement section, and 227 Philco
models. It is planned to cover the
sets of other manufacturers in future
releases. Each section will also be kept
up to date by the issuing of supple-
ments. In a recent statement of the
problems of selling needles, Gail S.
Carter, vice-president in charge of
sales for Permo, said, "The radical
change from a standard open chuck
for one conventional type of needle to

clime
ND NEEDLE FACTS

011/10011 SY MASCO. WAWA,
( 011M111. SUS. RAMA re.

fatlamm 01AANAIMS

Fenr I,Mee WA IssAssAsA
114.1 AT A CLAN.

AAAA

Mass. as v.* ,Asr Amor, sisiYA, unsp Ad sAt AAAnsm.

SERVING SHE PHONOGRAPH INDUSTRY SINCE IMO

special sizes and types of chucks for
special type needles, imposes new
problems for the trade and public.
We, therefore, supply tools, nuts,
washers, and other accessories (when
and as required) and instructions for
easy home installation of Fidelitone
special type needles. Fidelitone deal-ers and distributors are supplied with
"Fidelitone Phonograph and NeedleFacts" that give complete informa-tion about record players used asinitial equipment or attachments.These outlets are prepared to prop-
erly supply and service consumer re-
quirements for Fidelitone phonographneedles."

New JFD Plant Started
Julius Finkel, president of the JFDManufacturing Company, Brooklyn,

announced the purchase of a Brooklynsite for the construction of a new
120,000 square foot plant. The addi-tional manufacturing space will beused to double the present rate ofproduction of JFD television an-tennas, mounts, lightning arresters,
screw eyes and accessories.
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Raytheon TV presents JOHN CAMERON SWAYZE
Sundays on NBC. See local paper for time and station.

Quality Line
For Fall, 1951

17" TV
RADIO-PHONO
COMBINATION

Raytheon's
STARLIGHT

MODEL RC 1710

New Low Price

'36995 Fed. Tax and Warranty Extra

BIG 20" TV

Raytheon's
CONSTELLATION

MODEL C-2006

New Low Price $34995
Fed. Tax and Warranty Extra

Ilaytheonstit
NOW Raytheon announces new low prices on
its entire line .. . all the way from a 17" deluxe
table model at $229.95 to a 20" deluxe console
combination at $650! Back of this is Raytheon's
consistent advertising and down-to-earth mer-

chandising. Here's a TV merchandising program
every Raytheon dealer can really tell, sell and
profit on ! For full information on the low -
price quality line for fall, 1951, contact your
Raytheon distributor or write us. Hurry!

BELMONT RADIO CORPORATION  5921 W. Dickens Ave.  Chicago 39, Illinois
Subsidiary of RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Guaranteed by "%:-
Good Housekeeping

40MITISIO NO.0
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ON ALL PROGRAMS

Disc Selling
(Continued from page 35)

radio, television and appliances will
give added importance to the rec-
ord department. So with good disc
volume to start off, and better than
average prospects for the usually
good season ahead, a thorough re-
vamping of your whole setup now
may very well help to make this an
all-time peak season. But you'vegot to do it now. Putting it off will
lead to further putting it off, and

by next January you'll be saying,
"Well, one thing led to another, and
I never did actually get around to
it." The "profit -train" is waiting
at the station. Climb aboard and
get yourself a seat now. It's much
easier than catching up with it
after it has left the station.

Crosley Names Three
The appointments of M. R. Rodger,

T. H. Mason and E. W. Gaughan as
divisional sales managers of the Cros-
ley Division, Avco Mfg. Corp., were
announced by W. A. Blees, general
sales manager.

NOW! TELEVISION IN COLOR!
ON ALL CHANNELS

- with

THE NEW

0%0NOWc..
SENSATIONAL
PROFIT

MAKER!
ADDS COLOR AND BEAUTY

TO BLACK AND WHITE

BROADCASTS

GIVES AMAZING CLARITY
PLUS THREE

DIMENSIONAL EFFECT

IMPROVES DETAIL
MAKES PICTURE EASIER
ON THE VIEWERS EYES

ANYONE CAN INSTALL

KOLOR-VISION ON ANY
TV RECEIVER

- IN SECONDS

Greatest development since the advent
of television itself! Now, anyone who owns aTV receiver can enjoy beautifully colored pic-tures on all black and white broadcasts! Nocomplicated installation is involved a childcan install KOLOR-VISION in a few seconds

- no focusing, adjusting, tuning or synchroniz-ing is necessary. Be first to demonstrate
KOLOR-VISION in your sales area and profit
accordingly. Just demonstrate it in show win-dow or sales room - and watch the crowdsgather - AND BUY!

KOLOR-VISION SELLS ON SIGHT-will move yournew sets-order now to avoid delays-see yourregular jobber today or contact us direct!

Famous for Phono
Needles, Recording

Needles, Discs, and
Quality Sound

Accessories
--

Keyporl, New Jersey

001.0%.
Canadian Representative: CHARLES W. POINTON, TORONTO. Export Division: AD. AURIEMA, INC., NEW YORK N. Y.

RCA Victor Album
"Alice in Wonderland",

What RCA Victor terms the most
comprehensive promotion campaign
ever built around a single kiddie
album has been scheduled for the
new RCA Victor original cast "Alice
in Wonderland" story -book album.
Measuring 131/4 x 101/2 inches, the

largest kiddie album ever introducedand the first in a "Little Nipper
Giant Series," the Alice album is also
a 24 -page story book. Containing thecomplete text, brilliantly illustrated
with authentic Disney art, the album
is available in all speeds.

The songs include: "In a World of
My Own," "The Caucus Race," "TheWalrus and the Carpenter," "I'm
Late," "All in the Golden Afternoon,""The Unbirthday Song," "Painting
the Roses Red," "Very Good Advice,"
"Twas Brillig," and "Alice in Won-
derland."

The original cast includes Kathryn
Beaumont as Alice, Ed Wynn as theMad Hatter, Jerry Colonna as the
March Hare, Sterling Holloway asthe Cheshire Cat, and Pat O'Malley
as Tweedle-Dee. In addition to the
giant album, there are three 2 -record
show pieces which feature Kathryn:"Alice and the Mad Tea Party,""Alice on Trial," and "Alice and theWhite Rabbit." These are available
in 45 and 78 RPM only.

Promotion, which will include justabout every channel RCA Victor canuse, will be kicked off in Septemberwith a full page color ad in LifeMagazine.

Hotpoint Changes
A number of changes in Hotpoint'sdistrict sales organization have beenannounced by J. F. McDaniel, salesmanager. F. L. Cashman, district

manager, Boston, has resigned, and isbeing replaced by W. R. Hall, form-erly zone manager in that district.J. H. Kidd, zone manager in Denver,became zone manager in Dallas. V. P.Owen leaves the Dallas zone to be-come zone manager in Philadelphia.L. W. Hitchcock, former zone man-ager, Atlanta, is taking over as zonemanager at Cleveland.60
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RESERVE SPACE ON YOUR SALES FLOOR NOW

FOR THE DEALERS' TV LINE OF THE YEAR!

Tele King the Great TV Independent
Serving tlw Independent TV Dealer

TELE KING CORPORATION 601 WEST 26th STREET, NEW YORK 1, N. Y.
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Zenith Demonstrates UHF Reception for FCC RCA Tri-Color Tube

Part of Zenith's demonstration for the FCC of UHF television reception on Zenith receivers,was to show how simple it is to slip a UHF tuning strip into the turret tuner in every ZenithTV set. G. E. Gustafson,left, Zenith's
vice-president in charge of engineering, holds one ofthe turret tuners. H. C. Bonfig, vice-president and director of sales, has one of the UHFtuning strips.

Meck Color TV Unit
John Meck Industries will begin de-liveries in August of an accessory

color television unit, for use with
present black -and -white sets, it was
disclosed by John S. Meck, president.
The new "Add -a -Color" unit will have
a 14 -inch picture tube, Meck said.
Price of the unit has not yet been set,
but it is expected to retail at less than
$150.

Waters Conley Showing
Marking thirty-five years in the

phonograph field Waters Conley Com-
pany, Rochester, Minnesota, featured
its "35th Anniversary" line of Phon-
ola and Melodier portables at the
1951 Music Show. Phonola Portables,
a competitive line priced for volume
selling, includes three -speed players
and automatic changers as well as
hand wound models.

A STYLE RANGE FOR ALL . . . A PRICE RANGE FOR ALL!

NINES0;PE ENVELOPE

ON DUN
ASSIMIES

gSt "

E. W. Engstrom, vice-president in charge ofresearch for RCA Laboratories, explains theRCA tri-color television picture tube to agroup of television manufacturers. He is hold-ing a cut -away model of the 16 inch tube,which RCA is turning over to its licenseeswith complete manufacturing details. Below isRCA's newest 21 -inch tri-color tube, whichwill afford the largest direct-view color tele-vision pictures ever seen.

The DEL MAR, Model 5178
...MT AP_

Nati mai RPM MN
.`24114 V.41ZI PIEW4

The ROCHELLE, Model 5175

The RUTLEDGE, Model 5158

New Zetka Department
Zetka Television Tubes, Inc., 131Getty Ave., Clifton, N. J., has setup a special department to rebuild

used TV picture tubes. Each tube is
set -tested before leaving the factory.

the profit line for fall!
Here's just a hint of what's ahead for Sparton dealers.Cabinet styles to grace any modern or traditionalsetting. Chassis that are quality -engineered and quality -built (to eliminate costly service calls). Big -tube modelsat popular prices (with the best profit structure in theindustry). And they're backed by an aggressive nationalmagazine and newspaper advertising program.More, Sparton dealers will be protected from price cut-ting, dumping, over -franchising and other profit killersby SCMP-Sparton Cooperative Merchandising Plan-and by Sparton's guaranteed price-protection policy.Perhaps the exclusive Sparton franchise is availablein your community now. Write or wire today.

DIVISION OF
THE SPARKS-INITHINGTON

CO., JACKSON, MICH.
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CASH IN on this great sales -closing
idea! A traveling beam of light actually
"spots" each station as you dial. Makes tuning quick
and easy, even in the dark. Customers love it! ONLY
GENERAL ELECTRIC HAS IT! And what tone-what all-round
performance for a low cost radio. This new G -E beauty is a
natural for every room. A great gift item! AND-you can offer
a choice of alabaster ivory, Persian red or, Congo brown-all at
one low price. Call your General Electric radio
distributor, today!

General Electric Co., Receiver Division, Schenectady, N. Y.

Model 422

IT'S G.E.'S FINEST AM TABLE RADIO

Actually gets more stations than big
consoles selling as high as $250.
Special tuned RF stage helps separate
stations close together on the dial
with knife -sharp accuracy. Special
oval speaker. Illuminated slide rule
dial. Striking cabinet design. Congo
brown, alabaster ivory. $34.95*

c9/0(/ CCM pea cole%iece

GENERAL

AM-fM TABLE RADIO

Entirely new chassis. Two

tuning systems, one for
AM, one for FM. 7 tubes

plus rectifier for real "pull -

in" power. Two self-con -
tone

tamed antennas, new

control, easy-to-read"sun-
burst" dial. Deluxe ma-

hogany plastic cabinet.
$59.95*

Model 414

$24.95*

Model 409

*Prices subject to change without notice,
slightly higher West and South.

ELECTRIC
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lvFINE - TV RECEPTION

AMPHENOL

ANTENNA

AMPHENOL

7itriO-PIAL"
ROTATOR

*Reissue Pat. No. 23,273

There's nothing equal to it . . . for perfect
picture reception . . . the performance -

proven design of Amphenol's patented "In-

line" Antenna and the Amphenol "Auto-

Dial" Rotator. The proved combination for
the ultimate in television reception.

BUT-don't wait until the Fall rush. Check
your future needs now to insure the best
equipment for Fine TV Reception. Specify
Amphenol "Inline" Antenna and "Auto-
Dial" Rotator . . . a proved picture quality
combination.

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
1830 SOUTH 54th AVENUE CH:CAGO 50, ILLINOIS

New Capitol Album
Capitol Records' new show album,

"Flahooley," with the original cast of
the show, featuring Yma Sumac, has
been released. Topped by the four
octave voice of Yma Sumac, the cast

includes Barbara Cook, Irwin Corey
and Jerome Courtland. All the life of
the play, with its mixture of toys,
dolls, puppets and an Arabian genie,
has been captured in this recording.

New Packages for
Astron Capacitors

Astron Corporation, 255 Grant
Avenue, East Newark, N. J., manu-
facturer of capacitors and noise sup-
pressors, is now packing its prod-
ucts in the distinctive red -and -black
cartons shown here. "Metalites", the
famous metallized paper capacitors

which have earned such a great repu-
tation for self -healing efficiency and
amazing light weight, are now being
packed in these new cartons; also
many of Astron's varied line of dry
electrolytics, as well as other popular
Astron products. Latest Astron cata-
log may be had by writing the com-
pany.

To Represent EP&EM
Charles A. Hansen, of Jensen Mfg.

Co., Chicago, was reelected by the
Association of Electronic Parts &
Equipment Manufacturers for a sec-
ond term as EP&EM's representative
on the board of directors of the Radio
Parts & Electronic Equipment Shows.
EP&EM's other representative on the
board is John H. Cashman, of The
Radio Craftsmen, Inc., Chicago, whose
term expires in 1952.

41/4411PHEWL



YES, TWICE
THE PROFIT

OPPORTUNITY

OnlySYLVANIA
GivesYou Both

NETS-Complete
Line

2
The Greatest Sales Feature

in Television

IhLOIA
The Frame of Light

forViewing
Comfort

THE GREAT
IMPROVEMENT

IN TELEVISION

Backed
bythe

Powerful
National

Advertising

and.Merchandising

Campaign
inSYLVANIA.

Ilis-

tory
in National

Magazines,

Sunday
Supplements,

Newspapers,

2 BigRadio
Shows

and on Tele-vision.

Most

"Sylv
ania

Trademark

lip



SYLVANIApresents
CELEBRATING 50 YEARS

A NEW... COMPLETE LINT
Features that Sell

in Sets that Stay Sold
Because They Are

Sylvania Engineered Throughout

 Movie -Clear* Pictures

 Studio -Clear* Sound

 "Triple -Lock" locks out

Interference

 Black Tube

-Angle Viewing

 Perfect Interlace

 Simplified Tuning

 Wider Band Width

 Slanted Picture Window

 Big Cool Long -Life Chassis

 Clear "Fringe Area" Reception

THE WASHINGTON-First in Television, Radio and Phonograph
Combinations, first in complete home entertainment. Life-size 20"
Movie -Clear* TV with HALOLIGHT. AM -FM Radio, 3 -Speed Record
Player. DeLuxe Traditional Mahogany Cabinet.

Apr
*Sylvania Trademark

Styled to Sell
CABINETS BY LEADING DESIGNERS

Luxury Hand -Rubbed Finish
Traditional Woods and Modern Blonds

TV TABLE MODELS  CONSOLES COMBINATIONS  RADIOS RADIO

THE MADISON. Model
23B. 20" Deluxe Console.
Featuring HALOLIGHT. Strik-
ing modern design by Sund-
berg-Ferar. Also available in
blond woods.

THE LINCOLN. Model 75M. 17" Ma-
hogany Combination. A smart, modern
Movie -Clear* TV-FM-AM radio. Hand-
rubbed mahogany cabinet illustrated. Also
available in Blond.

THE McKINLEY. Model
74B. 17" Console with Doors.
All the famous TV features
of the Golden Jubilee line.
Available in Mahogany.

THE ADAMS. Model 73M.
17" Open Console. An excep-
tional value in a big life-size
console. Mahogany and se-
lected fine woods. Also avail-
able in Blond.

MODEL 7111M. 17" Ma-
hogany Table Model. Modern
mahogany table model with
matching front panel. Gold
knobs and trim.



6-tokler/ aklee
EN6INEERING PROGRESS!

A COMPLET NEW FEATURE

The Frame of Light for Viewing Comfort
THE GREATEST SALES FEATURE IN TELEVISION

ONLY SYLVANIA HAS IT !

A Great Forward Step in Viewing Comfort

THE JEFFERSON. Model 24M. 20" Deluxe
Console with Doors. Featuring HALOLIGHT.

and Your Great Profit Opportunity

Till now, TV screens have
been surrounded with a
dark border.

Now HALOLIGHT brings
you a lighted frame to re-
lieve the sharp contrast.

HALOLIGHT is television's great
new sales feature. This applica-

tion of what scientists call "Sur-
round Lighting," the modern method
of illumination, to the television
screen is a Sylvania Exclusive.

HALOLIGHT is a soft, cool border
of light that surrounds the screen.
It reduces the contrast between the
brilliant screen and the darker sur-

roundings for great viewing comfort.
Your customers will tell you HALO -
LIGHT makes the picture look larger,
seem clearer.

And HALOLIGHT is its own best
salesman; a shining display day and
night in your windows and on your
floor selling television's newest great
feature and greatest profit opportu-
nity. HALOLIGHT sells HALOLIGHT.

THIS YEAR'S BIGGEST NEWS FOR EVERY TELEVISION DEALER

ODEL 1210X. 16" Ma-
3gany Table Model. An out-
'anding value in Movie -
ear* TV. All 12 -channel

ception. Two -control tun -
g.

THE COOLIDGE. Model
2221M. 20" Life -Size TV
Mahogany Table Model. For
those who want the finest in
a Table Model, this giant 20"
TV brings clear reception in
"fringe areas."

MODEL 72B. 17" Mahoga-
ny Table Model. Hand -
rubbed mahogany cabinet
with gold trim. Also availa-
ble in Blond.

THE MONROE. Model 7150. 17" Movie -
Clear* TV. AM -FM radio. Three -speed
record player, hand -rubbed period cabi-
net.

RADIO -CLOCK.
Model 541. AC -DC.
Alarm Clock -timer.
Plastic cabinet in Eb-
ony, Mahogany. Ivory
and 5 Guild colors.

TABLE RADIO.
Model 511. AC -DC
Radio. Available in
same colors as Radio -
Clock.
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and BEAT THE CLOCK
0 TELEVISION -CBS -TV
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MERCHANDISING PROMOTIONS THAT TIE

Hear Grantland Rice SYLVANIA
FOOTBALL FORECAST over CBS ra-
dio stations starting September
28th...

IN TO EVERY NATIONAL CAMPAIGN
Full Color

Displays
Counter

Displays
Window

Displays
Retail

Promotions
Car

Cards
Outdoor

Posters
Retail
Adv.

TV

Spots

Radio

Spots

Mit Sett SYLVANIA
Established 1901 -Great Name in Electronics

Television Sets; Radio Tubes; Television Picture Tubes;
Electronic Products; Electronic Test Equipment; Fluo-
rescent Lamps, Fixtures, Sign Tubing, Wiring Devices,
Light Bulbs; Photolomps; Radios. Sylvania Electric
Products Inc.,liadio and Television Division, 251 Kano
Street, Buffalo 7, New York.



Arvin Distributor
A distributing branch to service

Arvin dealers in metropolitan New
York and portions of New Jersey
has been announced. Known as Ar-
vin Distributors, Inc., the branch is
a wholly -owned subsidiary of Arvin
Industries. Officers of the new cor-
poration are Harlan B. Foulke, Pres.;
M. F. Blakeslee, vice-pres.; Gordon
T. Ritter, vice-pres.; T. Earl Robin-
son, sec.; and William Berg, treas.

ew Astron Reps
Astron Corporation, 255 r Grant

Ave., East Newark, N. J., manufac-
turers of the "Metalite" (metallized
paper) capacitors and a complete line
of dry electrolytics and other types
for industrial and electronic applica-
tions, announced the following ap-
pointments of sales representatives:
Jas. J. Backer, 2321 Second Ave.;

Battle, Wash.; Kay Sales Co., 3760
Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.; and
V. Avis McCorvey Co., 212 imosa
Dr., Decatur, Ga.

iStromberg Holds Prices
I The Stromberg-Carlson Company is
guaranteeing its distributor net
prices on all models in the current
line until December 1st, 1951, accord-
ng to C. J: Hunt, general sales man-
ger radio -television division.

rosley Color Converter

ictured here is the Crosley color converter.
mahogany cabinet houses the color wheel.

While the converter is tuned through the
Istandard receiver, separate dials on the right
ontrol color brightness, focus hold and con-
rast. The unit uses a 10 -inch screen with a
agnifieri which brings the color picture up

o 121/2 -inch size.

apitol Move to N. Y.
First stage in a "strengthening the

Eastern markets" move by Capitol
ecords, Inc., is the recent transfer-
ng of key executive personnel to the

ompany's offices at 250 W. 57 St.,
ew York. Heading the new program

s William H. Fowler, vice-president
f Capitol and general sales manager
f the distribution organization, who

Twill also head the N. Y. office. Others
ssigned to the N. Y. office, to further
arry out the strengthening program
re Paul Featherstone; vice-president
f Capitol Distributing Corp., and
illiam Wardlow.

Turner Appointment
The Turner Company, Cedar

Rapids, Iowa, manufacturers of mi-
crophones and electronic equipment,
announces the appointment of Les A.
Morrow Company, 3123 West 117th
St., Cleveland, as sales representative
in Ohio, Kentucky, western Pennsyl-
vania and West Virginia.

Circle -X Western Reps
W. F. Hickson, president of Cir-

cle -X Antenna Corp., announces that
the Burt C. Porter Company, 729 Se-
curities Bldg., Seattle, Washington,
and The Herbert Sierk Company,
2705 Canton St., Dallas, Texas, have
been appointed as manufacturer's
representatives.

Honored for Serving 25 Years in Triplett Sales

Twenty-five years of service as Triplett sales reps was the milestone reached by three men
honored at a company sales meeting in Chicago. Receiving 25 -year watches from R. L.
Triplett, president, were: (left to right) H. C. Sanderson, Pittsburgh; B. W. Heuvelman, Chi-
cago; R. L. Triplett and H. M. Saul, Los Angeles.

Decca Releases
New Opera Album

Decca ,Records' new Gold Label re-
lease, "Der Freischutz," three act
opera by Carl Maria von Weber. Re-
corded in Europe by the Deutsche
Grammophon Co., the album features
the orchestra of the City of Berlin
and the Berlin State Opera Chorus.

Four 12 -inch long playing sides con-
tain the entire opera, with a few
minor abridgements. Also in the box -
type album is a complete German -
English libretto. This "most German
of all operas," with its store of hunts-
men and supernatural things, should
find high acceptance among opera
lovers. List price on the album is
$11.70.

New Majestic TV Set
A new 20 -inch table model TV set,

model 20'X, has been announced. The
set features "Coloramic" filtering, which
adds color to black and white broad-
casts. "Coloramic" is said to have stereo
qualities, producing a three dimension-
al effect on the screen. Majestic Radio
& Televisibn, 385 Fourth Ave., New
York, N. Y.-RADIO & TELEVISION RE-
TAILING.

V -M RECORD CHANGER

Known as the V -M Tri-O-Matic mod-
el 920, this new three -speed record
changer is mounted in a mottled ma-
hogany plastic case. Features auto-

matic intermix on 10 and 12 -inch rec-
ords, and automatic shutoff. List price
is $39.95. Operates only as a plug-in
attachment, is equipped with a six foot
cord. V -M Corp., Benton Harbor, Mich.
-RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING.
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Bringing in Those
Fringe TV Signals

 A dealer recently visited by. RADIO
& TELEVISION RETAILING told US that
a year ago the FCC had sent an engi-
neering crew out to his town, which is
75 miles from the nearest TV station.
The engineers took field strength
measurements right in front of the
dealer's store and told him, "This is
not a TV area. You can't get station
XYZ." But inside the store customers
were watching station XYZ-TV!

How did he do it? How do the
dealers get stations out of the hash
70 to 130 miles, and in some cases,
even further, from the transmitters?

First of all,' these dealers have had
to make usable pictures out of sig-
nals so weak that, the signal-to-noise
ratio was estimated by RADIO & TELE-
VISION RETAILING at between 4 to 1
and 3 to 1. This is not a difficult job
with a signal like CW, or even nar-
row -band FM phone operation. But
people's eyes are much more respon-
sive to interference with a complex
signal such as a picture, than are
their ears, with a simple, one dimen-
sion signal. Technicians and dealers
in these true fringe areas have edu-
cated themselves in the use of highly
efficient antennas.

In the area being spoken of above
the yagi or the double yagi was em-
ployed in about 90 to 95% of all in-
stallations. There are usually only
one or two stations to reach for in
these locations of real fringe recep-
tion. Therefore the problem of getting
high gain over several channels is
eliminated. A very high gain antenna,
such as a pair of folded dipoles with
reflectors and directors, or a yagi, is
not likely to be used successfully for
long-distance TV on more than two

Open wire lead uses separators made by PlaxCorp. to get extremely low loss transmission.

72

12.1,R2,R3, loading resistors, may be changed in
some cases to increase gain. AGC voltage may
be removed from tuner by grounding AGC
lead.

adjacent channels. And it is also un-
likely that in such a situation there
would be stations on adjacent chan-
nels in the same direction. (Due to
the allocation plan.)

To obtain maximum gain a double
stacked yagi is used. There is even
a slight increase in signal strength
obtained from the use of a four -
stacked yagi array. Unfortunately,
such an array becomes so heavy and
cumbersome that it usually cuts down
on the height to which the array can
safely and securely be raised. There-
fore most installers find that it is
cheaper and about as effective to use
no more than two yagis in one array,
and to raise this array as high as
possible.

Among the variations in yagi de-
sign is the number of elements used
as directors. There is some small ad-
vantage to be had from the use of
three rather than only two directors,
and so it is not unusual to use three
directors when trying to squeeze out
that last db of gain.

Yagi Impedance Match
The most popular dipole design forthe yagi is that which uses elements

of different sizes to get a correct im-
pedance match. In the case of a singleyagi the top element of the folded
dipole driven element would be aboutfour times as large as the bottom
(feed) element. For a stack of yagis,
the diameter of the larger element
might be about twice the size of thesmaller.

So the antenna is usually one ofthose mentioned above, has fairlyhigh gain (7-10 db over a folded
dipole), and is quite directional. Theantenna must be raised very high,of course. Guyed single masts up to35 or 40 feet are not unusual, and
triangular sectionalized towers areemployed up to 80 and even 100 feet.Use of a field strength meter tomeasure the amount of signal fromthe one or two stations involved willaid considerably in determining how

far to go in "souping up" the TV set.
It must be remembered that -readings
taken on a relative field strength
meter can be very misleading in ex-
treme fringe areas, because anywhere
from 20 to 40% of the signal input
to the meter may be unusable noise.

Boosters can help reception under
long distance conditions, especially if
they are of the type which attempt
to amplify only a single channel at a
time. Best results are obtained with
a booster tuned (peaked) to a spe-
cific channel in the shop and then
mounted right at the top of the an-
tenna. This will improve the signal-
to-noise ratio considerably at times,
whereas using the same booster at
the set often will bring no apparent
improvement. In true fringe areas the
local conditions change so much from
day to day, and even from hour to
hour that provision must be made for
switching the booster on or off at any
time. The wise technician or dealer
will field test several boosters before
selecting one. Many dealers have said
that boosters didn't do much good,
and further that there was no differ-
ence between one booster and an-
other, except type of switching or
cabinet finish employed. This would
not be their reaction if the boosters
had been tried under conditions allow-
ing them to really go to work-at the
top of the antenna.

Electronic Modifications
Having pulled in as many millivolts

of signal as possible, the next step
is to make the most of it. Here the
tuner is, the- best place to attack the
problem. All TV tuners today have
RF amplifier stages. These are usu-
ally pentode stages employing a
6AG5, 6BC5, or 6CD6. Engineers rate
these as hot, hotter, and hottest, when
it comes to pulling in weak signals.
These tubes all get low on amplifica-
tion after many months of use, so
replacement is the answer here. Also,
the quality of these tubes varies con-
siderably from one tube to the next,so far as this sort of application
goes. Therefore it is wise to have a
number of new tubes on hand when
replacing tuner (especially RF amp
or oscillator) tubes.

Modification of the bias setup is
recommended in very weak signal
areas. Most technicians remove the
AGC entirely from the grids of thetuner tubes and run the AGC tunerlead to ground direct. This cannotbe done if there is one station fairly
close within normal reception dis-

(Continued on page 80)
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Important
Rauland Policies

...Are They
paying offSor you ?

Did you know that Rauland's Replace-
ment Picture Tube Warranty and Ad-

justment Policy provides a 6 months warranty
from the date of purchase by the consumer?
And that all Rauland replacement tubes now
carry a triple registration card providing pro-
tection for jobber, dealer and consumer?

Did you know that Rauland provides
a full 120 -day price protection on dis-

tributor inventory of replacement picture
tubes? That Rauland distributors can carry
a stock adequate for their territories without
risk of loss through price adjustment?

THE RAULAND
CORPORATION
Peizie.c...e_Lcr-,-, 7-IL/Lowy IL

4245 N. KNOX AVE.  CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS
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Did you know that Rauland offers
valuable premium points for the prompt

return of warranty 'registration cards? Each
card returned promptly entitles dealer and
distributor to premium points redeemable in
valuable merchandise prizes.

If you have not received full details on
all of the above, write, phone or wire
your distributing contact on Rauland
tubes. If you have not received your
prize merchandise catalog, use the cou-
pon below today.

The Rauland Corporation
4245 N. Knox Ave., Chicago 41, Illinois

Please rush premium merchandise catalog and full
information on:
[1:1 Earning Premium Prizes  6 Months Warranty

 Distributor Price Protection

Name

Address

City State
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Improving the Sound'

Part I of a Series

 For most American homeowners
present-day FM -AM combinations are
satisfactory, else people would not
continue to buy them. But for a con-
tinually increasing number of con-
sumers, many sets in the middle price
range do not produce sound quality
as good as these consumers would
like. Yet new high-fidelity combina-
tions are expensive, costing $400-500,
Or more.

The wide-awake service department
can step in and do a job on existing
instruments that is highly profitable,
and still save money for the cus-
tomer. Modernizing his old set may
mean only an hour's labor installing
a high quality "tweeter" or loud-
speaker. Or it may involve replacing
everything except the cabinet (in the
case of some inexpensive chassis in-
stalled in an impressive cabinet).
Usually, though, the changer and
tuner section of the set at least, and
most of the time even the audio sec-
tion, can be made use of. It is in such
cases that the greatest advantages to
both the service shop and the set
owner are to be had from the im-
provements discussed in this article.

The first step to take in improving
a set with inadequate or distorted re-
sponse is to examine it carefully. If
a small output transformer is noted,
it may be that a larger, better qual-
ity transformer is all that is needed.But if the transformer looks OK, is
working into a good loudspeaker, andhas a pair of tubes driving it, then
the circuit details must be checked.

Simple Repair May Do Job
The set may sound bad because of

a change in value of almost any com-
ponent, or perhaps because of a com-
bination of values each just a few
percent out of the way from the de-
sign centers originally engineered.
Therefore a voltage check should be
run on the audio stages with the
manufacturer's voltage chart. Often
changing one or two resistors to give
proper voltage readings will improve
the linearity and undistorted (5%)
output enormously.

Assuming that the voltages are inline with manufacturer's specifica-
tions, the first improvements will be
the addition of a good output trans-
former or of inverse feedback from
the present transformer. If inverse
feedback is presently employed, but
the transformer has a small core,
take note of the secondary tap which
the feedback comes from. Then em -
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These Modifications Can Better the Response

Fig. Y. In adjusting inverse feedback R3 is a variable potentiometer. Ri and R2 may vary.Some designers recommend omitting R2 and connecting R3 to cathode. R7 equals R8.

ploy the same tap on the new trans-
former, if the feedback is of the type
which uses the transformer secondary.

The output transformer is most
often the weak link in the set. Cheap
transformers fail both at the low andhigh end of the band. They have a
tendency to distort and attenuate fre-
quencies over 5 KC. They also atten-uate the transfer below 150 cyclesvery sharply.

Also, the speaker often has a pro-
nounced rise in the near -bass region,
between 180 and 200 cycles. This riseproduces a thump, or "one -note"
boominess, an effect which is often
made use of to supply the impression
of good bass. In fact, a great portionof the public has become so accus-
tomed to this false bass that it soundsgood to them!

If the installation is one in which
a very high quality loudspeaker is tobe used, then one of the top grade
transformers, of broadcast quality,should be employed. However, inmost situations a good medium grade
(usually called "standard", or "com-
mercial," which are better than "re-
placement" grade) output will do,being flat to over 10 KC and good
within 4 or 5 db to 50 cycles. This ismore than adequate for all but thevery best loudspeakers. There is lit-tle point in paying for response of 1or 2 db flat from 20 cycles to 20 oror 30 KC when it can't be used! Ap-pended is a table showing the impe-dance and approximate price of out-put transformers for various push-pull output stages.

If a medium grade output trans-former, correctly rated at 20-25 watts,

is run at 10 or so watts and less, it
will usually display good power trans-
fer characteristics.

If the output tubes are running
wide open, that is, if no inverse feed-
back loop is applied around them,
feedback can be added with the as-
surance that it will materially im-
prove the performance of the receiver.
Inverse feedback is one of the most
powerful tools known for the reduc-
tion of the many types of distortion
that arise in audio circuits.

There are many ways of adding
this feedback, but the safest method,
and the method which is employed
today in all conventional top grade
amplifiers will be outlined here.

Applying Inverse Feedback
In one of these methods a very

small portion of the output signal is
taken from the secondary of the out-
put transformer and applied back to
the cathode of the first voltage am-plifier (or the stage just before the
phase inverter). The procedure for
determining how much feedback to
use, and exactly how to apply it, ismuch easier than it may sound atfirst.

Referring to fig. 1, it will be seenthat a 200 K potentiometer is con-
nected from one side of the secondary
to the un-bypassed cathode of the
voltage amplifier. (Use the 8 or 16ohm tap.) An oscilloscope (AC volt-meter will do-need not be VTVM;this is a low impedance circuit) is
connected across the voice coil and a
tone injected at the first grid, eitherfrom a phono test record or an audiogenerator. The potentiometer is va
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Hof FM -AM Combinations
and Performance of Any Amplifier

vied to reduce the resistance between
the cathode and the secondary of the
transformer to as small a value as is
possible without setting up oscilla-
tion, and without reducing the gain
of the amplifier too much. When the
proper setting has been found the
resistance of the pot is measured
and a fixed resistor is soldered in
place. Care must be taken before set-
tling definitely on a value for the

ifeedback resistor that there is enough
gain left for proper maximum output
from the amplifier with the usual
program materials, both radio and
phonograph.

Alternate Feedback Method
Another method, safer where any

1 but the very highest quality output
transformer is employed, takes the
feedback voltage off one of the push-
pull output plates. In this case again,
the feedback voltage is taken back to
the un-bypassed cathode of the near -

1 est (to the inverter) single -ended volt-
[ age amplifier stage. The pot used
ihere should be larger, since the source
of feedback voltage is much greater.
Also, a blocking condenser of .1 to .5,
600 V. should be placed between the
resistor and the plate.

pF Oscillation will be shown by any
sudden large increase in the output
at the secondary terminals. If the
circuit oscillates at almost all settings
with no signal going in at the input
either the primary or the secondary
connections must be reversed. This

!will reverse the phase of the feed-
i back. (Or use plate of other p.p.
tube.)

Power Supply Changes
A more serious defect in some

' power output stages is the limitation
placed on the low frequency output
by an inadequate power supply. If
this is due to a power transformer
having insufficient voltage output, one
having proper power and voltage rat-
ing may be put in. Such a deficiency
may readily be determined by com-
paring the screen, cathode and plate
voltages with the values shown in the
tube manual.

If the filter of the power supply
uses one or two heavy resistors in-
stead of chokes, the regulation and
the efficiency of the power supply can
be increased by substituting one or
two iron core chokes for the resistors.
This is a good modification if the
applied voltage to the output tubes
is not raised too much thereby. Most
of the time this will not happen and
the change can be made safely, but

R

<>---16. 3 V

H 0 V

AC

50 -
10011

R1

T200-300

+ 15-30V

20 -30 K

LO

Fig. 2. Dotted lines show various methods for reducing hum due to design (not for hum
due to component failures). 15-30 V may be applied to 6.3 winding centertap.

check the tube manual to be sure, be-
fore making the change. In raising
the voltages applied to the screen and
plate, be particularly careful to keep
the screen voltages no higher than
specified.

Another even easier way of getting
a little better efficiency, cooler run-
ning, and more current out of the
transformer without lowering the
voltage output is to substitute a rec-
tifier which draws less current for
its heater supply. Where 5U4s have
been used, usually a 5V4 will help.
(This method should not be employed
in the power supply section of televi-
sion or other receivers, where the
current drain on the original 5U4
approaches its nominal limit of 225
ma. The 5V4, being rated at 175 ma,
is more than adequate for most audio
amplifiers, but, will become low on
emission if made to supply most TV
sets.)

Also, the slow heating properties of
the 5V4 (and 5T4-a higher current -
output tube) allow the other tubes in
the set to warm up first, and thus

keep from possibly straining the filter
condensers. Furthermore, the 5V4
and 5T4 have lower internal imped-
ance. Usually, simply plugging one
in in place of the 5U4 will give from
5 to 15 volts more on the plates of
the output tubes simply because of
the lower voltage drop across the rec-
tifier. This is a very easy and fre-
quently effective way of getting a
little better operation (check that
tube manual) from the output stage.

Many economically designed com-
binations have condensers running
from the plates of voltage or power
amplifier stages to reduce oscilla-
tions which would otherwise be en-
countered. And it is frequently found
that there are condensers or R -C
combinations off the output tube
plates. These measures are taken to
reduce the operation of the amplifier
at the extreme higher frequencies
which can often result in distortion
or singing. When a new output trans-
former has been installed all such
counter measures should be removed.

(Continued on page 80)

P. P. Output Load (ohms)

Approx. Cost
Medium Grade

(20-25 watt)

Approx. Cost
Top Grade
Transformer

6L6 6,600 6.00 17.00

2A3, 6B4 A 3,000

6A5, etc. f 5,000 f 8.00 18.00

6V6 8,000 5.00 16.00

6K6 12,000 5.00 16.00

6F6 10,000 5.00 16.00
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Theoretical Analysis of
By Solomon Heller

 In preceding articles, we took up
the operation of the Foster -Seely dis-
criminator. In this piece, we are go-ing to discuss the ratio detector.

Some readers with inquiring mindsmay ask at this point: Why weren't
engineers satisfied with the Foster-Seely discriminator? Why did theyhave to add another complicated cir-cuit to the radioman's already large,
involuntary collection of complicated
circuits? Why, in short, didn't theylet the status remain quo?

Well, the discriminator respondedto amplitude variations like a womandoes to flattery-not wisely, but too
well (see fig. 1). The use of one or
two limiter stages was therefore nec-
essary to remove these undesired va-riations in the signal. Now, the
presence of one or more limiters
makes necessary a large amount ofi-f gain, so that incoming signals
will be boosted to the level required tosaturate the limiter. (Only when the
limiter is saturated will perform its
job adequately.) It costs a bit of ex-tra cash to provide the requisite lim-iting and i-f gain. If a circuit was
present that didn't require so much
champagne and caviar, the manufac-
turer might be able to put a little
more of his gross intake into hispiggy bank. The ratio detector pro-
vides such a circuit.

The ratio detector is considerably
less sensitive to amplitude variationsin the signal applied to it, than the
discriminator. It therefore requires
much less or no preliminary limiting
of the signal, and less i-f gain.

Most explanations of the ratio de-
tector tend to leave (some) readerswith the feeling that they were
AWOL when Nature's Radio Service
Division distributed IQs. We hopethat our explanation will not lower
morale quite as much.

A typical ratio detector circuit is
shown in fig 2. Note the small coil
winding, LT. LT has the same func-

Seventh in a Series of Articles.

Fig. 2-Ratio detector circuit.
tion as the coupling condenser be-
tween primary and secondary of a
discriminator transformer. It intro-
duces a signal voltage across eachhalf of Ls, differing in 'phase from
the signal voltage transferred to Ls
from LP by inductive action. The op-eration of transformer T is, in other
respects, practically the same as thatof the discriminator transformer.

The output of the ratio detector is
taken off across Ri. The voltages de-
veloped across Ri vary in amplitude
in accordance with the frequency de-
viations of the incoming signal, and
therefore correspond to the amplitude
variations of the original audio sig-nal. In the paragraphs to come, wewill see how this desirable effect ismade to occur.

Let us suppose that the signal ap-
plied to the input of the ratio detector
at some given instant is an i-f carrier
of 10.7 mc. No audio intelligence is
associated with the carrier. No cur-
rent will flow through Ri when the
carrier is coming in, no audio volt-
age will be developed across it, andthe usually garrulous speaker will be
speechless at this time. Let's exam-ine, in detail, what the circuit action
would be in such a case.

At the carrier or center i-f, the
sum of the voltages present across
one-half of Ls would be to the sum
of the voltages existing across theother half, just as in the discrimi-
nator. Let's say the signal is going
through the .portion of its cycle la-
beled A -B -C in fig. 3, making the
cathode of Vi positive with respect
to the plate, and the V2 plate negative
with respect to its cathode. No cur-
rent will flow through either tube at
such a time. When the signal reversesits polarity on the next half of the
cycle (C -D -E), however, the cathode
of V, becomes negative with respectto its plate, and the plate of V, be-
comes positive with respect to the
cathode. Current will now flowthrough both tubes.

The ratio detector, thus, acts as ahalf -wave rectifier. This is desired,
because the detector's audio output
should, like the original audio signalit is duplicating, be uni-directional, aswe explained in a preceding article.

For the reader who may have losthis bearings a few sentences ago, weoffer a St. Bernard and some brandy,in the form of the simplified sketchesgiven in fig. 4. Note that when thesignal makes the top of L01 negative
Fig. 1-Why the discriminator is sensitive to amplitude variations.A-Discriminator circuit.
B-Voltage input and output of discriminator when no noise affects the amplitude of the signal applied to
the discriminator.
C-Voltage input and output of the discriminator when a noise pulse has increased the amplitude of the
incoming signal shown in B, causing E, to increase. Note that the output voltage is changed. This changeis proportional to the amplitude of the noise pulse, and thus causes the pulse to be reproduced in the dis-criminator output, along with the audio information.
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the Ratio Detector
note a Widely Used FM Demodulator Operates

(with respect to ground), the bottom
is made positive. The induced signal
current in this case flows from the top
of Ls, to ground, or from - to ±).
The plate, which is attached to junc-
tion of LT and C2 through C1, therefore
becomes positive to cathode. The
friendly relations now established be-
tween cathode and plate permit a cur -

1 rent to flow between them. Ditto for
the plate and cathode of V2, which
have the polarities indicated in fig.
4B during the same instant of time.

,1In the unfriendly half of the signal
cycle, the Iron Curtain descends be-
tween plate and cathode of each tube,
as we indicated earlier, and an em-
bargo on current exists. Let's con-
sider, in greater detail, the action
that takes place when current does
flow through V. and V2.

One path of the diode plate cur-
; rents is as follows: From the cathode
!of V. (refer to fig. 2) to the V. plate,
!through Rs, to the cathode of V2, to
the plate of V2, through Ls, back to
cathode of V1.

Other diode plate current paths
are: From V. cathode to V. plate,

Fig. 3-The signal shown in B is actually the
same as the one shown in A, except for the
fact that it is upside down, due the phase ver-
sion effect of the transformer.

through R., R1, LT, L31 and back to V.
cathode. Also: from V2 cathode, to
V2 plate, through Ls,,, LT, R1 and back
to V2 cathode.

Note that the two currents just de-
scribed both flow through LT and R1.
Note further that the direction of the
two currents is such that they will
oppose each other in LT and R1. If the
opposing currents are equal, they will
cancel, and no diode current at all
will flow through R. and LT.

This is the situation that prevails
when the i-f carrier is coming in.
The currents are equal in such a
case because: a) the plate -to -cathode
voltages that cause them to flow are
equal; b) the diodes that supply the
currents have equal emissions, and
c) the impedanced in the paths of the
two currents are equal (the plate re-
sistance of Vl = the plate resistance

Fig. 4-When the signal voltages makes the
top of Li positive, the Vi cathode becomes
negative with respect to the plate. B) When
the signal voltage makes the bottom of Lsi
negative, the V2 plate becomes positive with
respect to the cathode.

of V2, Ls, = Lss, and LT and R. are
common to both current paths).

No voltage, then, appears across R.
in these circumstances, and there is
no input to the audio stages.

When side frequencies, or frequen-
cies above and below the i-f carrier,
come in, the situation changes. The
two currents that flow through R.
are no longer equal, and therefore do
not completely cancel. A residual
or left -over current will now flow
through R1.

When V.'s plate -to -cathode voltage
is greater than that of V2, V.'s cur-
rent will cancel that of V2 in R1, and
there will be some V. current left
over. This V. residual current will
cause a positive voltage to be devel-
oped across R. (fig. 5). When Vz's
plate -to -cathode voltage is greater
than that of V1, the V2 current will
cancel that of V1, and V2 current will
be left over, causing a negative volt-
age to appear across R1.

These positive and negative volt-
ages are proportional to the amount
of residual current flowing through
R1. The amplitude of the residual
current is, in turn, proportional to
the frequency deviation of the i-f sig-
nal (just as the amplitude of the res-
idual or difference voltage in the dis-
criminator output circuit is propor-
tional to the frequency deviation of
the i-f signal). The amplitude char-
acteristic of the audio signal is
therefore reproduced. The frequency
characteristic of the audio signal is
reproduced as well, because the ratio
detector's output signal varies in fre-
quency at the same rate as the i-f
input signal-in other words, at an
audio frequency rate.

For readers who remain curious
as to why the amplitude of the resid-
ual current through R. is propor-
tional to the frequency deviations of
the incoming signal, we offer the fol-
lowing explanation : 1-The fre-
quency deviations of the incoming

signal 'cause proportional changes in
the voltages applied to diodes V. and
V2. That is, the plate -to -cathode volt-
age of one diode will rise a certain
amount, while that of the other diode
goes down the same amount, in pro-
portion to the frequency deviation
of the signal. 2-The greater-or
smaller-the plate -to -cathode voltage
of each diode, the greater-or smaller
-will be its plate current. 3-The
greater the difference in the plate -
to -cathode voltages of the diodes, the
greater will be difference in the cur-
rents flowing through both, and the
greater will be the residual or differ-
ence current flowing through R1.

4-Therefore, the current flowing
through R. is proportional to the fre-
quency deviation of the incoming
signal.

We now come to an important, ba-
sic characteristic of the ratio detec-
tor. This is the fact that, although
the voltage across R. is constantly
changing, the voltage across Rs re-
mains the same (provided the carrier
amplitude is not changed by tuning
in another channel). It remains the
same because of, the long time con-
stant of R3 C3. First we'll discuss
why this phenomenon is important.
Next, we'll analyze how it takes place.

In the course of our discussion, we
have more than once inferred that
amplitude variations in the FM sig-

Fig. 5-Two currents, Ii and 12 flow through
Ri in opposite directions. li tends to make the
top of Ri positive, while 12 tends to make the
top of Ri negative.

II

nal were villains that had to be liqui-
dated. This is so because amplitude
variations are not part of the origi-
nal FM signal, which is constant in
output. The amplitude variations are
imposed on the FM signal by good-for-
nothing troublemakers tike noise, fad-
ing, etc.

The ratio detector may suffer these
amplitude variations to appear at its
input. At its output, however, they
are swallowed up, so to speak, in
the yawning cavern of C3, and per-
mitted to affect neither the voltage
across R3, nor that across R1.

Let's get a little more scientific,
(Continued on page 92)
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New Aids for Servicers
Smith ANODE EXTENSION

An extension cord for bringing the
high voltage lead from the TV cabinet
or for servicing the chassis outside thecabinet with the tube still in place isbeing marketed now. 30 inches long,
with a receptacle for the anode cap ofthe set at one end and the extendedanode cap at the other end, it is made
by the Herman H. Smith Co., Inc., 405
44th St., Brooklyn; N. Y.-RADIO & TEL-
EVISION RETAILING.

Easy -Up POLE RING
A new heavy duty rotating pole ring,

Model E -Z10, has been added to theline of E -Z pole hardware. This device
mounts on the antenna pole as an an-

chor for guy wires, and is adjustable
to fit from 1" to 2" poles. The innerring mounts to the pole with heavybolts and the outer ring is free to ro-
tate. Dealer cost for this all -steel, zinc -
coated ring is $1.95 from Easy -Up TowerCo., Racine, Wisc.-RADIO & TELEVI-
SION RETAILING.

RMS TUBE CARRIER
A new carrier for TV service tubes

for outside calls is being made of ply-
wood, finished in leatherette with metal
corners. It holds over 200 tubes. Avail-
able with or without a mirror in the lid

for use in adjustment of the picture inthe home, the model TC-1 and TC-2
(mirror) are available from Radio Mer-chandise Sales, Inc., 1165 Southern
Blvd., New York 59. --RADIO & TELE-
VISION RETAILING.
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Hy-Lite FM MAGI
Designed for reception on specific

channels, the Hy-Lite TV yagi line has
now been supplemented with another
type "Y" yagi antenna which is for the
FM band. Pre -assembled construction
allows these four element antennas to
'be quickly locked together for use.
Model "Y2" 8 element yagi includes a
matching Q section. Due to design of
the two parts of the driven element,
these antennas are stated to be a very
close match to 300 ohm lead-in. Model
"Y" FM yagi lists for $14.20 and model
"Y2" FM yagi lists for $31.20. Hy-Lite
Antennae, Inc., 528 Tiffany St., Bronx,
N. Y.-RADIO & TELEVISION RETAIL-
ING.

Triplett LOAD-CHEK
Servicing by power -consumption is

possible with this watt -volt meter. Pre-
viously auto radios have been serviced
by this method, but the maker claims
that this new meter makes the use of
this method fast and easy in both radio
and TV servicing. A bulletin describ-ing the use of the meter in detail, as
well as its characteristics, is available
from the manufactuier, Triplett Electri-
cal Inst. Co., Bluffton, Ohio.-RADIO &
TELEVISION RETAILING.

Mallory VIBRATOR TESTER
Adding to its filtered rectifier powersupplies another aid for auto radio

service, Mallory announces a directtest (without adaptors) vibrator testerwhich, the company says, will test most
vibrators for cars or radios made since
1940. By plugging the rectifier tube

into the front panel of the instrument,the suspected vibrator may be checkedwith the same rectifier used in theradio. Operates from any 6 V DC source.
P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., Indianapolis
6, Ind.-RADIO & TELEVISION RETAIL-ING.

NU MX TUBE CHECKER
A new portable picture tube checkerhas just been introduced. Designed fortesting tubes either in the set or in thecarton without removal, this testermakes all the usual tests, including onewhich checks the light output capa-bility. All types of picture tubes arecovered. Claimed to be so rugged thatit will not be damaged by dropping, it

costs $28.75 net to dealers from National
Union Radio Corp., Orange, New Jersey.-RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING.

Superior BAR GENERATOR
Providing a sweep generator for serv-

icing and checking linearity faults of
TV sets, this new instrument generates
a pattern of bars either vertically or
horizontally across the screen of any
TV receiver. Thus work can be done on
sets which otherwise would require the

use of a station signal off the air. The
generator is connected to the set at the
antenna terminals and may be tuned inby using the regular channel selector.Sold through jobbers for $39.95 by
Superior Inst. Co., 227 Fulton St., N. Y.
7.-RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING.

Phoenix MOUNT
A new universal antenna mount,

model PAM -3, is made of heavily platedsteel. This mount is designed for use
on flat or peaked roofs, or sloping roofs

of any pitch. It is braced especially to
withstand damage from sleet and
storms. Assembled with all hardware,and built to accept masts from 1" to 11/2"dia. Phoenix Electronics, Inc., Law-rence, Mass. - RADIO & TELEVISION
RETAILING.

Taco ISOLATION BOX
For use with antenna distribution sys-tems for TV, this box will isolate the TV

set connected to it by an isolation factorstated to be at least 30 db. Mountingholes are provided for either baseboardor wall concealed mounting. It is madeof bakelite, and is the same size as thestandard outlet box. Technical Appli-ance Corp., Sherburne, N. Y.-RADIO& TELEVISION RETAILING.
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Offers complete reliable tube data . . . re-
quired by radio and television technicians
and electronics engineers.
In these days of television, new tube types are introduced
nearly every week. Here at last is a tube manual that will
keep you always up-to-date.

It's the 8th edition of Sylvania's famous "Technical
Manual" in the same convenient 51/2" x 91/2" size BUT
WITH A BRAND NEW PLASTIC FIBER COVER
AND SNAP -OPEN LOOSE-LEAF BINDING.

More than 80 new tube types have already been added
'to this new 8th edition, including all current TV picture
tubes.

Typical pages show tube base diagrams, give physical
specifications, ratings, typical operation data and curves,
application and design details. Tubes listed in numerical
order for quick, ,easy reference.

Bound in durable plastic
New, convenient loose-leaf plastic binder enables this

manual to open easily and lie flat on your bench. Quick,
snap -open feature permits insertion of additional data
sheets. These sheets ... already punched for your book

. are periodically mailed to you FREE as inserts in
"Sylvania News," Sylvania's free monthly magazine.

Your Sylvania Distributor has these Manuals NOW.
Get your copy from him today or mail the coupon with
$2.00 for each copy ordered.

Here are just a few of the New Tube Types

added to the 1951 Manual
0A3 6AS6 6BG7 25W4
IN60 6AX6 12AU7 1274
5AX4 6BA5 12BN6 5642
6AB4 6BF7 19BG6 5692
6AJ5 61307 25AU5 5719

SYLVANIA v
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Department R -2208-A
Emporium, Pa.
Enclosed please find $2.00 for a copy of
the new Sylvania Technical Manual.

Name

Street

City Zone_State
=NM

RADIO TUBES; TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES; ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS; ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT; FLUORESCENT TUBES, FIXTURES. SIGN TUBING, WIRING DEVICES. LIGHT BULBS; PHOTOLAMPS; TELEVISION SETS
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FM Sound New Radio, TV Sets
(Continued from page 75)

The most commonly employed
method for 60 cycle hum is the use
of a wire -wound pot across the heater
winding of the power transformer
and the adjustment of the center tap
connection to ground for minimum
hum level. See fig. 2. This is usually
effective, but in high -gain preampli-
fiers additional steps may be called
for. Instead of grounding the adjust-able tap of the 50 or 100 ohm pot,
it may be connected to a point of 15 to
25 volts positive. This potential is
easily obtained by bridging two 1/4 or
Y2 watt resistors across the B supply.
Typical values are 20 to 30 K and
200 to 300 K. Fig. 3 shows this con-
nection clearly. The placing of a posi-
tive voltage on the heaters ensures
that there will be no heater to cathode
emission. Since the heater is made
positive in relation to the cathode,
current can flow, if at all, only from
the cathode.
(To be continued in a future issue)

Fringe TV
(Continued from page 72)

tance, because the set would overload
badly. A switch could be installed if
desired, however. In extreme cases
it will be helpful to remove or at
least reduce by 50 to 75% the amount
of AGC applied to the video IF stages.

Slight reduction of the bandpass
of the IF stages can be made to in-
crease the gain of the TV receiver.
This is not nearly as effective with
the big screen sets as with the smaller
ones because of the loss of definition
which results with less than 3 me
bandwith. The tuner bandpass can
almost always safely be altered by
removing (or increasing) the loading
resistors across the coils. The band-
width acceptance of most tuners is
presently somewhat wider than thatof the rest of the set, so careful
changes here will not ordinarily
affect the quality of the picture.

Most manufacturers are very help-
ful in answering questions as to the
specific steps to take in modifying
their tuners. A combination of the
above tried and tested methods will
frequently prove effective in bringing
in usable pictures in areas where
"they said it couldn't be done!"

Same Hytron Policy
Hytron Radio & Electronics Co., a

Division of Columbia Broadcasting
System, Inc., will continue manage-
ment and general policies the same
as before the recent acquisition by
CBS, according to Bruce A. Coffin,
president.

GE TABLE RADIOS

Five new General Electric table ra-
dios have been introduced. Model 414,
in brown, model 415 in ivory, and model
416 in red, list at $24.95. Model 422 in
brown, and model 423 in ivory, list for
$34.95. All cases are plastic. General
Electric Co., Electronics Park, Syracuse,
N. Y.-RADIO & TELEVISION RETAIL-
ING.

Capehart TABLE RADIO

Recently announced table radio, mod-
el T-30, has a cabinet of moulded ther-
moplastic in dark green, with a luster

finish. Chassis uses four tubes and a
rectifier. Suggested list price is $32.95.
Capehart-Farnsworth Corp., Ft. Wayne,
Ind.-RADIO & TELEVISION RETAIL-
ING.

Meck COLOR TV UNIT
A new "Add -a -Color" unit has been

announced. Price of the unit has not
yet been set, but it is expected to sellfor less than $150. All Meck TV sets
made since Jan. 1, 1951 are equipped

for plug-in connection of the unit. It is
adaptable to other makes of black andwhite sets after a connector socket hasbeen installed and certain " wiring
changes made in the receiver. John
Meck Industries, Inc., Liberty St., Ply-mouth, Ind.-RADIO & TELEVISION
RETAILING.

Stratford CORNER TV
Kitchen corner TV cabinets designed

and manufactured by Frank C. Doyle &
Associates, Merchandise Mart, Chicago,are being used by Stratford TelevisionCo. Sets are being built in 14 and 17 -inch screen sizes. The 14 -inch size will
list at $195 and the 17 -inch at $249.95.The corner cabinets will also be madein fine woods for the living room, etc.Stratford Television Co., Merchandise
Mart, Chicago.-RADIO & TELEVISION
RETAILING.,

Arvin 1952 TV LINE
The new TV line features 17, 20 and

21 -inch rectangular tube sets. The 17 -
inch sets include: model 5170, console,
and model 5171, table model, both avail-
able in mahogany or blond; model
5172CM, mahogany console, and 5172
CB, blond console with doors; and mod-
el 5173TM, table model in mahogany.
The 20 -inch models are the 5204CM,
mahogany console model with doors,
and the model 5206CB, blond console.
The 21 -inch models are the 5210, con-
sole in mahogany or blond, 5211, table
model in mahogany or blond, and the
5212CFP, console with doors in cherry.
List prices on the line start at $129.95,
plus tax and warranty. Arvin Industries
Inc., Columbus, Ind.-RADIO & TELE-
VISION RETAILING.

Emerson TV RECEIVERS

The new Emerson 1952 TV line in-
cludes model 696, a 17 -inch mahogany
table model at $249.95; model 697, a20 -inch console, listing at $349.95 in
mahogany and $359.95 in blond; model
686, 17 -inch console, $299.95 in mahog-
any and $309.95 in blond; model 687,
17 -inch console with doors, $329.95 in
mahogany and $349.95 in blond; model

692, 20 -inch "mahogany console at
$399.95; model 693, 20 -inch console
with doors, $429.95 in mahogany and
$449.95 in blond; model 694, also a 20 -inch console with doors, at $459.95 in
mahogany and $489.95 in blond; model666, a 4 -way combination,, with 16 -inchTV, FM and AM radio, and 3 -speedphono, listing at $429.95; and model
699, 17 -inch console with 3 -speed
phono, $349.95 in mahogany and $359.95in blond. Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp., I 1 1 8th Ave., New York 11, N. Y.
-RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING.

Magnavox TV SETS
Two new additions have been madeto the Magnavox TV line. The West-over, a 20 -inch console model with12 -inch speaker. Cabinet is mahogany.List price is $359.50. The other newmodel is the Embassy, three-way com-

bination, with 20 -inch TV, FM -AM ra-dio, and 3 -speed phono. List price onthe Embassy, in mahogany cabinet, -is$895. Magnavox Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.-
RADIO & TELEVISION RETAILING.
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IF 0

 Automatic focus.
 Eliminates all focusing

circuits.
 Replaces any focusing -

type tube.
 Improves picture

performance.

For the complete story. write:

CATHODE-RAY TUBE DIVISION
ALLEN B. DU MONT
LABORATORIES, INC.

CLIFTON, N. J.
°TreeleMark CALLiN Du .oNt teonavonas f..c
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The Name to Remember for

PRESTIGE and PROFITS!
It takes a top name to be a top drawing card. For hundreds of suc-cessful dealers that means the incomparable Capehart. This tradi-tional symbol of quality can be depended on to bring in those of allincome groups who want the finest.

Why? Because only Capehart has the Capehart reputation. OnlyCapehart offers the CX-33 chassis that provides the famed Crys-tal -Clear picture. Only Capehart has developed the world-re-
nowned Symphonic -Tone System ... set such high standards for
superb cabinetry.

There may be a place waiting for you on the list of profit -makingCapehart dealers. A few choice spots are still open. See your localdistributor or write E. Patrick Toal, Director of Sales at Fort Wayne.

The best looking CLOCK -RADIO
on the market-The Capehart
Clock -Radio is not only an accurate
timepiece, it serves as a timeless
servant . . . reminds of appoint-
ments, turns on appli

QQ
-

ances. Really beauti- ,4995
fully styled in a choice
of colors. A sure sales

Slightly higherwinner! in West.

The CAPEHART table model
RADIO-True Capehart quality in
miniature. Handsomely designed
in dark green plastic .. . unbeliev-
ably beautiful tone. It's set to make
a big splash in the
table -radio market . . .

boost profits for you! '329'
Slightly higher in West.

82

The CAPEHART "Bostonian"
Luxury television at a realistic price.
20 -inch Crystal -Clear picture. Mahog-any veneer cabinet. Capehart Sym-
phonic -Tone. The set ofthe year for sales and $35995*
profits!
*Includes Federal Excise Tax. Warranty and
installation extra. All prices for Zone 1.

CAPEHART-FARNSWORTH CORPORATION, Fort Wayne 1, IndianaAn Associate of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

RADIO & TELEVISION
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iNewrrio Prams
TRIO TV ROTATOR AND DIRECTION INDICATOR

TWO HEAVY DUTY MOTORS
For Trouble -free  Two Direction Rotation

Here's the rotator that provides the ultimate in trouble -free depend-
able operation. Designed to support the heaviest TV arrays - even
in 80 M.P.H. winds! This outstanding rotator has undergone extensive
tests for three years, standing up under every abuse and temperature
extremes.

Here, indeed, is the rotator that abolishes TV callback problems!

Two Heavy Duty Motors
Two 24 volt motors are used - one for clockwise and one for counter-
clockwise rotation. Even if children play with the unit and leave it on
continuously, a motor cannot burn out since load on a single motor is

never on more than 50% of the time!

Positive acting electrical stops at both ends of 360° turn eliminates
lead damage.

Indicator always shows
exact antenna position.

Compare These Features
 Cast TENSALLOY aluminum mast holder withstands

4500 lbs. bending movement.
 11/16 steel shaft withstands 4500 lbs. bending move-

ment
 Automatic Electro-Mechanical Brake - reduces

coasting to minimum
 Can be fastened to any pipe up to 2' OD

 Two direction rotation
 All -aluminum case - no cast zinc!
 Numbered terminal boards on rotator and indicator
 Turns 1 RPM, lifetime lubricated
 Ball -bearing end thrusts on shafts
 Ideal for 10, 6 and 2 meter amateur use

NEW TRIO idiet /i0eaotigeost TOWER
Weighing less than a pound per foot, this sturdy, extremely handsome,
all weather-proof triangular tower represents a great refinement in
streamlined appearance and installation ease over all others. Its all -
aluminum components permit the most flexible arrangements for
construction of the exact tower needed for any installation.

' Tower may be raised from horizontal position in heights up to 40 feet.
For additional height, sections may be added from bottoin.

Comes in 5 foot sections, a bottom section, a top section and as many
center sections as desired.

Dual Swivel Base
180° and 360°

FEATURES
 Sturdy, Yet Light In Weight - Less Than A

Pound Per Foot
Forever Rust Proof,

 High Quality Extruded Aluminum
 Interchangeable' Sections
 Preferred Riveted COnstruction . . . No Welded

Joints /
 Dual Swivel Base,- 180° and 360° permits ver-

tical or horizontal plane mounting
 Low Installation Cost
 Completely Cartoned For Protection In Shipping

- Compact Storage

THOMPSON CORPORATION
AFFILIATED WITH TRIO MANUFACTURING CO.

GRIGGSVILLE, ILLINOIS

TRIO YAGIS
2eaci e

TRIO DOUBLE FOLDED DIPOLE

(Model 304)

A
Here is the popular TRIO
Double Dipole TV Antenna.
With 10 db forward gain and a
front -to -back ratio of 25 db,
it is unexcelled for extreme
Fringe areas. Available For
each of 12 TV channels. Easily
stacked for additional gain.
Reinforced fittings for extra
strength - extra rigidity!

 Exact Impedance Match To 300 ohm Line!
Sturdy Construction - Light Weight!
Partially Assembled!

TRIO 2 -CHANNEL N
YAGIS

(Models 445 & 479)

Rapidly becoming the most
popular - most wanted TV
antenna in America. Avail-
able for channels 4 and 5, and
channels 7 and 9. Provides
gain on two channels equal to
any two conventional 4 -
element yogis!

Full 10 db Gain On 2 Channels!
 Less Weight Per Gain Than Any Other TV

Antenna!

TRIO PHASITRON
Now available separately

(Model No.
PC -600)

The TRIO PHASI-
TRON, originally
sold only as part of
the TRIO Controlled
Pattern TV Antenna
System, is now avail-
able separately for TV
set owners who want to get the very best results
from their sets and antennas, or to hams and other
experimenters.

PHASITRON acts as a continuously variable tuning
stub and will provide an exact impedance match
between line and booster and helpful in matching
output impedance of booster to set input impedance.
Due to exact matching, losses in line become neg-
ligible and set performance greatly improved.

May also be used to coordinate input from two or
more antennas to provide added balanced output
to set. Write for full details.

NEW TRIO TV ACCESSORY
CONTROL UNIT

(Model No. RY-1)

A handy control unit
that hides away in-
side or in back of the
TV set and provides
an automatic line
switch For booster, rotator, TV lamp or other acces-
sories. By plugging the line cords from these acces-
sories into the TRIO Control Relay Unit, all
accessories are turned on with the one switch con-
trolling the TV set. Quickly installed without
making any wiring changes in set.

J-,tict MFG. CO.

GRIGGSVILLE, ILLINOIS
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Pierce Leaves Sparton
The recent resignation of Henry L.Pierce, general sales manager of

Sparton Radio -Television, division of
The Sparks-Withington Company in
Jackson, Michigan was announced by
John J. Smith, Sparks-Withington
Company president. Mr. Pierce has
been Sparton sales manager since
1948, and prior to that was with
Sparton as a district merchandiser.

Andrews Retires From GE
Hardage L. Andrews, an executive

vice-president of the General Electric
Company, prominent in the home ap-

pliance industry, has retired from the
company after 41 years of service,
Ralph J, Cordiner, GE president, an-
nounced. He will be succeeded by
Robert Paxton, GE vice-president in
charge of manufacturing policy, who
has been elected an executive vice-
president by the board of directors.

I.D.E.A. Names Kirk
Earl H. Kirk, former manager for

Van Sickel Radio Supply Co., Radio-
TV parts jobber in Indianapolis, has
been appointed assistant sales man-
ager for the Regency Division of
I.D.E.A. (Industrial Development En-
gineering Associates), Indianapolis.

*@!$* Hundreds of

dollars for antennas

and I lost all the

signal in the

$scj%! lead-in!

Don't nullify the advantages of costly antenna -receiver
installations by loss of signal in the line. Specify the
lead-in that's acclaimed everywhere; the line that guarantees
lowest loss . . . holds the signal stronger on short or long
runs (1/2 mile to mile with minimum loss) . . . resists
disastrous atmospheric conditions indefinitely!

Next Time play safe with Permanent

OPEN LINE
and be assured of only

116 the LOSS.
NOW AT A NEW LOW PRICE:
Since its introduction, Open Line
has taken the country by storm! Now,
as the nation's lowest loss Open
Line TV Wire, the tremendously in-
creased production and demand has
enabled us to reduce the list price
substantially. Ask your rep to give
you the good news!

Through Your Distributor-or Write:

T. V. WIRE PRODUCTS I
THE PERFECT FINAL TOUCH

TO QUALITY INSTALLATIONS 101

Now in Our New Home: 102 PROSPECT AVE., BURBANK, CALIF., RO 9-2562

FM Conversions
(Continued from page 71)

price of a new AM -FM table set.
Typical FM tuners have an RF

amplifier, oscillator and mixer or
converter, two or three IFs, one _ or
two limiters, and a second detector.
As shown in the diagram, a deluxe
tuner may have twice as many stages
as a simple one. The audio quality
of a properly aligned tuner of what-
ever cost is about equal to the audio
quality of most others, however. The
expensive tuners will limit (give
completely noise -free reception) on
much weaker signals than the cheap-
er ones. The better tuners have spe-
cial provisions for completely drift -
free operation, or may have automatic
frequency control, which provides an
ease of tuning unheard of with any
AM set. These are refinements which
add much to the user's convenience,but they do not affect the actual
sound quality when the set is prop-
erly tuned.

Typical Tuner Prices
Typical cost of such tuners is from

40 to over 300 dollars. The sensitivity
(amount of signal required to pro-
duce limiting) may range from about
10 microvolts to 150 microvolts.

The lower priced tuners give com-
plete' limiting with input signals of
from 30 to 150 microvolts. The me-
dium-priced tuners can bring in sta-
tions better (that is, with less static
and interference) than can a great
many present AM -FM combinations.

Which tuner to use for an FM con-
version depends both on the customer
and on his distance from the stations.In selecting an antenna it will also
be necessary to consider the power
output of the station and the sensitiv-ity of the tuner.

People who have an FM set in the
house are not apt to use it unless
they know where the specific stationsare on the dial. It is wise to have alist of local FM stations made up
with the dial markings (which arenow universally in megacycles)shown, for handy reference until the
customer learns the numbers. One
enterprising dealer we know printed
a log of ten FM stations on a flyerhe sent out advertising FM conver-
sions. He received 26 inquiries from
1500 flyers sent in three weeks. Someof these inquiries resulted in FM
conversions, he told us, but, hepointed out, several of them even
brought in sales of big combination
FM -AM phonographs.

The dealer who is ready and ableto supply 4ny sort of conversion serv-ice, and who suggests it to the cus-
tomer, is the dealer who will get those
extra, profits when they are neededmost.

84
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IT CAN'T HAPPEN
HERE;

Hytron's unique automatic settling conveyor. tsAlchine dis-
penses and settles precisely uniform TV picture -tube screens.
Automatic dispenser in foreground is an achievement of
Hytron mechanical engineering. Vibration -proof chain -link
conveyor was constructed for Hytron by Trutner and

Boumans, Inc.

NO LIGHT SCREENS...NO HEAVY SCREENS...
NO HOLES...NO UNEVENNESS
Another engineering first for you! Hytron's unique, automatic machine for
dispensing and settling the screens of TV picture tubes.

What does it mean to you? A guarantee of the most uniform and finest -
textured TV screens in the business. No light screens. No heavy screens. No
specks from foreign particles. No unevenness.

Automatic dispenser pours exactly the right amount' of chemicals into the
big bottles as they travel slowly up the ramp. Conveyor's motion is so smooth
a nickel standing on edge can ride it! Phosphors fall uniformly out of suspend-
ing solution . . . undisturbed -a "must" for perfect screens. Decanting or
pouring off of chemical residue, loading, and unloading are equally shock -free.
And there's precise electro-mechanical control throughout . . . with human
errors barred!

That is why you can pick any Hytron picture tube. Depend on it. Any one
will give you the finest screen money can buy. Yes, it pays to buy from
Hytron . . . the most modern picture-ttibe plant in the world.

MAIN OFFICE: SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS

r

HYTRON

EASY BUDGET

PLAN

The easy way to sell
picture tubes. No need to miss that profit-
able picture tube sale- just because your
customer doesn't have the cash. Get the
details on this original Hytron service for
you.

Fill out and moil this coupon today!

Please rush me details on the Hytron Easy
Budget Plan.

Name
(please print)

Street

City State
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New Manuals, Catalogs,
Pamphlets & Booklets

RCA Victor Service Data volume
VI provides in a single hard -cover
book service and technical data on all
1950 RCA radio, TV, and combina-
tion sets. Containing 472 pages,
priced at $5.50, this permanent refer-
ence volume is available, as are the
previous 5 volumes, covering sets
back to 1923, from RCA distributors.

Standard Transformer's new TV
catalog and replacement guide is now
ready for distribution. Listing more
than 1500 models under 79 brand
names, this guide has the proper
manufacturer's part number and the
Stancor replacement number for the

8 to 10 major transformers and re-
actors in each set. Also out now is
Stancor's mid -year catalog, listing
and describing 441 Stancor trans-
formers and related components.

Littelfuse, Inc., 4757 N. Ravens-
wood Ave., Chicago 40, now has an
"Official TV Fuse Guide." This handy
reference chart can be hung on the
wall or carried in the tool kit. It lists
most of the TV sets which have been
marketed and indicates exactly which
Littelfuse is the proper one for each.

The Electronic Parts Div., Allen B.
Du Mont Labs., Inc., East Paterson,
N. J. is now offering instruction for
converting small -screen TV receivers

The BEST BOOSTER you can SELL!
SEC

SIGNAL
BOOSTER

Specifications
 Tube complement: Single 6J6
 Coverage: Channels 2-13, incl.
 In -put: 75-300 OHMS
 Out -put: 75-300 OHMS
 Current: 110-120V, 60 cycles
 Size: Height 41/4", Width 6",

Depth 4"

AT LAST!
Here is a New Booster you can really get out and sell-a booster superior on allchannels with a PLUS in high channel performance that opens new markets! Lookat these exclusive SEC features:

1 UNEQUALLED HIGH CHANNEL PERFORMANCE!New techniques of tuned circuit design minimize loss of signal voltage on higherchannels.

2 HIGH AMPLIFICATION with Low Noise and "Snow" Level.
3 UNQUALIFIED SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE!Every SEC Booster is given Final Inspection by qualified engineers. Actual recordsshow less than 1 return for every 1000 boosters shipped.
The extremely high efficiency of the tuned circuits provides the ultimate in gain, withthe maximum of picture clarity. This feature is most noticeable on the high channelswhich have previously presented the greatest technical problems in the design of tele-vision boosters. The 16B is installed in a shielded metal cabinet and is finished in amanner to harmonize with all home furnishings.

Give Your Sales A BOOST-er !
Sell your biggest new market-the fringearea-with the SEC Signal Booster! Write
or wire your sample order TODAY!
List Price $34.95 (standard discounts apply)

Representation open in some areas

STANLEY SALES
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY

600 West Third Street Phone 3-6389
86

to the larger popular sizes of today.
Step-by-step, easy -to -follow proce-
dures have been so compiled as to
make possible these conversions. Pop-
ular makes and models of TV receiv-
ers have been covered in these in-
structions that are available through
Du Mont jobbers. The instructions
give the procedures for installing the
Du Mont Imputuner, deflection yoke,
horizontal output and H.V. trans-
former and linearity and width con-
trols.

Sprague Products Co., N. Adams,
Mass. is now offering free of charge
to servicemen the 3rd edition of its

TV Capacitor Re-
placement Manu-
al. Stating cor-
rect Sprague con-
denser replace-
ments for 964 TV
sets, along with
the manufactur-
er's original parts
numbers, this
manual also has
a listing of handy
TV replacement

capacitor service packages for the
most widely used brands of receivers.

SPRAGUE

TY REPLACEMENTpie
*** 

"Salesman of the Year"

Shown at presentation of "Salesman of theYear" award to Sol Verter, salesman for Bur-lingame Associates, manufacturers reps, are(left to right): Henry Vitarelli, sales manager,Burlingame Distributor Division; Ira Kamen,director of sales, Brach Mfg. Corp.; Sol Verter;and Jack Grand, partner in Burlingame Asso-ciates.

Sealing GE's 24-Inch Tube

Watching the glass to metal cone sealingoperation of General Electric's 24 -inch cathoderay tube are Dr. W. R. G. Baker, right, vice-president and general manager of the Elec-tronics Department, and J. M. Lang, left,manager of the Tube Divisions.
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-that keeps pace with the growth of the electronic industry

-that meets fully the performance requirements of all

radio and tv set manufacturers
-that safeguards dealer service work TUNG-SOL

RADIO, TV TUBES, DIAL LAMPS

TUNE-SOL LAMP WORKS INC., Newark 4, N. J.-Sales Offices: Atlanta Chicago Dallas - Denver Detroit Los Angeles Newarl.
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Hotpoint Dealer Films
A new series of dealer film an-

nouncements for television and mov-
ing picture screens has been devel-
oped by Hotpoint, Inc. featuring all -
electric kitchens and planned home
laundries, John F. McDaniel, sales
manager announced.

To Video Corp. Board
Edmund Callis Berkeley has been

elected to serve for one year on the
board of directors of the Video Corp.
of America, New York. Announce-
ment was made by George Kronen -
gold, vice-president and director of
sales for the firm.

New Jewel Reps
Jewel Radio Corporation announces

the recent appointments of Charles
E. Pheasant as sales representative
in the State of Indiana and Murray
D. Williams as sales representative
for Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi
and Florida.

Name Sales Manager
Electronic Creations Co., Inc., New

York City, manufacturers of portable
phonographs and tape -disc recorders
appointed Milton C. Perlmutter to
the post of sales manager, it was
announced by I. Rothman, secretary-
treasurer.

"CONICALIVIBEAMS"

IE

REGISTERED
TRADE MARK

Poo FULL TONE and
VIDEO BANDWIDTH

NO OTHER ANTENNA
provides the gain, bandwidth

and rugged construction
of the genuine.

"CONICAL-V -BEAM"
ELIMINATE "CRUD" (busy background), 'TINNY
SOUND", "GHOSTS" and a droopy looking installation.
INSTALL genuine Telrex "Conical -V -Beams" and "See the
Difference"- on the tube and in the air. No other antenna
compares.

BE BRAND CONSCIOUS! "Just as Good" is a fable. Don't
be sold an imitation of the genuine, patented "Conical -V-.
Beam". Look for the Telrex trademark and be sure.

DELUXE "CONICAL -V -BEAM"
World's most fa-
mous, most power.
ful, most sturdily
constructed anten
na. Superior to
any for TV -FM and
UHF reception.

WRITE today for
complete data.

DEALERS -
SERVICEMEN -

"TELREX NEWS" con
be mailed direct to
your place of busi
ness. This timely
service periodical
conjoins the most
authentic antenna
technical data avail-
able. It's FREE -
Write on your Com-
pony letterhead or
post card with Corn

pony stamp.

"CONICAL -V. -BEAMS" are
produced under Re -issue
Patent No. 23,346

CANADIAN PATENTS
PENDING

THE SKILL
TO DESIGN..

THE FACILITIES
TO PRODUCE..

THE ABILITY
TO DELIVER

I\ AMERICA'S

INC.STANDARD OF

CONICAL -V -BEAMS IIIMMTEEMEIMM

CBS -Columbia Sets Shown
CBS -Columbia, Inc., showed its new

combination color and black -and -white
receiver, model 12C2 at the Music
Show in Chicago. More than 3,000
people attended the demonstrations.

No Plans to Cut FM Band
In a letter to Josh L. Horne,

WFMA, Rocky Mount, N. C., FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy emphatically
denied that the FCC is considering
the deletion of the FM band or any
part of it. He also said that the Com-
mission is not considering allocating
the FM band or any part of it to any
other service. Coy said that "The ap-
proximately seven hundred stations
now operating in the FM band is real
testimony to the strength of the serv-
ice," and he also pointed out that in
almost every area of the country
there is an unfilled demand for FM
receivers.

May End Freeze Soon
FCC Chairman Coy stated before a

Senate committee that he had hope of
an end to the 3 -year freeze on new
TV stations by the last of September,
1951. Such action would allow hear-
ings on the present 1200 station ap-
plications to be held.

Philson Enlarges Plant
The Philson Mfg. Co., Inc. of

Brooklyn, New York has announced
plans to enlarge its plant located at
60-66 Sackett Street in Brooklyn. A
spokesman for the firm, predicts that
the added space of 600 square feet
will enable the firm to increase its
output by as much as 20". Work on
the expansion of the building has al-
ready been started.

New Bendix Distributor
Charles Freshmand and Co., 4019

Prospect Ave., Cleveland, has been
appointed the Bendix TV and radio
distributor for the Cleveland-Youngs-
town -Akron area, it was announced
by R. W. Fordyce, general sales man-
ager, Bendix Television' and Broad-
cast Receiver Division, Bendix Avia-
tion Corp.

New Meek Distributors
L. M. Sandwick, general sales man-

ager of John Meck Industries, has
announced the appointment of the
following distributors to handle theMeek TV line: Carpenter Electric
Co., 1825 N.E. 23rd St., Oklahoma
City, Okla.; Circle Equipment Co.,
233 Circle Tower Bldg., Indianapolis,
Ind., Hedrick Electric Co., 207 7thSt., Rockford, Ill.; Printers SupplyHouse, 67-69 Mill St., Rochester,N.Y.; Refrigeration Sales Co., 1127Carnegie St., Cleveland, Ohio; and
Television Sales & Distributing Co.,209 S. Kentucky St., Evansville, Ihd.88
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You lite Otal Pop!
The New RAYTHEON TV Picture Tube Warranty Policy

Fans Father Time for Distributors and Service Dealers
RAYTHEON TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES are
warranted for 6 months from the date they are
installed in the customer's Television set!

This means that a Raytheon Tube Distributor
or Service Dealer can stock Raytheon Picture
Tubes now without fear that the warranty will
expire while the tube is in stock.

RAYTHEON
WARRANTY REGISTRA

CTTELEVISION PIURE
TUBE

OE dIre NOTE
Pro,' ye, cevoe-le re0,e,e0 "e^e'e,

eearree. from dee of
rea^...,re ieWee, ,

deep

HERE'S HOW THIS EASY TO USE RAYTHEON
TUBE WARRANTY POLICY WORKS!

Upon installation, a Tube Warranty Regis-
tration card (see picture) is filled out and

mailed to RAYTHEON. That's all the Dealer has
to do. RAYTHEON records the necessary data
and mails a Tube Registration Certificate to
the user. Tubes in use less than 6 months failing
to give satisfactory service are returned to
RAYTHEON with the warranty certificate and
receive immediate adjustment.

Add this simple, easily operated Tube War-
ranty Policy to the superior quality of Raytheon
Television Picture Tubes and you'll readily
realize why the combination means no more tube
warranty trouble for you.

Ref fa Oft sif t

ex 47 eketiellt ewton, Mass, Chicago, III., Atlanta, Ga., Los Angeles, Calif.
RADIO AND TELEVISION RECEIVING TUBES, CATHODE RAY TUBES, SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES, SUBMINIATURE TUBES. MICROWAVE WU&
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Money in Fringe
TV Market Selling

By Ernest Keller, vice-president & sales
manager, Anchor Radio Corporation

All of us in the television industry
have been feeling to a greater or
lesser extent the tremendous televi-
sion sales slump which has plagued
us since early this summer. Everyone
in the industry is groping around in
the dark for an answer as to who is
to blame and what can be done about
the situation. Before we make any
suggestions as to new and profitable

TV markets, let us look at the rea-
sons which have contributed to the
current slump.

The Korean War which started
over a year ago immediately
brought on scare buying by the
public.

(2) Congress passed the 10% Ex-
cise Tax which added to the
cost of TV sets. This further
increased the abnormal de-
mand on the part of those who
bought ahead of the tax.

(3) Congress also passed the tight-
ened Regulation W. The people
therefore were again stimu-

(1)

When Installing TV Antennas

Use Easy -Up
POLE FITTINGS OR TOWERS

EZ-10 ROTATING POLE RING
Stronger, neater, more versatile. Inner ringclamps on any pole up to 2" dia. and is free
to rotate within outer ring to orient antenna.Choice of six locations for guy -wires. All -steel, heavily zinc coated.

Dealer Price Only $1.95

An'
Roof

EZ-9 UNIVERSAL MOUNT
Mounts at any angle, tips up from any angle.
Easiest, neatest way to mount antenna polesany place. Anchors poles up to 11/2" dia. Iflarger pole is used, up to 2", specify EZ-9A
(slightly higher). All -steel, extra -heavy duty,zinc coated. Dealer Price Only $1.95

liototoble for greets.
otientaiton

q rally

...dip Kit...salaam.
nixed-best known
tYtte of weed...
proofing

attic' - allaaana
sedates -
wind restaionct

light - approx. I,
Ibt per foot

\ Waitangi! gel.
for climbing

Ittattembled
secns

Heoay dory, ..ray
hinged boat

-

MODEL 300 ROTA-TOWER
Favorite tower of experienced TV installers be-cause it's built right in all respects. Combineshigh strength with light weight. Many featuresfor quick, easy installation. Complete detailson request.

Easy -Up Products are sold only throughauthorized jobbers and distributors

Easy -Up Tower Co.

RACINE  WISCONSIN

lated to buy sets before W
went into effect.

(4) The result of the before -men-
tioned, brought about a tre-
mendous stampede of television
sales which hit an unprece-
dented peak all within a few
months. Those people, espe-
cially in the lower income
brackets, who caused the stam-
pede are now off the market
as they have already bought
their sets.

(5) Another contributing factor
which is responsible for the
present slump was the manu-
facturer's decision to make
large TV screen sets. Up to a
year ago the great volume of
set sale§ were those with 7",
10", and 12" screens. Last sum-
mer the manufacturers created
markets for 16", 17", 19" and
20" sets. This naturally in-
creased the price of TV and
cut the market down for those
buyers in the lower income
groups.

(6) Peak buying and the increased
cost of television sets put a tre-
mendous burden on the financ-
ing companies as well as on
the banks themselves. A televi-
sion financing company is al-
lowed so many thousands of
dollars to finance time payment
buyers. Today, the banks will
not increase the amounts of
money to these television fi-
nancing companies because the
money, they, the banks, have
invested is still out. The result
is that the television dealers
cannot take on additional down
payment buyers which in turn
again cuts down their market.

There is no question about it, TV
sales in the large metropolitan sec-
tions of the country are at an all
time low for the moment. A lot of
people in the industry hold to the fact
that there is a reluctance among the
public to buy present television sets
because they are afraid that they will
be outmoded in the future by new
color television sets or by the advent
of the ultra high frequency stations.
If anything, this should encourage
dealers to continue to sell their pres-
ent large inventory as color and UHF
converters will be a very profitable
item for them to sell in the future.

Metropolitan area television sales
are not going to be down forever. But
right now while there is a slump
your most profitable market is in the
rich vast TV fringe area from 25 to
100 miles outside of the primary re-
ceiving area. Almost half of America's
people live in this great fringe area.
Towns under 10,000 population andtheir trade areas represent 62.8% ofall the families in the United Stateswith a tremendous buy -everything
market and money to buy. In fact,

(Continued on page 96)
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roudly presents the Aristocrat

of table -model radios

the "Livingston"

ANI.FM with 8 -inch speaker
NOW IS THE TIME to cash in on the
swing to AM -FM table radios. Feature
the RCA Victor "Livingston." When
your customers turn on this attractive
table radio, they're in for an amazing
and pleasant surprise. For here is the
finest tone we've ever offered in any
table -model radio. The RCA Victor
"Livingston" combines a superior FM
circuit with the famous "Golden
Throat" tone system to produce the
year's outstanding table radio. Three -

Has the

gang condenser with tuned RF stage
for greater selectivity and sensitivity.

Your customers will hear AM and
FM stations through a powerful 8 -inch
speaker . . . and if they ,wish to play
records, this RCA Victor (Model IR81)
has phono -jack for plugging in the
"Victrola" 45 attachment.

The RCA Victor "Livingston" is the
AM -FM radio you and your customers
have been waiting for . . . pleasure and
profit a'plenty.

'Victrola"-T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

tone system . . . the finest
in RCA Victor History.

DIVISION OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

RCA VICTOR-World Leader in Radio . . . First in Recorded Music .. . First in Television
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STANCOR

REFERENCES

The big new Stancor 1951 Mid -Year
Catalog lists 441 Stancor transformers
...the most complete catalog line in the
industry. All transformers, including
television components, are classified
and indexed so you can easily locate
the unit you need. Each listing includes
electrical specifications, dimensions,
weight and list price. Clear illustrations
show each mounting type in detail.

* * *
The 8th Edition of the Stancor Televi-
sion Catalog and Replacement Guide
provides you with quick, easy -to -read
replacement information on 1511 TV
models and chassis made under 79 brand
names. All manufacturers are listed
alphabetically and the models and
chassis are listed in numerical order:
A separate section lists all Stancor TV
transformers and related components
by part number.
Both of these up-to-date references are
now stocked by your Stancor distrib-
utor, or write Stancor directly for your
free copies. * * *
AUDIOPHILES-Use Stancor transformers to build
the famous Williamson High Fidelity Amplifier. Cir-
cuit diagrams and complete parts lists are available
in Stancor Bulletin 382 at your Stancor distributor.

Afost Complete Line
in the Industry

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
3586 ELSTON AVENUE, CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS

Haygren Chimney Mount
Model Y27

SOLID RIVETS! Sure -grip "U" bolt!"ALCOTE" finish!

Write for FREE Catalog andname of nearest distributor!

ELECTRONIC
MANUFACTURING, Inc

436 18th St., Brooklyn, New York

Ratio Dectector
(Continued from page 77)

before some engineer writes in to ask
about our credentials. Now it is, or
should be, fairly simple to see why
the voltage across R3 would remain
the same when a constant -amplitude,
noise -free, FM signal was coming in.
The plate and cathode of each diode
practically short-circuit when conduc-
tion takes place (due to the very low
plate -to -cathode resistance, compared
to the large load resistance) and a
voltage pretty nearly the same as the
input signal voltage that produced
conduction, would be developed across
R3.

Suppose now that this FM signal
becomes noise -modulated, and C. is
absent (fig. 2). The changing ampli-
tude of the FM input signal would
cause the amplitude of the voltage
developed across R3 to vary accord-
ingly. The current through R3 would
change in consequence.

Now, the current through R3 deter-
mines the current through R1 (cur-
rent through R3 = the sum of the
diode currents, or L L, while the
current through R1 = the difference
in the diode currents, or L - L. If
the sum L L changes, the difference
L - 12 will also change). Therefore
a change in the current through R1,
proportional to the noise signal, will
occur, and noise will be heard in the
audio output.

By adding C3 in parallel with R3,
the voltage across R3 (and therefore
the voltage across R1) is not permit-
ted to change. The voltage across R3
cannot change any faster than C3 can
charge and discharge. If the time
constant of R3 and C3 is relatively
large (as it is), it will take C3 a rela-
tively long time to charge and dis-
charge. Therefore, if a noise pulse
momentarily changes the amplitude
of the incoming FM signal, the short -
duration variation in amplitude will
not affect the voltage across R3, be-
cause this voltage cannot change
quickly enough to reproduce the short -
duration pulse. Only when a long-
duration change in carrier amplitude,
such as occurs when a stronger or
weaker channel is tuned in, will the
charge on C3 change appreciably, and
cause a change in the, voltage across
R3 and R1.

One final point remains to be ex-
plained, namely, why the ratio detec-tor was given its name. In other
words, why is the circuit called a ra-tio detector, rather than the Gwen-
dolyn T. Vanderplush detector. The
answer lies in the fact that the de-tector output varies in accordancewith a ratio. This is the ratio of the
voltage across R1 to the voltage across
R3. The voltage across R3 remains
substantially constant, whereas the
voltage across R1 constantly changes.
Therefore the ratio of the two is con-
stantly changing.

41k
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Bothersome tuning
completely eliminated

VENZO °OSTER
Biggest Improvement

To Single Channel TV Reception
Since The'VEE-D-X "J" Series Yagi

Here is the booster that the entire TV industry has been
waiting for. The VEE-D-X Outboard is a single channel
booster - delivers powerful 18 db gain with full 5 mega-
cycle band width - yet it costs much less than any tuned
booster on the market. Pre-set for any desired channel the
VEE-D-X Outboard Booster fits snugly against back of any
TV set - out of the way ... out of sight . . . with no knobs
or wires exposed to TV viewers. The unique RF assembly,
heart of the booster, is precision engineered into a single
unit. Compare the gain stability and other features !
Compare the price! You will quickly see the tremendous
market and sales potential of this sensational booster.
The LaPOINTE-PLASCOMOLD CORP., Windsor Locks, Conn:

VEND
AKERS OF THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL ANTENNA SYSTEMS

12
OUTSTANDING FEATURES

18 db gain with full 5 - megacycle band width

Costs less than any tuned booster

Turns on and off with set automatically

 Cannot oscillate - has 6J6 push-pull cross -neu-
tralized amplifier

Out of sight - no wires or gadgets showing

 Easily and quickly installed

Unique RF assembly

Excellent signal-to-noise ratio

Maximum gain on desired channel because in-
dividual plate and grid adjustments assure
perfect alignment

All metal case has beautiful Hammertone finish

 Fool -proof construction - Install it! - Forget it!

 Performance proven

*TV channel transmission 4.5 me wide
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STEEL
SHELVING

SHOP and
TOOL

BOXES

Pat. Pending

BENARHES

BENCH
LEGS

TOOL
STANDS

AND

TOTERS

STEEL
BINS

TOOL
ROOM

Equipment

DIVISION OF AURORA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
755 PRAIRIE  PHONE: AURORA 9231

The dependably high quality
of Planet capacitors, like the
real substantial goodness of a
well cooked meal, is the result
of plenty of carefully applied
"know-how" with little de-
pendence on the textbook.

DRAWER
UNITS

TRUCKS

For in the manufacture of capacitors-in the etching, slitting, and forming of aluminum foil;in compounding and handling electrolytic pastes; and in assembly, aging, and testing of anelecAolytic product=nothing can supplant the expertness which comes from experience
alone. This is the reason that the Planet employees shown above total more than 36 years ofpractical experience-the reason that Planet's key employees alone total more than 100 years.
This is the reason Planet electrolytics are acclaimed by engineers as
"... Superior" - because they're made right!
Write today for complete information. Ask for our latest catalog, C-2.

PLANET MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
225 Belleville Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J.

RCA Color -TV Advances
Over a million TV set owners in

the New York area during the week
of July 9-14 were able to compare
FCC -CBS non -compatible color TV on
Channel 2 with the RCA -NBC com-
patible test broadcasts on Channel 4.
On the NBC channel they received
clean, sharp, contrasty black -white
pictures; on the CBS channel they
received a meaningless kaleidoscope
of dancing dots and lines.

Hundreds of enthusiastic phone
calls came to NBC, many saying the
black -white reception of the color pro-
gram was even better than standard
black -white transmissions.

Meanwhile, at Radio City, the press
and interested industry representa-
tives were viewing the programs in
full color on RCA's new 21 -inch color
tube (12% x 16% -inch picture, in
color), as well as on the 16 -inch color
tubes previously seen. Simultane-
ously, standard black -white sets re-
produced the color program as ex-
cellent black -white pictures. The new
RCA colors showed additional im-
provement in life -like tints, and were
declared to be equal or superior to
any other color -TV system.

"Compatible color can be logically
introduced into television broadcast-
ing with advantage to exeryone and
loss to none," said RCA president,
Frank M. Folsom. "Proper introduc-
tion will assure a fertile base for a
healthy growth of the entire tele-
vision industry. During the coming
months, the public will have an op-
portunity to see the RCA color sys-
tem and judge its many advantages
through our field tests. We also plan
to send the color programs to other
cities in network operation, linked
with New York via radio relay sta-
tions or the coaxial cable."

Hytron Easy Budget Plan
Hytron Radio and Electronics Co.,

Salem, Mass., has come out with a
financing plan to allow TV customers
who need picture tube replacements,
but who have no cash, to get the tube
right away. Plan will also pay for
service charges. The dealer or serv-
iceman will get his entire bill paid in
full, at once, and the customer does
not have to make any down payment,
Hytron states, under present govern-
ment regulations. A national adver-
tising campaign is being planned to
promote the plan. Further details
may be had by writing to Advertis-
ing Department, Hytron. Inquire
about the Hytron Easy Budget Plan.

Admiral Service Branch
A service branch of Admiral Cor-

poration's Boston Distributing Divi-
sion has opened in Worcester, Mass.,
Clarence S. Tay, president of dis-
tributing branches, announces. Tele-
vision technicians trained in factory
methods of repair and handling Ad-
miral TV products will join the new
operation.
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NEW PARA-CON ANTENNA COMBINES

PARABOLIC & CONICAL PRINCIPLES
Sight

Solves 9 out of 10 Installation

Sells It

Barbara lee-Rising TV Star, WEWS Cleveland

Any TV Set Performs
Better With a

Para -Con Antenna
Every set performs better

when conditions are better. In-
stall Para -Con when older sets
are starving for a stronger sig-
nal. Install a Para -Con when
any set is being drowned in a
sea of local interference. In the
majority of set installations,
Para -Con makes both old and
new sets perform at their peak.
To be on the safe side every
time, install the sensationally
performing new Para -Con an-
tenna and forestall TV troubles
at both the reception and the
service end.

Proved in Thousands

Of Installations
Spectacular success has been

achieved in practically every in-
stallation. Even in locations far
removed and. in difficult terrain
where other more elaborate
arrays were tried and failed,
PARA-CON aerials not only
bring in brighter, clearer pic-
tures but seize and channel in
stations where dependable recep-
tion has not been possible with
an ordinary antenna. Ward's
new PARA-CON Antenna has
been field tested in thousands of
installations . . . proved far and
away better.

Singles Out The Stations
High Front to Back Ratio

- The new Para -
Con design
achieves an un-
usual .capacity
to obtain sharp
directivity over
all the television
spectrum. Para -
Con principles
afford greater
power and less
interfering noise
on each channel.

After all, people
buy TV sets to en-
joy the picture. It
just makes sense
that the antenna
bringing in the
best picture
brings in the best
entertainment
and the most cus-
tomer satisfac-
tion. Hook a
Para -Con onto
any set and you'll
agree-it sells on
sight.

One Antenna Covers
All Channels

The Para -Con antenna reaches
out and grasps all channels. The
Ward Para -Con has an excep-
tionally low standing wave ratio
combined with a spectacular high
gain advantage on all channels.
Db 96t SINGLE BAY PAPA CON
3 0 6

S 130
9 0 160

15 50
So 140

2s 00
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LC 11
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60 300
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40 160
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30 140
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02 60 30 8 83 86 138
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01.0 14 as MX 1344 '90 144 .913 101 206 110 136

No Ghost Hunts

3

No more skeletons in your
customer's TV closets. Scientif-
ically determined direct imped-
ance matching characteristics
eliminate many ghosts. Para -
Con's revolutionary design
transfers the maximum power
from the antenna to the receiver
with a minimum of reflections.

Profit -Wise Dealers

Prefer Para -Con *
The antenna is one of the most

important and critical compo-
nents of a TV receiver. Nearly
20% of all TV service calls result
from faulty antennas. The gen-
eral all-around, high perform-
ance of Ward's Para -Con an-
tenna gives customer satisfac-
tion right from the initial instal-
lation. Expensive call-backs due
to antennas are slashed. Rug-
gedly built for long lasting
trouble -free service Para -Con
withstands winds and weather.
Easy to handle and quick to in-
stall . .. saves time and expense.

See your distributor for
Ward's answer to your antenna
problems. *Trade Mark

Problems-Challenges Comparison
Two best features are incorporated into one BEST antenna. The

praiseworthy features conical type aerials possess for supplying full
audio and full video bandwidth reception are used with a parabolic
design that gives the Para -Con a concentration of signals. Para -Con
is engineered to concentrate the maximum wave energy on the
antenna by providing all-around, unmatched performance . .. perfect
picture clarity . . . long customer satisfaction.

The First In TV To Use Parabolic Principle
Parabolic antennas have long been used in special applications for

concentrating weak signals onto driven elements. The brilliant
results of Ward Para -Con are now setting new performance stand-
ards on all channels and in most every area. Ward's Para -Con
Antenna is different. It's new. Now it is possible for one antenna
to meet and solve many of the local problems of installation and
reception.

Ideal For All Band
Fringe Areas

In fringe areas where selection
of a number of channels is avail-
able, Ward's stacked Para -Con
models provide the ideal com-
promise antenna for maximum
results on all bands. Stacked in
either two or four bay arrays,
the Parabolic design reflectors
reach out, gather and concen-
trate maximum energy on the
antenna elements.

Diagramatic sketch showing how
parabolic reflectors gather in and
concentrate energy on conical
elements.

WARD
PARA-CON

(Combining Parabolic and Conical Principles)

ANTENNAS
THE WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION, Division of The Gabriel Co.

1523 E. 45th Street, Cleveland 3, Ohio
IN CANADA: ATLAS RADIO CORP., LTD., TORONTO, ONT.
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Fringe Selling
(Continued from page 90)

in 1947 fringe area residents spent
40 billion on clothing, radios, washing
machines, vacuum cleaners, toasters,
cosmetics, tools, plumbing supplies,
furniture, carpets, automobiles, tires,
etc. These people are crying for TV
sets and they'll buy receivers at regu-
lar prices providing they can receive
good reception. It's up to you, Mr.
Retailer, and to you, Mr. Serviceman,
to see that they can get good recep-
tion. There are many good antennas
and boosters on the market that your
jobbers can supply you, which will
cinch a TV sale in this fat profit
fringe area.

The job must be approached intelli-
gently however. It will certainly be
worth your while to carefully select
several outside salesmen. These men
would be hired on the basis of native
selling ability (know-how) ; they
should be well dressed and alert ap-
pearing and above all, they should be
completely familiar with television,
boosters, antennas, and how to make
a demonstration. Untrained salesmen
not only lose time but they lose sales.
A pay plan should spur incentive. The
compensation arrangement should be
profitable both to the dealer and the
salesman.

By the same token servicemen and

retail dealers operating service de-
partments should hire technicians
who have sales ability. Since the tech-
nician who goes into the home is
looked upon as an unprejudiced ex-
pert, must not only look the part but
act the part and he should make the
customer feel that any suggestions

Ernest Keller, vice-president and sales manager,
Anchor Radio Corporation.

he makes are for the customer's own
good and will actually give him the
best television reception.

There are approximately at the
present time 63 cities in the U.S. op-
erating over 107 television transmit-
ting stations. Your richest and best
television markets are in the subur-

New TRAV-ELECTRIC Model
STURDY

MINIATURE
CONVERTER
2% "x2 1/2 "x31/2 u

60 CYCLE AC.
40 WATTS
110 VOLTS

Just
plug into
CIGAR

LIGHTER

AT PICNICS -OUTINGS

operates
Radios, Shavers

Turn -
Tables

Small
Dictating
Machines

etc.

$1 5 95
List Price

IN THE CAR- IN THE TRUCK

ELECTRIC SHAVER

(11,
PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH

Terado Company-1o68 Raymond, St. Paul 8, Minn.

DICTATING MACHINE

96

ban and fringe areas that surround
these 107 stations. The members of
our own organization alone can cite
thousands upon thousands of cases
where people living within a 100 -mile
radius of a television transmitting
station want to buy a set but they
have never heard that a booster can
give them good television reception.
Television sets can be sold with a
good booster and a good antenna in
these areas. Here is the most profit-
able 3 -in -1 package you could possibly
have. The market is there right
under your nose . . . the residents are
begging for television so get out of
town before it's too late and hit the
road to an untapped multi -million
dollar TV market.

New Rep Firm
Samuel K. Macdonald, well-known

man ufacturers' representative who
has been active in the electronic parts
industry since 1929, announces the ,

incorporation ' of his business, head-
quarters at 1531 Spruce Street, Phila-
delphia 2, Pa.

Visits Sentinel Plant
Carl Crandall, Sentinel distributor

in Detroit, believes in sales training.
One step in his current "activation
program.' was to take all his whole-
sale men to the Sentinel factory so
they could see first hand with their
own eyes, how TV sets were built.

The World's Finest Television Picture Tube

10 to 20 inches Round and Rectangular

Electrostatic Focus Tubes

Send Today For Complete Specifications

TEL -0
ATE.RSI

Soles
580 StWA

JERSEY

CorporationE

yO AMERIC

New York 19, N
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Peiekk
Molded Paper Tubular Dry Electrolytic

SANGAMO'S TV TRIO
Used as original equipment Tops for replacement needs

Sangamo offers three top television capacitors that you can use with con-
fidence. You'll like these tested, proved performers for their quality, their
small size and their stability.

The REDSKIN is plastic molded paper tubular that is easy to work
with-on production line or on the bench-because its strong, tough casing
stands rough handling and the flexible leads can't pull out! It gives long

life at 85° operation.
The CHIEFTAIN is a dry electrolytic that fits anywhere! Tiny, but dur-
able, it is ideal for application in tight spots beneath a chassis. Bare tinned -

copper wire leads make it easy to mount. Maintains uniform capacity
when subjected to heat and high ripple currents.

The SIOUX is a 6,000 volt paper television capacitor with a new standard
of permanence. Designed to withstand continuous operation at 85° C, it
is mineral oil impregnated to provide longer life and more stable perform-
ance over a wide range of operating temperatures.

A trial of these replacement capacitors will convince you. See your Jobber

. . . if he can't supply you, write us.

SANGAMO 7 e

PAPERMICASILVERELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITORS

SOW
6000v TV Tubular

Dfee#44i4PeOnemaiece

SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

IN CANADA: SANGAMO COMPANY LIMITED, LEASIDE, ONTARIO
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New TV Viewing Development by Sylvania Electric New Sylvania TV Line

Announced recently by Don Mitchell, president of Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., is thefirst application of "Surround Lighting," a principle long identified with the science ofoptics to television sets. "A frame of soft, cool light," said Mitchell, "has been placed aroundthe picture -screen. Our scientists believe that Halolight, as we call it, marks a new mile-stone in even greater enjoyment in viewing television."

New UHF Converter

J. F. Walsh, sales manager of Westinghouse
Electric Corp., looks over the firm's new UHF
converter. It can be connected to all Westing-
house TV sets now in use, to enable them toreceive all UHF channels.

Capitol Vice -President

Lloyd Dunn, above, merchandising manager of
Capitol Records, Inc., has been appointed a
vice-president of the company, it was an-
nounced by Glenn F. Wallichs, president.

COLOR TV FILTERS
Sensational Tri-Color Film to Go Over the
Face of the CR Tube

BLUE SKIES

SEA GREEN

FLESH TONES

WIRE NOW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Model Size Price

1920

1617
16" x 20"
17" x 131/4"

Net $4.95
Net 4.15

1214 13" x 111/2" Net 3.75
810 12" x 10" Net 2.95

NATIONAL AGENCY

RAINBOW PLASTICS COMPANY
883 Boylston Street

Boston. Mass.
COpley 7-5620

5% Discount If Check Or Money Order Accompanies Order

The new Golden Jubilee TV line in-
cludes four table models: three 17 -inch
models, the 7110X at $249.95, 72M,
$299.95 in mahogany and $309.95 in
blond, and a 20 -inch model, 22M, at
$399.95. Four open faced consoles are:
17 -inch set 73M (mahogany) at $369.95
and 73B (blond) at $379.95; and 20 -inch
Halolight model 23M (mahogany) at
$499.95 and 23B (blond) $519.95. Seven-
teen inch console with doors is model
74M (mahogany) $399.95, and 74B
(blond) $419.95. 20 -inch console with
doors, 24M, with Halolight, at $529.95.
Console combinations include the 17 -
inch 75M (mahogany) at $549.95, and
75B (blond) at $569.95, and the 20 -inch
model 25M (mahogany) with Halolight
at $659.95. In addition to these, 12
models have been carried over from the
1951 line. Sylvania Television, Buffalo,
N. Y.-RADIO & TELEVISION RETAIL-
ING.

Zenith "Royalty" Line

Five new TV models introduced by
Zenith are called the "Royalty Collec-
tion." Model H2436Q, the Deauville, TV
console in hand carved solid walnut
cabinet, lists for $1300. The Brittany, in
hand carved walnut cabinet, is a com-
bination, lists at $1750. The Conquis-
tador, combination in modern design
walnut cabinet, also lists at $1750. The
Valencia, combination in bleached wal-
nut, lists for $1785. The Golden Harvest,
combination in bleached mahogany, list
at $1925. All sets have 19 -inch screens.
Zenith Corp., Chicago 39, Ill.-RADIO
& TELEVISION RETAILING.

SEE

For Today's Biggest Values in
FM
AM

#AF 1100-CORONET
A superlative instrument for "EX -STATIC" reception!

10 Tubes, with TWIN -SPEAKER system. Automatic
volume control. Heavy duty transformer. Separate
AM, FM, RF stages. Built-in high "Q" AM -FM an-tenna. 3 -channel switch for AM, FM phono. 5 wattoutput. Hand -rubbed genuine mahogany cabinet.An "Ace" performer!
#AF 800-Same, but with 8 tubes.

Write for catalog of complete line

Radios

STEELMAN Phonograph & Radio Co., Inc.
12-30 Anderson Place, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
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Ca" US When YOUR
Radio or

Television
Set needs service

140#
tvoitik itrtoio AND TELEVISION

TUBES

RADIO TUBES; TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES; ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS;

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT; FLUORESCENT TUBES, FIXTURES, SIGN

TUBING, WIRING DEVICES; LIGHT BULBS; PliIITOLANIPS; TELEVISION SETS
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of Sylvania's big
brilliant campaign
for Service Dealers
Now begins the second half of Sylvania's greatest and
most appealing ad campaign ever offered to Service
Dealers.

Featuring 2 famous celebrities, Paulette Goddard and
Patrice Munsel, this campaign ties in with big ads soon
to appear in the Saturday Evening Post, Look, Life, and
Collier's magazine, and is backed by the nation-wide
weekly TV show, "Beat the Clock."

Everything included

Here's everything you need for a_record harvest of fall
service business. You get big, smashing life -like displays
of the famous stars. You get counter cards, streamers,
direct -mail pieces . . . even radio spot announcements.

Remember, you pay only one cent each for the mail-
ing pieces. All the rest is FREE! So don't let another
minute go by without calling your nearest Sylvania dis-
tributor . . . or mail the coupon NOW.

Sylvania
Electric Products

Inc.

Dept. R.2.20418,
Emporium,

Po.

me full details about Sylvania's

great Fall 195 1 Service Dealer Campaign.
Please send

Name.

Street

City

State
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STANDARD AND
HEAVY DUTY

INVERTERS

For inverting D. C. to A. C.
Speciclly Designed for operating A. C. Radios, Tele-

vision Sets, Amplifiers, Address Systems, and Radio

Test Equipment from D. C. Voltages in Vehi-

cles, Ships, Trains, Planes and

in D. C. Districts.

ANEW MODELS "'NEW DESIGNS
eNEW LITERATURE

"A- Battery Eliminator, OCAC Inverters
Auto Radio Vibrators

See 9. ide..4, <ve rotate kzetrty

AMERICAN TELEVISION 8 RADIO CO.
gazteity Prodaer$ s 193/

SAINT PAUL 1, MINNESOTA-U.S.A
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THE PROOF IS
IN THE PICTURE!

WHERE

OTHERS FAIL!

In the final analysis it is the picture re-
ceived under difficult conditions which
proves the value of a television booster.
Hundreds of thousands of television
viewers have daily proof that the Bogen
Television Booster provides sharp, clear
pictures in areas where others fail. Are
your TV installations performing at their
potential best? See Bogen-for the proof

in the picture.

SPECIALISTS IN ELECTRONIC

INTERCOMMUNICATION FOR OVER 20 YEARS

The Largest Selling

LIGHTNING ARRESTER
At Any Price!

Protects Home and TV
Set Against Lightning
Hazards

U.S. Patent No. D-4664

Installs anywhere
 No wire stripping, cutting or

splicing
(Complete with strap and ground wire.)
OVER 1,000,000 IN USE TODAY!

See Your Jobber or Write for
Form No. 84

MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.
6103H 1601 {WINNE, BROOKLYN 4, N. Y.

IIRSI In Televi.lett Alai... and itc.ssaltles
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ANCHOR
OOSTERS

make it possible!

THE ANCHOR Yaw/tea/12de
For Intermediate Reception

THE ANCHOR ,J4er/swe
For Fringe Area Reception

ANCHOR RADIO CORP.
2215 SOUTH ST. LOUIS AVENUE CHICAGO 23, ILLINOIS
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RCA kinescopes incorporate

the experience of the

oldest mass-producer of

picture tubes in the industry

(------AP A RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA

It is a well -established fact that more RCA kinescopes
are now in active service than any other brand . . .

over 41/2 million since the advent of commercial tele-
vision, when RCA pioneered the first large-scale
production of kinescopes.

Significantly, many RCA kinescopes installed four and five
years ago are still giving good performance today, providing con-
tinuous reliable service year after year. Yes, RCA picture tubes
of all types have consistently given outstanding performance.

RCA's kinescope quality means substantial savings to dealers
and servicemen, in fewer call-backs and "out-of-pocket" replace-
ments. In the long run, it amounts simply to this . . . stocking
RCA picture tubes is good business . . . as any long-term user
of RCA kinescopes will tell you.

Your local RCA Tube Distributor carries a complete line of
RCA picture tubes. See him the next time you buy kinescopes
for replacement.
Keep informed ... keep in touch with your RCA Tube Distributor

PLECTRON suers NARRISON, N.J.


